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PREFACE

The Social Science Curriculum Study Center at University High School,
University of Illinois, Urbana, has as its objective the development of the first
three courses in a sequential junior-senior high school social studies program.
These three basic courses for the secondary school social studies are a part of
a five-year sequence designed to contribute to a program of study that introduces
students to: (1) the structure of man's social order and how individuals in our
own and in other cultures interact with the social order, indeed, both shape and
respond to it; (2) the dynamic nature of cultures; and (3) the diversity of cultures.

The development of the three sequential social studies courses begins, first,
with the identification and selection of concepts and generalizations essential to
understanding man's relationships with his social, economic, and political insti-
tutions at different periods in time in our own culture and in other selected western
,and non-western cultutes. In developing the new course materials, priority is
given to achieving maximum student involvement ).n inquiring, hypothesizing, test-
ing, interpreting, and ultimately in valuing social data to the end that students
arrive inductively at the concepts and generalizations and develop skill in
analysis.

The procedure followed in the development of each of the talree courses involves
these five stages:

1. Identification of concepts, generalizations, skills of social analysis
by the project staff in cooperation with academic specialists in art,
cultural anthropology, economics, geography, history, political
science, regional area studies, sociology, psychology, and teacher
education.

2. Preparation of the new course materials and evaluation instruments
which are then tried out in the social studies classes at the Univer-
sity of Illinois High School, University of Illinois Curriculum
Laboratory.

3. Revision of the new materials and preparation of a Teacher's Manual
with tryout in a small number of public schools whose teachers have
benefit of consultant help by the project staff including orientation to
ihe new materials in summer institutes and conferences during the
school year.

4. Second revision of the new materials and tryout in a larger number
of cooperating public schools with continued teaching and revision
at the University of Illinois High School.

5. Further analysis of selected data from trial in the University of
Illinois High School, and in cooperating public schools field testing the
materials, and publication of the new course materials.

The material in this TEACHER'S MANUAL, ECONOMICS: CHOICE MAKING,
is the second of three instructional units in the First Course to be followed by
COMMUNITY POLITICAL PROCESSES. .
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reface

The new instructional materials on ECONOMICS: CHOICE MAKING are
eing developed to help students arrive at a meaningful and functiorial..understanding
f the persistent and universal human problem of choice making among alternative
nds as concerns our nation today and other selected nations. To this end under-
ying ideas about human groups giv7-ffirection to the materials that have been
evelopld herein. A people's desire for food, sheltz-r, transportation, health,
ducation, leisure, and many other things seem always to be gleater than what can
e provided by the land, minerals, labor, machinery, and other resources avail-
ble for production. Since human material wants and service wants are virtually
limited and can be satisfied in different ways, and productive resources are limited

nd can be used differently, people everywhere find it necessary to manage and
'economize"--in the use of their limited resources in order to get as much as
ossible of the things they want. The basic economic problem of how limited
esources shall be used to satisfy human wants raises many questions that all
uman groups must somehow answer.

WHAT GOODS AND SERVICES SHALL BE PRODUCED AND IN WHAT AMOUNT?
HOW SHALL A NATION'S LABOR FORCE, LAND, SOURCES OF ENERGY,

AND CAPITAL EQUIPMENT BE USED TO PRODUCE THE THINGS ITS
PEOPLE WANT?

WHO SHALL GET THE GOODS AND SERVICES PRODUCED?
HOW CAN A NATION'S PEOPLE HAVE MORE OF THE MANY THINGS THEY

WANT?

We can think of an economic system as a set of man-made arrangements for
rinding out day Ly day the necessary answers to the questions raised by a scarcity
f resources relative to human wants. Although all nations must develop some
et of arrangement 3 to organize, guide, and coordinate the economic activities of
ts people so the necessary decisions can be made, no two nations organize economic
ctivity in exactly the same way. Nor do all nations Elace exclusive reliance on a
ingle method. The difference, then, is in the degree ole-mphasis that a nation's
eople give to each of three ways of organizing economic activity, namely, reliance
n cu ,stom tovernment, individual self interest. Herein we are concernedTil=
co'nomic an non-economic pals of a nation's people.

The materials in this Teacher's Manual and in the Student's Manual, have
een developed at the Social Science Curriculum Study Center, University High
chool, University of Illinois Curriculum Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, in coopera-
ion with Project Social Studies, U. S. Office of Education, Department of Health,
Cducation and Welfare. The consultation services of economists in the Department
)f Economics, University of Illinois, are gratefully acknowledged. Russell L.
iloran has given invaluable counsel and assistance. Marianne Ferber and Gene
oyer read the entire third version and made helpful suggestions.

All copyrighted materials are used with permission of publishers and/or
uthors for this fifth version and may not be reproduced without their permission.

ctober 1968 Ella C Leppert, Director
Social Science Curriculum Study Center
University. High School
University of Illinois Curriculum Laboratory
Urbana, Illinois 61801
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T411 [short quote]

Lester V. Chandler. A Preface to Economics (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1947).

SECTION I - HUMAN MATERIALS WANTS AND THE ECONOMY

T4445[Notes on the Changing Pattern of Consumer Spending, 1950-1960]

Linden, Fabian, Editor. E. enditure Patterns of the American
Farily (New York: National Industrial Conference Board, Inc.,
19 5).

1' -22.23 [short quote)

Galbtaith, John Kenneth. "The Dependence Effect and Social Balance"
in Private Wants and Public Needs edited by Edmund S. Phelps (New
Yo;E:777117":137)ffcroirt'%ompany, Inc., 1965), pp. 31-32.

T-29-33 [Conquering Poverty in the U. S. by 1976]

Tobin, James. "It Can Be Done: Conquering Poverty in the U. S.
by 1976," The New Republic, June 3, 1967.

24-26 [The Appalachian Volunteers]

Pearce, John Ed. "The Appalachian Volunteers" in Christian Science
Monitor, January 27, 1965.

2649 (Sometimes Ws Statistical, But Poverty is People)

Richey, Vern. "Sometimes It's Statistical, But Poverty Is People, "
in Champaign-Urbana Courier, October 30, 1966.

31-33 (When A Woman Goes to Market)

"When A Woman Goes to Market," Readers Digesti March 1964,
pp. 115-117.
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36-37 [The Colonial Family in New Plymouth]

morison, Samuel Eliot. "The Colonial Family in New Plymouth"
Tt-% Stor of the "Old Colon " of New Pi outh (New York:
Mired nop pp. 4 7 3 2 08.

38 [The Family in the Early New England Colonies]

Kenkel, William F. The Famil in Pers ective: A Fourfold Anal sis
(New York: Appleton- entury- rots, c.

44-45 [a listing of more familiar economic objectives of American people]

Robinson, Marshall A., Herbert C. Morton, and James D.
Calderwood. An Introduction to Economic Reasonin (Washington,
D.C.: The Boo ngs stitut on, 1 59

SECTION II - NATURAL RESOURCES IN THE ECONOMY

T-12-14 [Natural Resources in the Economy]

Fisher, Joseph L., and Neal Potter, World Prospects ;for Natural
Resources (Washington: Resources for the Future, Inc., 1964i,
and sans 1i. Landsberg, Natural Resources for U. S. Growth
(Baltimore: The Johns HoPTial5Fgi*VITC4).

70-72 [Land]

Clawson, Marion. Land for Americans (Chicagr): Rand McNally and
Co. , 1963), abridgment pp. 1-3.

Woytinsky, Emma S. profile of the U. S. Economy, A Survey of
Growth and Change (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers,
1967), pp. 10-12 abridged.

72-77 [Timber]

Landsberg, Hans H. Natural Resources for U. S. Growth and
American Forest Proaucts Industries, Inc.

77-83 [Water]

Woytinsky, Profile of the U. S. Economy, pp. 12-15.

Nelson, Senator Gaylord A. "The National Pollution Scandal,"
(Madison: The Progressive, Inc. , February 1967).
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83-84 [Air]

Woytinsky, Profile of the U. S. Economy, pp. 15-18.

87-90 [Noise Levels]

Favre, George H. "The Noise Boom" (Boston: Christian Science
Monitor, December 30, 1966).

91-94 [Iron, Ferroalloys, Minerals]

Stead, William H. Natural Resources for a Growing Economy in
Selected Readin s in conornics arris, e nglewood

a: rentice- 1, Inc., 8).

94-96 [Mineral Production]

Woytinsky, Emma S. Profile of the U. S. Economy (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, 19V?), pp. 23i-2322 234.

96-97 [Coal]

The Invisible Power of Coal. New York Times, Section 12, June 14,
1964.

100-102 [Petroleum and Natural Gas]

Woytinsky, Profile of the U. S. Economy, pp. 241-43; 245-247.

103-105 [Natural Resources: Balancing Quantity and Quality]

Cohn, Robert. "Natural Resources: Balancing Quantity and Quality"
Christian Science Monitor, December 27, 1965,

106-111 [Our Inexhaustible Resources]

Holman, Eugene. "Our Inexhaustible Resources, " The Atlantic
Monthl , 189(June 1952), 29-32. (Boston: The Atlantic tionthly

ompany. )

112-115 [Looking Ahead to the Year 2000]

Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman, "Mr. Freeman Looks
Ahead, " American Forests, April 1967.
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116 [a diagram)

Landsberg, Hans H. Natural Resources for U. S. Growth
"Increased Population: New Ind Bigger Demands on the Nation's
Resources, " (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1964).

SECTION III - HUMAN RESOURCES IN THE ECONOMY

122 [Immigration: Treasure or a Problem]

KernMerer, Donald L., and C. Clyde Jones. American,Economic
History (New York:. McGraw Hill Book Compairi7SE7,"7931717:97 102.

131-132 [Population: Youth's Place in an Older But Younger Country in 1980]

"The Future That Young People Will Face in America, "
News and World Report, August 17, 1964, pp. 50-55.

138-140 [300,000, 000 Americans Would be Wrong)

Lilienthal, David E. "300,000, 000 Americans Would be Wrong, "
New York Times Magazine, January 9, 1966.

SECTION IV - CAPITAL RESOURCES IN THE ECONOMY

T-13-17 [Automation: Threat and Promise]

Ackley, Gardner. "Automation: Threat and Promise" New York
Th.le.2.2.1.agassL.ne, March 22, 1964, p. 161.

183-184 (A Company Generates its Capital Funds]

Burlingame, Roger. Machines That Built America (New Yorkl
The New American Library, Inc., 1455)9 PP. 149-151.

190 [Cartoon)

"Technology the Cybernated Generation," Time, April 2, 1965,

191-192 [Automation: We Must Begin a Search for the Answers]

Synder, John I. , Jr., "Automation: We Mvst Begin a Search for
the Answers," New York Times Magazine, March 22, 1964.

193-194 [Who's Afraid of Automation)

Velie, Lester. "Who's Afraid of Automation, " Reader's Dijest,
April 1966, pp. 117-120.
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THE WORLD OF ECONOMICS:

CONSTRAINT AND SOCIAL INVENTION

Man has to work for a living. A world in which no one has to work, a world
in which nature provides abundance without human effort, and a world in which
man has more than enough for everything he wants--this is a paradise to dream
about but it is not the real world in which we live or the world at anytime inhabited
by homo sapiens. To be sure, the physical environment provides soil, water,
minerals, air, sunlight, vegetation, and wildlife. But, unfortunately, nature does
not furnish man with its .fruits in such abundance that he can live without effort,
toil, and inconvenience. Nature sets the stage but man, in cooperation with his
fellow men, must manage the resources provided by nature to satisfy human wants.

In simple societies this meant fishing, hunting, harvesting, and sharing out
the harvest among the members of the society. In modern times, the satisfaction
of human wants involves man in innumerable complex processes of managing his
resources. Working in coordinated groups, modern man draws resources from
all parts of the globe and produces goods and services to sell all over the world
to satisfy wants that he might not otherwise be able to satisfy at all or satisfy less
well. Consider, if you will, the complex set of interrelationships and the inter-
depende.ace of millions of people required to satisfy the wants of this British
woolen-maker.

Basically, the economic problem is: how do men manage their search for
material well-being? This all important problem taxes the social inventiveness
of man challenging his ability to devise, establish, and coordinate the activities
of millions of people spread over vast areas, unacquainted with each other, and
lacking close family or other sentimental ties. In addition, countless conflicts of
interest must be decided with a minimum of friction and violence. Since the ways
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The World of Economics: Constraint and Social Invention

that a people choose, develop, or accept as a means of using their resources to
satisfy human wants is a social rather than an individual process, econothics is
concerned with social behavior. It shares with history, sociology, political science,
anthropology, and social p-7v.cliology the study of the behavior of men in groups. It
borrows from these studie., .;ontributes to them, supplements them, and often
overlaps them. 1

The instructional materials in this twelve week unit of the Foundation Course
have been developed to teach selected durable and universal conce ts to e ui
students with the "tools" essential to understandinhow mn In his own cu ture and time
and in other c tures ace an time solves t ec a en e o provisioning for the
grou oncepts and un erstan ings intro uced in t is unit provide the foundition
on w ich additional:concepts, understandings, and relationships are introduced and
developed in the subsequent Courses II, III, U. S. History, and the terminal twelfth
grade Economics course. Eacti of the successive courses requires of the student
that he a .1 and use in new aTai different cultural settin s the conce ts /la under-
stai in:s intro uce o ationun ourse. ot er wor s t e conceRts

'110-iiie (Wire C(Tnitri.1-Witiill in analyzing and understanding
current economic issues.

IONINEW

1. Lester V. Chandler. A Preface to Economics (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1947).
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CHGICE MAKING AND ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

All nations are confronted with the fact of SCARCITY since. human material
wants are unlimited and economic resources are limited,

When we refer to individual human wants we mean such goods and services
as houses, electrical appliances, food, clothing, automobiles, a hair cut, tonsilec-
tomy, and legal advice. Individual human wants for goods and services actually
have a high reproduction rate. As we fulfill our desire for some of our wants,
new ones appear stimulated by our biological needs, the particular social environ-
ment in which we liVe, as well as by the development of new products by industry
and advertising.

As a nation, too, we have expanding wants for goods and services as is
illustrated currently by the urgency of our desire to imprc and extend educational
services to more of our. people; to redevelop and restore urban areas; to develop
rapid transit systems in our metropolitan areas; to develop recreation areas; to
make available more hospitals, clinics, and nursing homes to provide improved
medical and health services to more of our citizens; and for national defense ade-
quate to protect our way of life.

These individual and national wants can be satisfied only by combining and
using our nation's scarce and limited resources. A nation's resources may be
classified as natural (soils, minerals, timber, water); human (labor force and
entrepreneuraTiEffity), and man-made resources (tools, machines, factory build-
ings, stores, warehouses, tra-rion, communication, and power facilities)
that are the means by which we product_ the goods and services to satisfy our
individual and national wants.

Nations differ in the quantity and quality of their natural and human resources
and capital equipment, but no nation possesses linlimited resources. Our nation's
shortage of man power during World War II illustrates how labor used to man the
armed forces could not be used to produce many of the goods and services wanted
by civilians. Tools, capital funds, and machines used to produce military equip-
ment could not be used to make automobiles in the quantity wanted. Even a nation
like the United States that is generously endowed with natural and human resources
does not have unlimited resources to satisfy all the insatiable demands its citizens
make on the economy for goods and services.

A second characteristic of resources is that they can be used in different
ways. Land can be used to raise soya beans, corn, wheat, forage crops to feed
cattle, for a factory site, a housing development, highway or a national park.
Steel can be used to make automobiles, household appliances, tools and machines,
jets and missiles. Skilled labor can be used to build schools, factories, highways,
houses, or military hardware.

The fact that our own or any nation is confronted with expanding wants of
citizens and limited resources that can be used in different ways to satisfy wants
creates a condition of SCARCITY which in turn necessitates CHOICEthe basic
economic problem. That is, when we as individuals or a nation cannot have every-
thing we want we have to make choices. In the examples given above, land used
for a national park cannot be used for a factory site. Steel used for household
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appliances is not available to produce tools and machines which in'turn increaseour capacity to produce goods and services in the future. Or, to ;tate it 'in adifferent way we "can't have our cake and eat it, too." There is a price to bepaid for the choice we make in the use of our scarce resources. The real costprinciple or opportunity cost, as economists use the term, is the most desiredOther use of the resource that is given up. When we satisfy one want, that is,when we use resources (natural, human, capital equipment) to produce hoola hoopsthese same resources cannot be used to build machines to produce other goods.Resources used to build highways are not available to build, equip and staff newschools, The cost to us as individuals and a nation in this instance is technologicaldevelopment that would increase our capacity to produce goods in the futureaUse we sacrifice since we've selected to use our resources for other purposes.Opportunity cost should help us to use scarce resources with greater competenceand efficiency. When as individual consumers and citizen voters we make choicesamong our many desires for goods and services, we need to strive to make thoseChoices that represent a more efficient use of our resources than the other possibleuses that we must forego.

Economic Systems The Big Economic Problems
Given the fact of SCARCITY, a nation needs to devise some way of decidinghow its limited natural and human resources, and capital equipment shall be usedto satisfy the wants of its citizens. The devices, practices, and ways a peopledevelop over time and use to deal with SCARCITY are referred to as institutionalarrangements or economic institutions which, in fact, comprise a nation's economicsystem. The function, then, ol an economic system is to find answers to thesequestions: (1) What and how much to produce? Of the many things Americans wanttoday--food, housing, schools, hospitals, nail polish, ball point pencils, books, andatomic-powered submarineswhich of these shall we produce and in what amount?(2) How can we produce these goods and services most efficiently, that is, how canour limited resources be organized and used to get the kind and amount of goodsdesired? (3) How should output be distributed? Should output be distributed equally;on the basis of individual need; in terms of ,social status; on the basis of individualcontribution to production; resource ownership, or how? An additional problem tobe answered by an economic system is how to make maximum use of a nation's pro-ductive resources. That is, how can we achieve and maintain a full employmentlevel of production thereby avoiding waste of unused resources?

All people and nations have been confronted with the need for developing aneconomic system to perform the jobs posed by these economic problems, namely,(1) what and how much to produce; (2) how to organize and use resources for pro-duction; (3) how to distribute output.

Economic Systems Are Not All Alike
Although the big economic problems are the same for all nations and people,the method used :or organizing economic activity to deal with these problems neednot nor is it the same. Over time man has resorted to (I) religion, custom andtradition; (2) centralized direction; and (3) reliance on individual striving formaterial gain.

13
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The traditional feudal society of the Middle Ages in which.the Church was the
major determiner of economic activity illustrates how the -goals approved by the
church with emphasis on the good life and spiritual values resulted in a self- -

contained, self-regulated system based on custom, tradition, and the estate system.

The Soviet Union illustrates the use of centralized direction and personalized
control in organizing economic activity. In this type of economy, a small group
at the head of government finally determines the overall goals for the economy. In
the planning process, target goals are set for each industry and resources are
allocated in the amounts needed to meet the production goals. The planning pro-
cess also determines how output will be distributed. That is, how much shall be
used to expand and replace capital goods and how much shall be consumed collec-
tively.

The third type is that of decentralized direction or reliance on personal
strivirig for material gain. Here no church, tradition, custom or central planning
committee performs the jobs of an economic system. Instead, each individual
with only market prices to guide individual action is free, within limits, to enter
whatever occupation he chooses and to pursue those activities that permit him to
maximize income and satisfaction.

In the United States we have developed a set of economic institutions which
reflect the desire of Americans to maintain as much individual freedom as is
possible and still achieve other desirable goals. One of these basic institutional
arrangements is the institution of private property.

Natural resources such as petroleum, coal, natural gas; man-made instru-
ments of production such as factories, machines, tools, homes, automobiles,
household appliances, furniture, patents, copyrights, stocks and bonds are largely
owned by individuals and subject to relatively few restrictions on the use of their
property.

Closely related to the institution of private property is the idea of freedom
of contract. In the United States, government provides a legal basis for the
negotiation and enforcement of contracts among individuals and business firms.
Freedom of contract means that individuals are relatively free to enter into agree.
ments with other individuals, business firms, or government agencies involving
their private property; to bind themselves, by means of legally enforceable con-
tracts, to furnish, or to use, the services of individuals or their property.

Another important institutional feature of the American economy is that the
nation's productive resources are owned, organized, and managed by private
business firms. In the United States most production takes place as a re stilt of
private business firms binding together through contracts the services of workers
and other economic resources. This is what people mean when they describe the
American economy as a private enterprise economy.

In the United States, individual initiative and self interest are accepted as
proper and desirable motives for economic behavior. Individuals are largely free
to make a living in the occupation of their choice, to spend their money for the
products and services they feel will give them the greatest enjoyment, to live where
they choose, and to use their property and personal abilities to their own best
advantage.

, 14
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Another basic institutional arrangement in the United States is- the.heavy
reliance placed on an elaborate network of prices and markets to oiganize and
guide the economic behavior of individuals. Markets may be large or small.
Some markets are largely local in character such as the local labor marka, othersare regional, national, and international in scope. These markets are interrelated.A worker, may move from the Arkansas labor market to the Chicago labor marketif he believes wages are higher in Chicago. This network of interrelated marketsis the market system. In these markets the amount of products aud services
exchanged, and the prices at which they are sold may be established by the individual
decisions of large numbers of small, independent buyers and sellers; they may be
established or influenced by a few dominant buyers or sellers; or may be influencedby legislation or the regulatory activities of governmental agencies. The importantthing is that individuals and business firms must adjust their own economic decisions
in terms of the forces of the market, or in the light of their personal influence onthe market.

Prices and markets are part of the economic systeth of all nations, but
economic systems differ in the extent to which prices and markets are used as an
instrument of economic organization, and:in the extent to which they are subject to
public or government control. In the United States, a system of prices and markets,
substantially free from government control and influence, is relied upon as the
central force in organizing the economic decisions of individuals. This is what we
mean when we refer to the American economy as an impersonal and decentralized
method of organizing economic activity. The American economy, then, reflects
the values, economic and non-economic goals of our people, the skill with which weare able to use these resources, the understanding our people have of how our

' economic system operates and their willingness to apply this knowledge to the
achievement of our economic and non-economic goals.

Similarly, the economic systems of other nations reflect their values,
economic and non-economic goals. Nevertheless there are similarities as wellas differences. In the case of the American, British, Swedish and Soviet
ecommies today, all four systems use a system of prices and markets to coordinate
economic activity. There is a substantial degree of freedom of occupitional and
consumer choice and all rely on economic incentives to stimulate workers and
managers. They differ most sharply in the extent and use of private property, and
in the extent of governmental influence over th6 organization and use of human and
non-human resources.

Despite these similarities, these four nations represent different approaches
to the problem of economic organization. In the United States there is little con-
scious government planning of production and resource use. Prices and markets

.are relatively free of governmental influence. In Sweden and Britain limited
nationalization of industry and some efforts at detailed planning result in some-
what greater governmental influence over the market. In the Soviet Union, planning
is carried out in great detail, and the mechanism of the market is used as one of
the tools in helping achieve the planned goals of the economy. It does not determine
as the market system does in the American economy and to a lesser extent in
Britain and Sweden, what and how much to produce, how to organize and use
resources for production and how to distribute output. The differences, then, are
not to be found primarily in the institutional arrangement, although important
differences do exist, but mainly in the way in which the institutional arrangements
operate in each economy to provide answers to the basic questions arising from
the fact of scarcity.
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ECONOMICS: CHOICE MAKING

Basic Understandings

HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED
AND CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS

At Any Point In Time People Have Innumerable Unfilled Material Wants
Many of Which Derive From Biological Roots.

The Particular Kind of Good and/or Service an Individual or Society. Wants
is Strongly Influenced by the Culture.

Most Human Material Wants Are Not "Once for All Wants" Hence They
Require a Contiriuous Flow of Particular Economic Goods and Services
to Satisfy Some Want. The Larger the Flow of Goods and Services the
Higher the Degree a Given Want is Satisfied.

To Obtain Maximum Satisfaction, Individuals and a Society 14eed to
Balance Anticipated Satisfaction and the Cost (Time, Leisure; Money,
Energy Output) of Satisfying Particular Wants.

Wants are Dynamic--Changing Continuously and Reflecting Changes in
the Tastes, Preferences, Goals and Values of Individuals and a Society
as Well as the Productive Capacity of the Economy.

ALL PRODUCTION OF USEFUL GOODS AND SERVICES TO SATISFY HUMAN
WANTS INVOLVES: (1) NATURAL RESOURCES; (2) HUMAN RESOURCES; AND
(3) CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

Natural Resources are Limited and Can Be Used in Different Ways.

Natural resources are limited relative to the demands made on
them for: (1) working space; (2) materials used in the produc-
tion of goods and services; (3) energy derived from coal, petro-
leum, natural gas, water power, and uranium to supplement
man's physical effort.

Natural resources are of two kinds: renewable and exhaustible.

Discovery, state of technology, human wants determine whether
or not a natural resource is an economic resource.

Man is the agent of change determining how and to what extent
limited natural resources can be used, renewed, supplemented
and/or substituted.

Human Resources are Limited and Can Be Used Differently.

Human resources include labor that contributes to the production
of goods and services, and enterprise (management) that supplies
the initiative, leadership, and risk-taking involved in "taking
charge" of the production of goods and services.
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xii

Economics: Choice Making
Basic Understandings

Human resources are limited relative to the demands made on them
to produce goods and services.

Human resources can be used differently in the production of goods
and services.

The quantity of labor available to an economy is not fixed. It depends
on the size of population and the percentage of population in the labor
force at a given time.

The quality of a nation's human resources is determined by the
length and kind of education and vocational preparation, health,
ability and willingness to adjust to change.

Capital Equipment or Man-Made Resources are Limited and Can Be Used
Differently.

Capital equipment is derived from natural and human resources.

Capital equipment includes those products of labor and natural
resources employed in production, i. e. , factories, mines, machines,
tools, transportation and communication facilities, stores, ware-
houses, docks and harbor installations.

The quantity and quality of capital equipment are factors that influence
the productivity of labor.

Capital equipment in modern industry requires a large percentag-
of the Gross National Product.

Capital equipment requires the sacrifice or postponement of current
consumption to increase output in the future under conditions of
full employment.

Economic Resources Do Not Combine Themselves--They Need to Be
Combined, Arranged, and Organized in Accordance With Basic Economic
Principles to Obtain the Greatest Productivity.

Resources are Not Perfect Substitutes for One Another.

WANTS RELATIVE TO PRODUCTIVE ECONOMIC RESOURCES GIVE RISE TO
tHE ECONOMIZING PROBLEM OF SCARCITY

Mere Fewness Is Not the Same Thing as Economic Scarcity. Goods and
Services Have to Be Wanted or Demanded. Economic Scarcity Involves
Two Conditions, Namely, Supply and Demand.

The supply side of economic scarcity: some obstacle prevents
the procurement of unlimited quantities of a particular good or
se rvice.
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Economics: Choice Making
Basic Understandings

The demand side of economic scarcity: more of a particular good
or service is wanted than can be obtained without effort.

Economic Scarcity Is a Primary Characteristic of Our Own and All
Existing Societies.

ECONOMIC SCARCITY REQUIRES CHOICE MAKING OR ALLOCATLNG PRODUC-
TIVE RESOURCES AMONG ALTERNATIVE ENDS

All Societies Must Dbtermine:

What goods and services shall be produced and in what amount;

How productive resources shall be allocated and organized for
production,

For whom goods and services should be produced.

SOCIETIES ORGANIZE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY DIFFERENTLY

Methods Used to Organize Economic Activity Are:

Reliance on custom and tradition,

Government,

Individual self-interest. Since economic scarcity is universal,
all societies must develop institutional arrangements for solvihg
the basic economic problems of What, How Much, How and For
Whom.

No Economic System Places Exclusive Reliance on a Single Method; the
Difference Is In the Degree of Emphasis Given to Each of These Three
Ways of Organizing Economic Activity.

The Institutional Structure a Society Develops and Relies On to Organize
Activity Depends On:

The culture and its economic and non-economic goals,

The quantity and quality of available economic resources and the
skill with which they are used,

The state of technology,

Understanding of how the economic system operates and willingness
to apply this knowledge,

The constraints imposed by universal economic principles.

Economic Systems Are Man-Made and Dynamic Undergoing Change as
Existing Conditions In a Society Ctange.
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L. HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY
UNLIMITED AND CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAY'

Human material wants and service wants as used in these instructional
-naterials refer to the desire of individuals and groups to obtain those goods and
se r vices that provide pleasure and satisfaction. Used synonymously with economic
wants, the term does not include recognition, status, and affectional wants. These,
we assign to other areas of the social sciences. Human material wants or econo-

L> mic wants encompass a variety of products, 1. e., food, shelter, clothing, auto-
---,obiles, refrigerators, tractors, telephones, tools, machines. A particular good
LC) satisfy an economic want may be a necessity to one person; a luxury to another.
L'zimilarily, in an earlier period of time and in a less complex society, a particular,,

od was a luxury; whereas, today in an advanced culture, the same good is a
tecessity, i.e., the automobile, electric refrigerator, telephone.

What the doctor, barber, dry cleaner, lawyer, auto repairman, or professor
does for us also provides satisfaction and pleasure. These we refer to as services
to satisfy particular service wants.. Tangible goods such as refrigerators, auto-
mobil.es, and typewriters can be thought of as "stored up services" and when we
donsider them in this sense the difference between goods and services'is somewhat
less. For example, most of us buy an automobile not simply to have a car but,
tnore importantly, for the experiences that we could not otherwise haveriding
instead of walking or riding a bicycle to work; taking the family on a weekend or
summer vacation trip to nearby or distant places; organizing a car pool and driv-
ing the children to school. The new instructional materials on the economy that
follow should help students to think of economic wants in this sense, that is, learn-
ing to view and think about economic goods and services in their everyday lives and
the larger world as "stored up" services and as sources of experiences that make
it possible for individuals and groups to achieve pleasure and satisfaction.

Each of us wants many desirable things and over time our wants seem to
grow and multiply. At any point in time people as individuals and groups desire
economic goods and services. Although our desire for a particular good or service
such as bread, ice cream, or a hair cut can be satisfied over a short period of
time depending on available income to purchase particular goods and services, we
cannot get nor do we have enough of all the things we want when we consider wants
in gene ral. The need to ration income is an ever-present constraint operative for

ius as ndividuals, the local community, the state, nation and for people everywhere.
The particular kind of good or service desired is influenced by the culture, by the
productive capacity of the economy, individual income and the distribution of
income, product development, advertising and sales promotion, the taste and pre-
ferences of individuals and groups. Since there are more competing wants than
can be satisfied at the same time, individuals and groups must choose among avail-
able goods and services, between this or that big good or small good, between less
of some and more of others. Thus, individuals as well as nations balance or weigh
the anticipated satisfaction to be derived from particular goods and services against
the cost. Ever-present are the constraints of money, the expenditure of energy
involved, or time including leisure time that influence choice.

Most of our wants, especially those related to our physical-comfort wants
requiring food, shelter, clothing (and a growing number of other goods and services
in our economy which we consider necessary to satisfy our desire for health and
comfort), are not "once for all wants. " We refer to one billion bushels of wheat
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Human Material Wants

analysis of family, community and regional wants, selected readingi, pkoblems,
and questions are based. In other words, the instructional materials are'a kneans,
not an end in and of themselves, to arriving at the main understandings.

To recap in abbreviated form, your "road map" should have clearly marked:

1. Man is confronted with competing wants and limited income.

2. Most economic wants require for their fulfillment a continuous flow or
stream of goods and services.

3. The flow that is destroyed in the fulfillment of human material wants
and service wants is the consumption of goods and services.

4. The urgency of desize is a function of the quantity of goods which the
individual has available to satisfy his wants.

5. The size of the flow of goods and services and effective demand influence
the extent to which wants are satisfied.

6. Human material wants and service wants are dynamic.

7. Economic wants and economic production are interrelated.

8. Human material wants and service wants can be satisfied in different
ways.
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Human Material Wants. . .

as a stock of wheat, but if this were consumed and no more 'raised, our stock of
wheat is gone. To satisfy our economic wants, the econorily must somehow main-
tain a continuous flow of goods and services hour by hour, clay by day, month by-
month, year in and year out to replace those that have been destroyed in rendering
satisfaction and to satisfy the wants of annual additions to the nation's population.
Given effective demand, the larger the flow of economic goods and services, and
the more assured we are that the flow will move to a higher level, the higher the
degree our wants are satisfied and the greater our feeling of well being.

Wants for particular goods can be satisfied over a short period of time,
assuming effective demand and no change in taste, each addition-al unit of good
satisfies a less intense desire than the previous unit. In other words, the extra
satisfaction or utility an individual derives from each additional unit, be it-a
hamburger, a cup of coffee, or a pair of shoes is somewhat less with each succeed-
ing unit. The first hainburger or cup of coffee has great utility, but the second a
little less than the first, the third even less, and the fourth may be met with
indifference. The utility or satisfaction furnished by the extra unit of any good
varies with the individual depending on how many hamburgers, cups of coffee, or
pairs of shoes it is extra tO. "The ursency of desire is a function of the quantity
ox goods which the iria=al has available to satisfy that desire. The larger the
stock the less the satisfaction from an increment. And the less, also, the willing-
ness to pay.

Consideration of the concept of economic wants properly deals with the
principle of diminishing mar inal utility as a basic understanding in economics.
It confronts our own and all ot er economies with a very real and ever-present
constraint. Discovering this universal principle, young adolescents should begin
to develop some understanding about consumer behavior--why people tend to buy
additional units of a product only if the price falls, and Fla producers strive to
find ways of lowering the price of a product to sell larger amounts. In our
economy, where a full employment level of output is an importantly held gbal,
hopefully, students can begin to understand why the principle of diminishing
marginal utility makes for the development of new product lines and the contrivance
of consumer demand. John K. Galbraith states it thusly: "So long as the consumer
adds new product---seeks variety rather than quantity--he may, like a museum,
accumulate without diminishing the urgency of his wants. "2

In the instructional materials provided for students on the understanding,
HUMAN MATERIALS WANTS AND SERVICE WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED
AND CAN BE SATLSFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS, it is important that the teacher
study the student materials and understand their relation to the central understand-
ing and the subsumed understandings in this section of the Teacher's Manual. It
is these central understandings about economic wants that are the end-goals toward
which the instructional materials and procedures are directed. These understand-
ings are the end product of the teaching act if the new materials are effectively
used. We cannot overemphasize the importance of using these underlying under-
standings or central ideas as "road maps" in helping students to begin to develop
some understanding of economic wants. It is these on which the data gathering and

a rai e epen ence ect an ocia e av or, in rivate
Wants and Public Needs. Edmund S. Phelps, ed. (New York: W. W. Tinnestonand koompa62), p. 27.

2. Ibid. , p. 29.
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1212 West Springfield, Urbana, Illinois 61801 Telephone (217) 333-2870
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****************************************************************************
This is a copy of the letter we send to parents prior to teaching

NOTE TO Economics: Choice Making. You may wish to use this letter
TEACHER or an adaptation of it.

***************************************************************************

Late

Dear

Within the next ten days your son/daughter who is enrolled in Social Studies Iat University High School will begin his/her study of the second unit in Course I--
Foundation for the Social Studies. The unit is Economics: Choice Making.

In these new instructional materials that we have developed for the founda-tion course in the social studies at University High School, selected economicprinciples are introduced and partially developed as a foundation for the social
studies courses that follow in grades nine, ten, eleven and twelve.

Students are involved in gathering data as a means of learning how to select,organize, classify, make inferences, pose hypotheses and ultimately to formulate
tenable generalizations about economic data.

In their first assignment, they work with family consumption expenditures asa means of learning several important principles in economics, one of which ischoice makim Over a period of years we have found that this becomes much more
meaningful ffii students when they work with their own data rather than with "canned"data on expenditures. Teenage expenditures, while economically important
$8-101.b.illion in 1963, represent only a small part of the total outlays. It is -
portant, therefore, that each student work closely with someone who is responuible
for managing a total budget. We hope you will help your child compile his listingof the many goods and services needed to operate your household during the current
year, January 1 through December 30, 1968. The students will classify these data
and determine the approximate consumption expenditures of his family for thecurrent year.

The next step is for the student to adjust these expenditures to his own, albeit
hypothetical, economic constraint or income. The purpose is not for the student
to relive the economic drives of his parents but experience his own. Each student
will use the median income after taxes of the North Central Region or the United
States and not the actual incon-=ro lir family.

For most students the median (middle) income will be above or below the
actual income of his family. Those students whose family consumption expendi-
tures exceed the median for the North Central Region will have the unhappy but



challenging task of deciding what expenditures to curtail since the median income
is the absolute amount of monet available to them. Those whose family consump-tion expen itures are be ow t e national median will have the happy task of deter-mining how to spend their enlarged but limited income. It is both unnecessary and
undesirable to use the family's actual income as the economic constraint since itis important for the student to make his own hard choices and a family's income isa private matter.

We urge students to consult with their parents. We hope you will spend anhour or two with your child. Parents who have done so have indicated that theyfound this to be a most valuable educational experience. And, you need not keep abudget. Approximate figures on consumption expenditures will do.

If you have questions, please let us know. In any case we hope you will read
the instructional materials and share in the learning experiences your child is
having in his introduction to the real world of economics.

Cordially yours,

Ella C. Leppert, Chairman
Social Studies Program, University
High School and Director, University
of Illinois Social Science Cur riculum
Study Center

ECL/jlh
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T-1

BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS.AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENCEWAYS

CONCEPTS: human wants, economic goods and services, consumer,
consumption expenditures

SKILL: Identifying and gathering data on family consumption expendi--
tures for the current year

The concept of human material wants is basic to an understanding of
man's economic institutions.

1. WHAT DOES THE FAMILY CONSUME?

To arrive at an understanding of human wants, students begin by gather-
ing data on their individual family consumption expenditures. Each
student is to prepare a listing of his family's expenditures for the curren
year, January 1 through December 30. Urge students to be as accurate
as possible in anticipating the things for which family expenditures will
be made during the unexpired portion of the current year as well as for
the expired portion of the year.

tncourage students to think about the things that require expenditure of
money to maintain their family for the current year. Avoid categories
in this assignment since the ex/3enditures that are entered in this first
preparation will be used to build categories of consumption expenditures.

Since these data will be used in subsequent class sessions to develop
categories of family consumption expenditures, concepts and generaliza-
tions as well as a class profile of consumption expenditures, it is impor-
tant that students prepare Assignment 1 thoughtfully and with reasonable
accuracy. If possible, provide time in class for students to make a
reasonable number of entries on the assignment sheet. This should be
completed as homework and checked with parents for additions and
revisions. *

Note to
Teacher

In the event that a student's family is unable or unwilling to assist
him in collecting and preparing the family's approximate expendi-
tures for the current year (January first through December 30), as
explained in the next paragraph, then the teacher should suggest
that the student use someone else's expenditures for his profile.
This might be a close relative or friend of the family or even a
senior citizen who might enjoy working on this kind of project. In
any case the student must examine actual expenditures even if they
are not those of his faTirry and be able to compute the percentage of
total expenditures for each category. He should not be given hypo-
thetical expenditures since the meaning of CONSTRAINT is best
understood in the actual choices that people make in rationing
limited income among almost unlimited goods and services in the
marketplace.

*See letter for parents (p. xvii-xviii)



SKILLg: Developing categories, criteria labeling I

T -2

BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

A. At any point in time people have innumerable unfilled material
wants many of which derive from biolo ical. roots.

2 2. In this class session you are concerned with using students' data todevelop cate ories of consum tion ex enditures. The sequence tliito ows is Important to helping stu ents eve op correct categories ofcon,Jumption expenditures.

1 PROCEDURE: 1. ffave students turn to their class preparation, the
listing of family consumption expenditures, No. I, in
the STUDENT MANUAL. (You might take a.few
minute's to move about the class to examine the kind
of preparation students have made and whether or not
they have reasonably complete data. )

2
3

01

OMNI*

2. The next step is to have each student group or cate-
gorize those goods and services that belong together.

Although students should be able to categorize the
entries they have made in their listing of family con-
sumption expenditures, it may be necessary to have
them consider these questions first:

WHY DO WE NEED TO GROUP OR CATEGORIZE
Mr ITEMS YOU HAVE IN YOUR LIST (No. 1)?

HOW SHOULD WE GO ABOUT DEVELOPING CATE-
GORIES FOR THESE ITEMS?

NOTE: If student responses indicate they need further
Clarification about the reasons for categorizing and

how to cate orize a long list of items, you might have
a stu ent step to t e over ead projector to "try his
hand" at grouping different shaped pieces of paper
and explain his reasons for grouping them as he did.

Or, you might bring a number of different things to
class , paper clips, pencils, eraser, chalk,
book, candy bar, rubber bands, apple, articles of
clothing, etc. ) for students to group or categorize
exploringlEar basis or criteria for assigning each
item to a given group.

:,
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SER VICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

A-7=iy point in time peop e have innumera e u i ed materia
wants many of which derive from biolo,gical roots.

p.

Tc the
tudent's:

Note to
Teachers:

THINK!

3. For each purchase you assign to one of the barrels ask
yourself: WHAT MAKES THEM ALIKE? WHAT.DO
THEY HAVE IN COMMON? WHAT IS MY BASIS FOR
"THROWING THEM IN THE SAME BARREL" ?

4. Each of the barrels has an adjacent box. In this boxed
in space WRITE WHAT YOU THINK MAKES THE
ITEMS IN THE BARREL ALIKE.

Students may not use all the barrels. Some students
may need more to set up additional groupings of expendi-
tures. If so, have them draw extra barrels and boxes
on another sheet and write in their entries as above.

You will need to judge on the basis of your observation
of the class the amount of time to be allowed for
students to progress through each of the above steps in
identifying similar entries, assigning them to barrels,
and formulating in their own words the basis on which
they view them as being similar. This set of criteria
which is what they are in process of developing is
written in the boxed in space adjacent to each of the
barrels.

5. Several students might report the categories they
developed and the expenditures included in each category.
If the teacher enters these on a transparency or writes
them on the chalkboard, they can be used for class dis-
cussion of these questions:

5. 1

Developing
and 5. 2

Refining
C riteria

1110.

5. 3

5. 4

On what basis does one decide whether or not the
things for which expenditures were made are alike
and belong in a given category?

Let's apply our agreed upon criteria and put them
to the test applying them to the items grouped
together in these categories.

What differences do you see among the categories?

What labels might be assigned to each of these
categories?

(Note): At this initial stage and with individual
family expenditures the number of categories

30
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

t any point in time peop e have innumerable unfil ed materm
wants many of which derive from biological roots.

B. The particular kind of good and/or service an individual wants
is strongly influenced by the culture.

C. Most human material, wants are not "once for all wants" hence
they require a continuous flow of particular economic goods and
services to satisfy some want. The larger the flow of goods and
services the higher the degree a liven want is satisfied._

Developing and
Assigning Labels
to Categories of

Consumption
Expenditures

may be somewhat less than when all the lists
are compiled in a Profile of Family Consumption
Expenditures represented by the families in the
class.

However, it is assumed that some of these cate-
gories will emerge, in which case they should
be labeled and the label written in the space pro-
vided on each barrel.

Food and Beverages
Tobacco
Housing (including fuel, light, refrigeration,

water, operations, house furnishings and
equipment)

Clothing, Materials and Services
Personal Care
Medical and Dental Care
Recreation
Reading and Education
Transportation (automobile, purchase, operation)
Gifts and ,Contributions
Personal Insurance
Other Expenditures

5. 5 Why do our families buy the things on our list
of expenditures?

5. 6 Are some of these items more important than
others? Why are they? Why?

5. 7 Does this suggest other categories that might be
developed from ou7alra ?

5. 8 Why ? What criteria are the basis for the new
categories?

(Here we are encouraging students to develop
flexibility in categorizing data.)

3,71'4
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING:

T-5

HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SER VICE
WANTS AR E VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

A. At any point in time people have innumerable unfilled material
wants many of which derive from biological roots.

B. The particular kind of good and/or service an individual wants is
strongly influenced by the culture.

C. Most human material wants are not "once for all wants" hence
they require a continuous flow of particular economic goods and
services to satisfy some want. The larger the flow of goods and
services the hi her the de ree a iven want is satisfied.

Useful aids for
getting prices:

local and area
newspaper ads;
Sears Roebuck

ahd
Montgomery Ward

catalogues
Advise students to
look at price tags.

Other possible categories are:
Necessities and Luxuries
Goods and Services

Having developed the consumption categories--
Food, Clothing, Housing, etc. the next step is to
determine as accurately as possible. the approxi-
mate amount each student's family spends in the
current year for each of the categories.

The totals should be entered on Chart I, Individual
Family Consumption Expenditures and totaled.

Percentage of the total should be computed and
entered in the second column.

Note that this chart is placed in the Teacher's
Manual so students ar e not provided with the cate-
gories prior to their having developed them in
No. 2.

Copies of the chart should be distributed when the
explanation for assignment 3 is made. Their pre-
paration for assignment 3 is to be entered in the
appropriate spaces in columns one and two.

The third and fourth column spaces are for subse-
quent entries explained in No. 4.

1---SKILL: Learning to ask important questions of data.

3. The next step is to set the stage for learning to compute family expendi-
tures for each of the categories developed in 2. We'll begin by asking
students to "stand off" and look at the barrels and to add their own
questions to those suggested. Here you are looking for questions indi-
cative of student awareness of differences in expenditures for each of
the categories' (goods and services assigned to each of the barrels)

2-3
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

importance to the family, reasons for differences in cost of each
category as well as total expenditure represented by all the barrels.

Students at Springfield asked these questions:

1. How much does our family spend for the things in each of these
barrels?

2. Which barrel (category of purchases) costs the most? the leAst?
What do all the barrels cost?!MI

3. Are some of these categories more important to the family than
others?

Note: It is important that students understand that if the several
categories are to be compared, "price tags" need to be placed
on each barrel.

3. 2 Family budget book
check book stubs
sale's receipts
newspaper advertisements
catalogues (Sears Roebuck

and Montgomery Ward--a few copies for reference in the
classroom library)

parents/members of the family
who do the shopping

visits to super-market and
stores to check price tags

3. 4 Distribute Chart I -- INDIVIDUAL FAMILY CONSUMPTION
EXPENDITURES after you have completed discussion with the
class on items 1 =above.
Please note that this chart was not included in the Student
Manual materials since to have done so would have disclosed
the categories which students have developed in their work on
No. 2.

Directions for preparing assignment:

(1) Determine the $ expenditures for each of the categories cn
Chart I. Here students will need to refer to their prepara-
tion of 1 and 2 and use sources of reliable and available
information to arrive at the current annual expenditure
their family makes this year for food and beverages; cloth-
ing; housing, etc. , as listed on Chart I.

Encourage students to do this as completely and accurately
as possible enlisting the assistance of members of their
families as necessary.

(2) Enter the expenditure for each category in the space pro-
vided in column one--$Expenditure on Chart I.

33
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

(3) Total and enter in last space column oneTotal Family
C on s umption Expenditure s.

(4) Then have each student figure the % of total expenditure for
each category and enter in the space provided in column 2.

Note: No entries are to be made at this time in columns three and four.

It may be necessary to provide several class periods for comple-
tion of this assignment depending on how much of the data gather-
ing they do as homework.

You may find it nec:issary to reteach students to compute
percentage.

+11201111.01WIMftlio

CONCEPTS: median income; competing wants; real or opportunity
cost; market-price system.

SKILLS: comparing and contrasting sets of data; computing percentages;
interpreting data; making hard choices among competing wants;
formulating generalizations.

WHAT DETERMINES FAMILY CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES?

3.5 In this assignment we introduce a new set of data, namely, tLe
median income and family income distribution of the United States
and the North Central Region for the current year.

Periodically the U. S. Department of Commerce makes available
data on family income for the United States. In August 1968, the
Department of Commerce reported that the median (middle) family
income for the year 1'467 was $8017 for the United States and
$8296 for the North Central Region which includes Illinois. The
Department of Commer..e also reported the median income of non-
whites and Negroes which are shown in Table 1 - Family Income
Distribution of United States and North Central Region by Total
and Race for 1967 and estimated median for 1968, page 5 in
Student Manual. Table 1 also provides median income figures
for the year 1968 which were estimated by the SSCSC. The
approximate median family income for any future year can be
simply calculated by the teacher by allowing a 4 to 5 percent
annual increase. For example, the approximate median income
of the United States for the year 1969 will be $8839 if we assume
a 5 per cent annual increase.

The SSCSC has also estimated the median income after taxes oi
the United States and North Central Region for the years 190-68
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

which is shown on Table 1 in Student Manual, page 5. This
represents money income after deduction of personal taxes
(Federal, State, and local income taxes, poll taxes, and personal
property taxes). Property and sales taxes were not deducted as
they are generally reflected in the cost of family expenditures.

We introduce the national median income figure in this assign-
ment as a means of helping each student to develop an under-
standing of economic constraint--what economics is all about.
The major ccrisaint operating on family expenditures is money_
--more correctly the lack of it and its most common form is
money income in a market economy.

Table 1 classifies the 49, 834, 000 American families in 1967
in 14 different income ranges. Presumably all of these families
have some-monetary or money constraint on expenditures parti-
cularly if we take into account the desire to save. .

Which of the 14 income ranges should we choose as the economic
constraint for the Class Profile? Explain to the class that in
preparing 3.5 they are to assume that their own family income
after taxes for the current year (1968) is $7709, the median for
the Nort1 6entral Region. Classes outside the North Central
Region should use the national median shown on Table 1 in the
Student Manual. This is the total amount students are to have
in the current year to take care of their expenditures for all the
goods and services they have assigned (" thrown") into the
barrels in developing the categories for the many many different
goods and services purchased by their families in the current
year. No more! No less! No I. 0. U. 's! No credit or other
sources of income! The median income figure is the students'
total purchasing power for the year. Have the student enter the
regional or national median figure (which ever is more appro.
priate) in the space opposite Total Expenditure in the third
column on Chart I.

We have chosen the median income after taxes for two reasons.
First, our major concern is with the principle of ECONOMIC
CONSTRAINT over EXPENDITURES and Not with the actual
income that the students' families have aalrable to make
their expenditures. It is both unnecessary and
undesirable to use the family's actual income as the economic
constraint since there is a great multiplicity of income levels
within every classroom and a family's income is a private
matter.

The second reason for choosing the national median income is
that it is the middle income or constraint and hence a kind of
social norm or indicator. Half711-177iation's families have
incomes above the median and half below. This can be readily
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WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
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seen on Table 1. The same is likely to be true of the class.
The principle of CONSTRAINT will be operative whether the
students' family income, which need not be disclosed, is above
or below the median. Those below the median will have the
happy task of determining how to spend their enlarged but limited
income among the almost unlimited goods and services available
to them. in the market place. Those above will have the unhappy
but challenging task of deciding what expenditures to curtail since
the median income is the absolute amount of money availalle to
them. The major concern here is whether the student will make-
a proportional adjustment in his expenditures whether he is en-
larging or curtailing them. Will he want proportionally more or
less of the 'same goods and services or will he basically alter
his expenditures to accommodate the new constraint which, in
this case, is the median income and not the actual income of his
family.

Of equal significance is to understand WHY the student selects
one pattern of expenditure instead of another as the constraint
is increased or decreased. For example, if the student's actual
family income is below the regional median, will he continue
to spend the same proportion of his new and enlarged income
(the median) on food, recreation, and education?

One final reminder. There are no free goods. To get more of
one good requires the giving up of other goods. The cost of any
good or service is what the individual has to give up in order to
acquire it. This may be other goods and services or even
leisure.

Students should work with the data they have collected in prepar-
ing prior assignments and examiae thoughtfully the kinds of
goods and services that comprise each of the categories in their
first column of $ expenditures.

The students should be somewhat more perceptive of basic and
non-basic expenditures made to maintain and operate their own
homes after examining price tags, arriving at $ expenditures
for each of the categories, and computing percentage of total
expenditure for each category.

Now they are ready to stand off, as it were, and examine what
they have done in the process of developing the data just entered
in columns 3 and 4 of Chart I.

3. 5 (a) WHAT DECISIONS DID THEY MAKE IN ARRIVING AT THE
NEW $ EXPENDITURE FIGURES IN COLUMN 3?

Questions 3. 5 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (1), and (g) ask each student
to reexamine the data he has developed and entered in the first

36
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Note to
Teacher

two columns of Chart I. His response to the questions he asks
of his own family consumption expenditure data is to be written
in the space provided in the Student Manual.

(d) (e), (h). Here we deal with the income eilect as well as the
allocation effect of price changes on family Consumption expendi-
tures., StudAs will probably see first the income effect having
dealt with the questions about their own family consumption
expenditures. More income makes possible the purchase of
more goods. But, there is also the allocation effect of price' -
changes in a market economy. As spending unit-r-Th- ouseholds--
make choices and expre ss their preferences for goods and
services (effective demand), they signal businessmen and pro-
ducers to bring resources into production of the desired goods
and services. The particular choices households make may
affect prices especially in the short run and the opportunity
costs involved in choice making. If the price of education
increases in relation to the price of other goods the household
will have to give up more of these other goods and services
just to maintain the same level of education. Price changes
also affect income distribution since one man's expenditure is
another man's income.

Thus consumer choices stimulate businessmen to increase output,
ther..-by "pulling" resources into production. Conversely, declin-
ing consumer demand tends to "push" resources out of production.

The choices families make based on taste, income,
and relative price are "registered" in the market and producers
respond, or do not respond, to these preferences. In a market
economy the price market system determines price and
allocates productive resources in response to the preferences of
households.

You might, for a change of pace, have the class organize small
buzz groups (not more "than five students to a group) to discuss
for ten minutes the similarities and differences in the analysis
they made in arriving at their answers to questions 3.5 (a)
through (i).

Follow the buzz group session with the class developing a series
of statements about determiners of family consumption expendi-
tures (j). These should be entered in the Student Manual in the
space provided under (j).

Significant changes in the price of goods and services (consumed/
wanted) by family members. The importance family members
place on certain goods and services--what they are willing to
give up to have the more desired good or service (opportunity
cost, competing wants, diminishing marginal utility).

Representative Student Responses: (Springfield and Park Forest)
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NOTE:

"It was very difficult to cut the entries--I couldn't decide
what to cut off. "

"I couldn't decide what to add. You see the median was more
than we spend so I had to decide where to spend the extra money."

"My problem was whether I should cut medical care and house-
hold operation. "

(d) and (h) Here we raise the question of what difference signifi-
cant changes would make in family expenditures--a very real
determiner of whether or not the family can maintain its present
level of living, is able to increase it or is compelled to reduce it.
Here, in fact, we are introducing the market as a determiner of
price and an important "rationer" of what the family is able to
consume by way of its purchase of goods and services.

(i) Representative Student Responses: (Springfield)

"My mother would have to take the bus to work instead of our
new car. We wouldn't have the expense of repairing and operat-
ing the new car. When I'd miss the school bus I'd have to walk
because Mother wouldn't be able to take me in the car. We'd
eat out less and not eat between meals."

"I added to food because we'd like to eat outnow we could. "
I also added to clothes because I want to look a little bit nicer.
I added to recreation because I'd like to have more fun by
skating and bowling and also to education since I'd like to
learn to play a musical 'instrument. "

"We'd cut out expensive food and give fewer gifts at Christmas.
We'd drop some of our magazine subscriptions and be more
careful with water and electricity. We'd go to fewer movies,
swimming places, and not take long trips in the summer. "

3. 6 These questions require student analysis of the percentage
total expenditure in columns 2 and 4 by category. Compari-
sons of these two sets of data provide the base from which
students "discover" an important relationship between income
and expenditure. As income rises a smaller proportion of
income is spent on basic wants and a larger amount is avail-
able for discretionar $ endin As income declines basic
expenditures loom larger. This can be seen clearly on
Table 3--Pe rsonal Consumption Expenditures ByType of
Product and Table 4--Summary of Family Expenditures,
Income and Savings By Income Classll Urban Families

38 II
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Table 3 shows how the pattern of family expenditures hal,
changed as the income of the country increased over time.

Table 4 shows how the pattern of family expenditures varies
among families with different incomes at any one time. The
high income families have a different pattern of expenditures
than low income families, It is important that students
understand.WHY the pattern of expenditures changes as the
amount of income available to the family or nation increases
or decreases.

HOW DOES OUR CLASS PROFILE COMPARE WITH CONSUMER
EXPENDITURES FOR USA?

USING DATA TO PREPARE CLASS PROFILE OF FAMILY CONSUMP-
TION EXPENDITURES

T-17/ A master tally sheet is provided which will facilitate the prepara-
14 tion of the Class Family Consumption Expenditure Profile.

Space is provided on the TALLY SHEET for each student to write
in the appropriate spaces opposite each category the $ Expenditure
and Percentage of Total Expenditure from columns 1 and 2 of his

44. CHART I.

T18/
20

Note that students should enter in the first column of the Tally
Sheet the total anticipated family expenditure figure which is the
last entry in column one of their Chart I.

No names are entered on the Tally Sheet.

PLANNING WITH THE CLASS FOR PROCESSING DATA ON THE
TALLY SHEET:

Plan with the class for tabulating the data entered on the Tally
Sheet and computing the class average for the $ Expenditure and
the Average Percentage of Family Consumption Expenditures.

We suggest you provide class time for students to work in teams of
2 each to process these data. Each team cara work with the data
for the category or categories assigned to it. Team members
should check each other's computations and you may wish to set up
one team that spot checks all teams to assure accuracy in addition
and in figuring percentages. It may be necessary to review the
correct procedure for determining the average percentage total
expenditure for each of the thirteen categories.

The last column on the Tally Sheet provides space for individual
student entries on family size. From the total size, the Class
Family is determined.
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Two sets of Tally Sheets are provided in the Teacher's Manual. One
can be retained by the teacher as a Master Data Sheet and the other
cut in strips by categories for computing teams to use.

CHART II -- OUR CLASS PROFILE OF FAMILY CONSUMPTION
EXPENDITURE

When this work is completed, distribute CHART II -- OUR CLASS
PROFILE OF FAMILY CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES and have
students enter the correct data as prepared by the computing teams.

CHECKING DATA ON CLASS PROFILE FAMILY EXPENDITURES WITH
CONSUMER EXPENDITURES FOR URBAN UNITED STATES AND URBAN
NORTH CENTRAL REGION

Table 2 (TM) presents selected data on family consumption exp.enditurfts
for Urban United States, 1960-61, and Urban North Central Region,
1960-61. These data are collected and summarized by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor. They are intro-
duced here to provide; students with survey data on family consumption
expenditures both in $ expenditure and as a percent of expenditures for
current consumption.

You may duplicate Table 2 (TM) to facilitate student use in studying the
data and in comparing with the data for the same categories of con-
sumption expenditures on Chart I (the student's own family's consump-
tion expenditures) and Chart II (the class profile of consumption
expenditures). However, this should not be given to students until they
complete their own.

1. Have students examine the data on Urban United States and North
Central Region and Chart II (Class Profile) for:(1) similarities
and (2) differences in consumption expenditures.

2. Examine the data on Table 2 (TM) and Chart I (their own family
consumption expenditures) for: (1) similarities and (2) differences
in consumption expenditures.

3. Examine the data on Table 2 (TM) on Urban United States and Urban
North Central Region for:(1) similarities and (2) differences in
consumption expenditures.

4. What generalization about family consumption expenditures do
these four sets of data support?

You may want to provide opportunity for each student to develop
his own generalizations in"writing prior to class deliberation.

Space is provided in the Student Manual for students to record their
interpretation of the data as suggested in items 1 through 4 above.

40
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5. PREPARING A GRAPHIC/VISUAL PRESENTATION OF CLASS PROFILE.

This is an appropriate time to provide opportunity for the class to
consider how they might take the data for their class profile of family
expenditures and ,Ilan together for making graphic/ vi, ual aids.

Statistical data such as students have been collecting, -)rganizing,
and interpreting are even more useful when presented in a visual
media. In the process of planning and developing till assignment,
students reflect, reexamine, clarify and deepen their understand-.
ing of concepts related to family consumption expenditure. The
final product can be a useful teaching aid for students and teachers
to use as work proceeds with the unit.

You might have students move into buzz groups of 4 or 5 each
to pool their ideas and sketch out a desi n for the proposedrapbicJ
visual aid. Each group can report its projosal to the c ss which
NZECTFtiOn the basis of group developed criteria, what proposal is
to be selected for development. It may be that each group has a
proposal of merit in which case each could develop its visual pre-
sentation of the Class Profile Data.

You may wish to approach this differently but however it is done
rovide opportunity for all students to participate in the initial
arming and in so far as facilities permit to make some contribu-

iloirtITTEe completion of the visual aid.

TEACHER:

34

Notes on 'The Changing Pattern of Consumer Spending,
1950-60we included here for your information and to
share with students in their analysis of family consump-
tion expenditures. Also see Table 3 which includes more
recent data for 1967 (p. 34).
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TABLE 2
CONSUMER EXPENDITURES AND INCOME

Urban United States, 1960-61 1/
Urban Nort: Central Region, 19607.61

Average per Family
It em Urban United States North Central

$ Exp.
% of
Exp. $ Exp.

% of
Exp.

Expenditures for current consumption 2/ --- $5, 390 100. 0 5,269 100.0
Food (and beverages/ 1, 311 24. 3 1,353 25.7
Tobacco 95 1. 8 93 1.7
Alcoholic beverages 90 1. 7 1,558 29.6
Housing, total 3/ (Chicago) 1, 588 29. 5

Shelter, fuel, light, refrigeration,
and water 992 18. 4 995 18. 9

Household operations 319 5.9 291 5, 5
Housefurnishings and equipment 277 5.1 272 5. 2

Clothing, materials, services 558 10. 4 539 10,2
Personal care 155 2. 9 150 2,8
Medical care- 355 6. 6 341 6, 5
Recreation 217 4. 0 214 4, 1
Reading and education- 109 2. 0 108 2, 0
Automobile purchase and operation 700 13. 0 722 13, 7
Other transportation 93 1. 7 80 1.5
Other expenditures 119 2. 2 112 2,1

Gifts and contributions 303 5. 6 277 5.3
Personal insurance 324 6. 0 330 6.3

Money income before taxes 6, 691 6, 711
Money income after taxes 5, 906 5, 934
Other money receipts 82 971
PIMY!t

Number of families in sample 9,476
Average family size 3.1 3.1
Percent nonwhite families 12 9
Percent homeowners 53 58
Percent auto owners 73 76

1/ Data for Alaska families surveyed' we re not included for 1960-61.
27 The classification of items in the 2 surveys (1960 and 1961) were not strictly

comparable.
2/ The total may exceed the sum of the 3 subclasses because it includes items

listed separately on this table.

Source: United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics Report No. 237-
55, December 1963, and No. 237-35, May 1964.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DT'Prr-EirNIT WAYS.

CONCEPTS: Public Goods Public coneumption expenditures
Private Goods Private consumption expend3'ures
Economic Constraint

SKILLS: distinguishing between public and private expenditures
identifying instances of public expenditure
participating in group work as leader and group member

WHAT DOES OUT CITY CONSUME? WHAT DOES OUR LOCAL SCHOOL
DISTRICT CONSUME?

5. Up to this point we have been concerned with family consumption
expenditures as a means of introducing the concept of economic con-
straint that income places on the family as it seeks to satisfy rts
MITTfor economic goods and services.

Here we turn to the public sector of the nation's economy selecting
either the local city or school district -o introduce the concept of
ECONOMIC CONSTRAINT in the public sector and to also introduce
the concept of PUBLIC or SOCIAL GOODS AND SERVICES as distin-
guished from PRIVATE GOODS and SERVICES introduced in the
family consumption expenditure problem.

PROCEDURE: We'll use the same procedure as we did with the family
asking the students to develop a list of those things
that require the expenditure of money to operate and
maintain their city during the current year, January
through December 30. Consultation with parents,
other adults and students will assure a more complete
listing of the city's consumption expenditures.

This preparation can be made in several different
ways. You may choose to:

Have students prepare individually a list of their
city's consumption expenditures enlisting the help
of parents on...31L after they have done all they can
without assistance from those more knowledgable
about the expenditures made by the city.

Have students organize into working groups of no
more than five members each to develop together
a list of the city's consumption expenditures.
Group reports can be used to develop a Master
Class List of the city's expenditures.

47
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING:

5. 1

5. 2

5. 3

NOTE:

T-22

HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS A RE VIRTUALLY UNLIMIT ED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

On completion of the listing of the city's expenditures and checking
with parents and other adults as well as members of the class to
assure a reasonably complete list of city's consumption expenditures,
students individually should prepare answers to the following questions.

Provide time for class discussion on completion of preparation of
these questions. The purpose of the preparation has been to distingidsh
between the kind and nature of family and community or private anci
public consumption and expenditure.

Sample Student Response to:

WHAT DIFFERENCES ARE THERE BETWEEN THE THINGS YOU
HAVE LISTED AS EXPENDITURES FOR YOUR FAMILY AND FOR
YOUR CITY.

"Many more people use the things purchased by the city.
Schools are for all the children in the school district.
Policemen protect all of us. Firemen are hired to protect
property of more than just our family and our property.

Things bought by the city require larger expenditure than
our family can make. Our family couldn't afford to build
a school, a fire station, pave the streets, and maintain
ihe city swimming pools in summer.

City's expenditures have to be approved by councilmen
elected by our families as voters. This is different from
having our parents decide what our family buys.

Money to pay for the things the city buys come out of taxes
which we all pay."

Why The Difference?

"Cost. Some things we can't do for ourselves as families
and individuals so we go together and each pays taxes to
get what as individuals we couldn't have. Examples are
schools, parks, paved streets, police and fire protection."

Here we are concerned with SOCIAL BALANCE or the relationship
between what a community produces and what it consumes. John K.
Galbraith in his The Affluent Society states:
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFFR FT\TT WAYS.

Barrels with interlocking boxes are provided in the student Manual
(pages 14-15) for students to develop their categories and write
their criteria.
Criteria should be operative and students are reminded to be prepared
to make these specific when they report their categories to the class.

Labels should be assigned to each category.

Although placing price tags on each of the categories as was done
with the family consumption expenditures would contribute impor-
tantly to student understanding of the cost of operating the city, the
problem of obtaining the necessary information is even more difficult
than pricing family's purchases for the current year. However, if
the class has access to consultant help from city officials who will
work with the teacher and a class committee in securing the necessary
information, this would be a most useful learning experience, con-
tributing to an understanding of constraint in the operation of the city.

Or, arrangements might be made with a city official to meet with the
Friss and share with the students the data on total expenditures and
city income for the current year. For best results, the official
should be informed, in advance of meeting with the class, about the
work done to date on family and city consumption expenditures.

If the class chooses the local school district, arrangements should
be made in advance for the school's administrator or a member of
the board of education to examine the categories and prepare an esti-
mate of cost prior to meeting with the class.

If figures for total expenditure by category are available for the
current year, students can compute the percent of total expenditure
for each of the categories. Major filled and unfilled wants should
be viewed in relation to sources of income.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

CONCEPTS: public/social goods scarcity
public expenditures economic wants

economic goods

SKILLS: reading bar graphs
interpreting and analyzing data
making inferences
checking inferences

WHAT DETERMINES OUR CONSUMPTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION?

Here we move to the state and introduce data on current constraints in
higher education that illustrate increasing demand for beyond high school
educaticd and limited resources in colleges and universities to satisfy
the desire of an increasing number of youth for education.

Two sets of data on higher education in Illinois are presented in Chart A
and B. Since these data were prepared by the Master Plan Committee
they are cif some significance at this particular time when Illinois is con-
fronted with finding a solution to "building enrollment capacity for the
accelerating numbers of qualified young people who seek a college educa-
tion at all levels. " The Master Plan for Higher Education in Illinois,
adopted by the Board of Higher Education in the summer of 1964 projected
college enrollment in relation to the college-age population. College
enrollments for Illinois will more than double between 1963 and 1980.
That is, there were 243, 000 students in 1963 who attended private and
public, juiiior and degree granting institutions. It is estimated that there
will be 162# 000 more in 1970--if there is room, and 333, 000 more in 1980.

The Mastei Plan projected a 96% increase in public junior colleges by 1970
and a 41% increase in private institutions.

Students will have frequent opportunity to use graphic
hence the importance of helping them to develop skill
charts, tables, graphs.

Provide time to have students familiarize themselves
of Charti A and B in this assignment:

1. The title and what it tells the reader

2. The vertical axis

3. The horizontal axis

data in this unit
in handling data on

with these aspects

4. The legend or key

5. Source of data and date
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

Questions E-7 require interpretation, and analysis of data presented in
Charts A and B and selected excerpts from a special report on the
status of the University and the future.

Individual preparation prepared as homework should be used as a basis
for class discussion in which the problem of constraint is examined in
light of the data provided; the kind of expenditures required to provide
educational facilities for the accelerating numbers of qualified youth;
and making comparisons with the entries listed in family consum.ption
expenditures to help students distinguish between private and pablia
expenditures; between public and private goods.

Answers to Questions 1, (1, 1-1. 5) and 2.

1. 1 243, 000

1. 2 1960: 407, 000 1980: 576, 000

1. 3 1963: 33, 000 1965: 38, 100

1. 4 1970: 57, 300 1970: 75, 200 1980: 84, 2J0

1. 5 More than double; 333, 000 more in 1980 than in 1963

2. 51, 200 more in 1980 than in 1963

16
17
18
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HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

CONCEPTS: public goods
private goods
private consumption expenditures
public expenditures

economic scarcity
economic wants

SKILLS: Defining an economic problem
Gathering information about a problem using multiple sources
Making inferences
Checking inferences
'Suggesting alternative courses of action
Weighing consequences of possible alteruative courses of

action
Formulating a program of action=1..=

FITeadings 1 Three readings are provided here including: .

Appalachia: Challenge to Poverty
The Appalachian Volunteers
Sometimes It's Statistical, But Poverty Is People

The first two readings introduce economic constraint as concerns the
private and public sectors of an important regional area in our country.
These should be supplemented with information in current periodical
literature in your school library and your own material's file. Those
schools that have the reprints "The Dusty Outskirts of Hope" and
"Three Stories of the Day" by Mary Wright, a social worker in the
Southern Mountains, will find these a useful addition for student read-
ing as well as the recommended books and articles listed on the next
page. The reading, "Sometimes It's Statistical, But Poverty Is
People" is included with this thought: It is very easy to live one's
life without ever coming in contact with the homes and the people as
do the caseworkers such as Mary Wright in the Southern Mountains or
Harry Caudill, Rebecca Caudill and Jack Weller. In too many cases
average, middle and upper class residents do not know the poverty
story--that poverty is a gray, grinding existence that its victims do
not know how to climb out of. Hopefully, students will begin to think
about this and its economic, social, and political dimensions.

LFilm The film, Poverty in Rural America. 27 min. B&W 16 mm sd.
is recommended as an excellent source of information on the
problem of poverty, unemployment, and underemployment in
Appalachia and other marginal agricultural regions in the United
States. The film can be obtained free of charge from the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Office of information, Motion Picture
Service, Washington, D. C. 20250.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

Questions
1-6 inc.

Filmstrip, The War Against Poverty. The New York Times
Filmstrip in Current Affairs, -Mara 1966, with script manual.
Order from New York Times Co. $6. Script is an fit.xcellent
source of information on poverty for both teachers and
students.

Recommended for your professional and school libraries.

Caudill, Harry M. Niiht Comes to the Cumberlands
(Boston: Little Brown, 1963), is highly recommended as a
source of information on the human and natural resources ot
the Southern Mountains. Harry Caudill is the son of a coal
miner and he, too, worked in the mines prior to continuing
his education. Today he practices law in Appalachia. We
recommend pages 361-376 for information on a regional
economy based on coal and what this industry requires in
skilled workers.

Caudill, Rebecca. My Appalachia (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1966). worcFriad pictures here is Appalachia
--a story of Appalachia in the year's of the author's youth when
the snow was still clean before the mines came and before the
bitterness and bloodshed began. Poverty is a book word when
the poor don't know they are poor and in Appalachia pride and
dignity filled a half empty stomach.

Weller, Jack. Yesterday's Peo,le (Lexington, Kentucky:
University Press, 1965). The most talked about and widely
reviewed book in 1965 on Appalachian problems and the War
on Poverty.

Low-Income Life Styles. Lola M. Ire lan, Editor, (Washington,
D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, U. S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Publication No. 14, 1966).

Provide class time for students to read and organize their
information to discuss the questions in their Student Manual.

Students should consult the Readers Guide to Cuairent Periodi-
cal Literature for current articles on poverty among the
non-white population and poverty programs. You and the
students may find the following articles helpful.

"The White Man Can't Help the Negro Ghetto,
Saturday Evening Post, January 29, 1966.

"Dangerous Poor, " Saturday Evening Pos, July 16,
1966.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

"The Tragedy of Appalachia, " Saturday Evening
Post, August 22, 29, 1964.

4

A

)

"How About the Non-White Poor" U. S. News,
October 4, 1965--selected portions of Caudill's
Night Comes to the Cumberlands.

"The Valley of Poverty" Life, January 31, 1964.

"The Invisible Americans" Saturday Evening Post,
December 21, 1963.

7. Since Appalachia and the "War on Poverty" are important domestic
issues, students should on completion of questions 1 through 6 consider
these questions:

-Why is poverty a problem of national concern (even in an affluent
economy)?

What can be done to deal with the problem of poverty in Appalachia
and other regional areas (not to overlook our own state and local
communities) ?

You may wish to have students discuss these questions in small groups
with a spokesman reporting the group's thinking. Here you are pro-
viding opportunity for students to reexamine their definitionçf poverty,
to formulate tentative hypothesest to consider the facts from a range
of sources, to revise initial hypotheses, to suggest consequences, to
decide on a program of action--indeed, engage in economic analysis
of a current economic issue.

2 2 Space is provided on page 22 for each student to write his considered
recommendations and,/or program of action.

11.-29 -NO171-6--
Teacher

See article that follows--"Conquering Poverty in the
US by 1976" for an explanation of the poverty standard
and the complexity of coping with poverty in an affluent
economy.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SER VICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

The particular kind of good and/or service an individual or society
wants is strongly influenced by the culture.

Most material wants are not "once for all wants" hence they require
a continuous flow of particular economic goods and services to
satisfy some want. The larger the flow of goods and services the
higher the degree a given want is satisfied.

To obtain maximum satisfaction, individuals and a society need to
balance anticipated satisfaction and the cost (time, leisure, money,
energy output) of satisfying particular wants.

Wants are dynamic--changing continuously and reflecting changes in
the tastes, preferences, and values of individuals and a society as
well as the productive capacity of the economy.

CONCEPTS: dynamic nature of wants generalizationintensity of desire advertising

SKILL: formulating generalizations
interpreting and analyzing data

WHAT IS THE NATURE OF ECONOMIC WANTS

Here we consider the d namic nature of economic wants in the present in
our own culture, the factors that inf uence the dynamic nature of economic
wants as well as intensity of desire.

To avoid premature verbalization, no questions are provided on page
in the Student Manual. You may prepare ditto copies to distribute when
you explain the assignment. Two short readings are provided--"When a
Woman Goes to Market" and "Marketing Report. " Directions and questions
for this assignment follow:

31 1. Have students read the short selection in their manuals on "When a
Woman Goes to Market" and "Marketing Report, " and then prepare
their answers to the questions in their manuals adding their own
additional sheets as needed.

1.1 What do these readings tell you about the expenditures America's
housewives annually in grocery stores ?

1. 2 What, according to these readings, influences the buying habits
of American housewives?
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

1. 3 Teenagers are also important consumers of economic goods and
services as shown in a recent survey made in Seventeen magazine.
Seventeen reports:

the average teenage girl spends $325 a year on her apparel
wardrobe.
the 11, 065, 000 teenage girls have $6. 3 billion a year of their
own to spend.
these 11, 065, 000 teenage girls spend $3.7 billion annually on
apparel; $1/2 billion on footwear, and some $450, 000, 000 on
cosmetics.
during August and September 1963, the nearly 5.7 million high
schoLl and college girls spend $1. 4 billion on "back to school"
fashion and the non-fashion merchandise. (Institute of Life
Insurance and Health Insurance, Fall, 1964. )

You are one of these teenage consumers in USA today. What
influences your buying habits?

INote to thel
Teacher

This is an opportune time to consider advertising as an
important factor in influencing buying habits. Have
students look in current periodicals and newspapers for
advertisements to illustrate their answers to 1.2 and 1. 3.

Student committees might arrange bulletin board displays
featuring factors that relate to the dynamic nature of
economic wants.

2. Turn now to Table 3 - PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES by
Type of Goods and Services on. page 34.

2.1 Compare the percentage of personal consumption expenditure
made for food in 1950 and 1967.

2. 2 Compare the percentage of personal consumption expenditure
made for clothing in 1950 and in 1967.

2. 3 How do you explain the changes expenditures for food and clothing
in the period, 1950-1967?

2. 4 What categories of consumption expenditure increased significantl
in the period, 1950-1967? How do you account for the increases?

2. 5 What categories show the smallest percentage increase? Why?

2. 6 What generalizations can you make from these data about con-
sumer spending patterns of the American people?
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING:
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HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICEWANTS 41RE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED ANDCAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.
The particular kind of good and/or service an individual or societywants is strongly influenced by the culture.
Most material wants are not "once for all wants" hence they requirea continuous flow of particular economic goods and services to satisfysome want. The larger the flow of goods and services the higherthe degree a given want is satisfied.
To obtain maximum satisfaction, irdividuals and a society need tobalance anticipated satisfaction and the cost (time, leisure, money,energy output) of satisfying particular warts.
Wants are dynami.::--changing continuously and reflecting changes inthe tastes, preferences, and values of individuals and a society aswell as the productive capacity of the economy.

CONCEPTS: dynamic nature of economic wants over time; economic-wants; private goods; public goods; e -..ta; generalizationsSKILL: gathering, organizing, comparing, and contrasting data oneconomic wants for two different periods in time; formulatinggeneralizations based on the data

WHY DO HUMAN ECONOMIC WANTS CHANGE OVER TIME?
The dynamic nature of human wants with emphasis on change over time inour own country is the focal point in this assignment.
Using the colonial New England family introduced in the unit, The Familyin Society, students will need to compare and contrast the economicwants of a seventeenth century New England family with those of familiestoday. Sources of data are the materials they have used in the familyunit and additional readings provided for this purpose along with tbnir ownclass family profile of family expenditures.

1. In class, priato any reference to the readings on the colonial NewEngland family in the manual, have students assume that they andtheir family live in colonial New England in the period, 1650-1700.The colony £s Plymouth, Massachusetts. Have them prepare theirindividual lists of all those things that would be essential to maintain-
35 ing/operating their homes. (Li.st I)

Allow 10-15 minutes for students to prepare their lists. This willgive you time to move about the class and make some estimate of theextent to which students are drawing on their earlier study of thecolonial New England family.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

2. Now we are ready to introduce the readings, "The Colonial Family in 36
New Plymouth" and "The Family in the Early New England Colonies,"
Ask students to read these two selections carefully to identify all of the
economic goods specifically mentioned in the readings and enter these
under List II. Some, of COUT se, may need to make revisions by crossing 35
out any incorrect first entries. Note that students are engaged in
building a set of data using as sources their previous study of colonial
New England farriilies and the additional readings used in this assignment
When this is done accurately, have them use these data a- ~epare
their.best answers to the following questions:

2.1 What were the economic wants of colonial families -:ribed in
the two readings, "The Colonial Family in New Ply -1th" and
"The Family in the Early New England Colonies. " ou'may find
it necessary to recheck the readings to prepare an accurate list
of economic wants.

2. 2 Develop categories for the economic wants you list in 2.1.

2. 3 Turn to your Class Profile of Family Expenditures and compare
with the entries you have made in answer to 2.1 and the categories
you prepared for 2. 2.

What differences do you find?
What similarities do you find?

Z. 4 How do you account for these differences and similarities? Give
specific examples drawn from your Class Profile of Family
Expenditures, from your preparation of 2.1 and 2. 2 above.

2. 5 After the the class has discussed questions 2.1 through 2. 4 assum-
ing students have been accurate in identifying economic wants in
the readings on the colonial New England and in comparing and
contrasting these with their own economic wants on their Glass
Profile of Family Expenditures, have students formulate
generalizations. We are interested, at this point, in determining
whether or not using these two sets of data (for the colonial family
and their own family expenditures in mid-twentieth century,
students perceive the dynamic nature of economic wants over time.

It may be that your students will benefit at this point from formulating in
writing their own individual generalizations. This, again, gives you oppor-
tunity to observe individual student workidentifying difficulties they may
have in using the data to formulate generalizations. Then have them move
into small groups using the small groups as a check point with each group
preparing a statement of generalizations which in turn will be reported to
the class checked and revised in a teacher le'd session. In this way a
generalization goes through three stages of refinement and students move
from one check point to another using the resources of the small group and
then the class group.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMA N MATERIAL WANTS AND SERVICE
WANTS ARE VIRTUALLY UNLIISITTED AND
CAN BE SATISFIED IN DIFFEP.ENT WAYS.

CONCEPTS: Change, Economic Wants, Goods, Services

SKILLS: Alternative Ways of Satisfying Economic Wants in our own
and other cultures
Formulating generalizations

HOW ARE ECONOMIC WANTS SATISFIED?

The second characteristic of human material wants and service wants la
considered in this assignmentthat wants can be satisfied in different wa.s.

1 Have students individually or in small groups suggest alternative ways
of satisfying these economic wants in Plymouth Colony and enter in
the spaces provided in their Student Manuals,

Shelter Health
Food Education

lothing Recreation
T ransportation

2. Have students suggest alternative ways of satisfying these same
economic wants in the United States today and enter in the spaces
provided in their Student Manuals.

3. Have students examine the two sets of entries noting ways in which
the same economic want, i. e, , food, clothing is satisfied. The
two sheets have the economic wants in the same position to facilitate
comparison.

4 Now, have students compiani and contrast their two sets of entries
toi all the wants. What do they find? How do they account for dif-
ferences and sim-ilaritic:?

5. What generalizations can they formulate about the ways in which
people in our own country today and in Plymouth Colony satisfied
these economic wants?

Note: We are dealing here with change over time.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN ECONOMIC WANTS DIFFER AMONG
INCOME GROUPS AT ANY ONE TIME?

Here we are concerned with income as a constraint that influences prefer-
ences, tasf es, goals, and values of members of households as reflected in
patterns of family consumption expenditures.

The data presented on Tables 1, 4, and 5 in the Student Manual can and
should contribute importantly to student understanding of income acting as 5
a major constraint and as an influencer of patterns of ccnsumption expendi- 41

) ture by income level. The procedure for working with these data as a 42
means of arriving at these understandings is as follows:

STEP I: Student Groups Select an Income Level and Examine Their Pattern
of Consumption Expenditures

Instead of having all df the students use the median income for their econo-
mic constraint as was done earlier, have the class organize into six small
groups representing different income levels as shown on Tables 1 and 5. 5
For example, one group might represent the lowest fifth of the nation's 42
families with incomes under $4, 000 who together received about 5 percent
of the total personal income in 1965. Another group could represent the
top 5 percent of the nation's families with incomes above $20, 000 who
received about 15 percent of the nation's total income in 1965. (See Table
5). Other students might represent four income groups between these two
extremes. By refering to Table 1 Lhe students can determine the approxi-
mate income range of the fifth of the families he represents. For example,
to determine the approximate income level for the lowest fifth of the
nation's families, students using Table 1 should add the percentages begin-
ning with the lowest income range upwards (income-wise) until they total
approximately 20 percent (under $4, 000). The second fifth will begin count-
ing at approximately 20 percent continuing upward to approximately 40
percent ($4, 000-$6, 999) of the families. The range of the third fifth is 40
to 60 percent or ($7,000 to $8,999); the range of the fourth fifth is 60 to
80 percent or ($9,000 to $11,999); the highest fifth is 80 to 100 percent or
($12, 000 - $24,999). The sixth group is the upper 5 percent ($20, 000 and
over). Here we count from the top down. Each student group except, the
top 5 percent represents 10,000, 000 families or 20 percent of the total.

Each group should familiarize itself with the pattern of consumption expen-
diture for the income group it represents. This is found on Table 4.

For example, the group choosing to represent the lowest fifth will find on
examining the data that families in this income group spend proportionally
more on housing and food than any of the other income groups. On the othe
hand, expenditures for automobiles, education, recreation, and clothing
loom large in the higher income brackets.

STEP LI: Student Groups Compare Their Pattern of Expenditures With
Each of the Other Groups and Account for Differences

After familiarizing themselves with their own group's expenditure pattern,
each group should compare its pattern of expenditures with the other group
The following questions are suggested for each of the groups to make a corn
parative examination of expenditure .patterns.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDICG° HUMAN ECONOMIC WANTS DIFFER AMONG
INCOM1.7: CROUPS AT ANY ONE TIME

1. COMPARE 1HE PERC ENT ACE C PERSONAL CONSUMPTION
EXPENDITTTRF MAD: FOR FOOD AMONG DIFFERENT INCOME
GROUPS IN 1960-61.

a. COMPARE THE PERCENTAGE OF PERSONAL CONSUM7TION
EXPENDITURE MADE FOR CLOTHING AMONG DIFFERT,NT
INCOME GROUPS IN 1960-61.

3. HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN TEE DIFFERENCES IN -5')CPENDITURES
FOR FOOD AND CLOTHING BETWEEN HIGH A7` '_,OW INCOME
GROUPS?

4. WHAT CATEGORIES SHOW THE LARGEST AND SMALLEST PER-
CENTAGE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HIGH AND LOW INCOME
GROUPS?

5. IN WHAT WAYS DOES THE EXPENDITURE PATTERN OF THE
INTERMEDIATE GR:UPS DIFFER FROM THE LOWEST AND THE
HIGHEST ?

Once students perceive the differences in patterns of family expenditures
among the six income 2roups, the next step is for students to attempt to
explain WHY these differences exist. For example, the group repre-
senting the lowest fifth of the nation's families should try to explain to
the other groups Will tht:y s pond proportionally more on food, clothing,
and sheitei- inan ier ;roup,3 spend. Similarily, the higher and inter-

! mediate groups :11(-4i!d e.xpialu WHY they spend proportionally more on
other goods and

STEP III: 3tudent Inei)rne CI coups "Swap Places" and Consider Adjust-
nmn.t in Pi,ttt un of Consumption Expenditures

Now, have each grcauD rpreseILL a di -ferent income class. For example,
what adjustments would those who had previously represented the top 5
percent of the nation's farnilitts have to make in their expenditures if they
were to suddenly "--.:wap places" with the bottom 20 percent and visa
versa? Students in the intermediate income groups can consider the kind
of adjustments thev would have to make if they were suddenly thrust into

5 a higher or lower income group as shown in Tables 1, 4, and 5.
41
42 Table 5 indicates that the lowest fifth or ?,0 percent of the families had

5 percent of the nation's personal income. If the student group that had
represented the lowest fifthwere suddenly to represent the highest fifth,
it would now have commaild over 41 pe rtent of the nation's personal
income. What impact would this }--,ve on the pattern of expenditures of
the groups?
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN ECONOMIC WANTS.DIFFER AMONG
INCOME GROUPS AT ANY ONE TIME

Note to
T eacher

The students should be given a free choice as to which one of
the income groups they choose to rcresent since the principle
of economic constraint is operative in all of the income groups.

In the preceding section that deals with the question of Why Human Wants
Change Over Time, we saw that human wants are dynamic changing con-
tinuously and that the reflect chan es in tastes, references ooals, and
values of individuals and society. major factor in explaining these
changes is the improvement in the productive capacity of the economli over
time.

Similarily, an increase in command over goods and services--shifting
from the lower to aighest income group--should result in a change in tastes
preferences, goals, and values. These changes will be reflected in part in
the new patterns of expenditures and in the assumption of new roles such
as saving. However, new tastes, preferences, and values made possible
through more income are usually acquired slowly particularly if the indivi-
dual enters a higher income group instead of enjoying increased income
with his own socio-income group. For most products only in the longer
run will expenditures reflect the new or modified tastes, preferences and
values of the individual. The student should keep this time lag in mind
when he "swaps" income groups with other members of the class.

Let us reverse the process so the students who previously represented the
upper fifth and had command over 41 percent of the income now assume
the role of the lower fifth who have command over 5 percent of the nation's
personal income.

Twenty percent now have to "get by" on 5 percent instead of 41 percent.
Which expenditures will be curtailed and which roles abandoned? Table 1
shows that food and housing would now take two-thirds of the total budget
as compared with 41 percent for the upper fifth. Considering the many
other essential expenditures that Must be maintained such as medical care
(6. 5 percent), the lower fifth would virtually abandon any attempts to save
as Is commonplace with the upper fifth. The class should discuss whether
personal income is the only way people have to command goods and services
especially in the lower fifth. Here we are concerned with transfer payments
such as assistance to the needy, marginal farm families, veterans, senior
citizens groups, school lunch programs, food stamps, and various tax
advantages which some states make available to low income groups. These
all result in command over goods and services not always reflected in
personal income. Therefore, we have to modify the assertion that 20 per-
cent of the families must "get by" with only 5 percent of the nation's
personal income.

The intermediate groups may wish to exchange with the fifth immediately
above them in terms of income since there is a constant upward movement
of individuals on the income ladder.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN ECONOMIC WANTS DIFFER AMONG
INCOME GROUPS AT ANY ONE TIME

STEP IV: Class Summary Discussion: How and Why Does Income Act
as a Constraint and Influencer of Patterns of Consumption
Expenditure by Income Levels?

What are the implications for the nation's 49, 834, 000 families
and for the nation's economy?

The students should begin to see that in representing different income
groups other than.the median income, they reflect different preferences,
tastes, goals and values that are directly related to the personal income
level of the group. The different income levels that they represent in the
class discussions act as constraints which allow them to have different
quantities and kinds of goods and services much i the same way that the
nation in different periods of time represents a different "mix" of tastes,
preferences, goals, and values which its chan in productive capacity
makes possible. MORE INCOME = MORE CHOICES.

STEP V:- Class and/or Small Group Examine the Median Income Data for
Non-White Families and the Adjustments Made in Family Con-
sumption Expenditures by Non-White Families in Their Region.

5 Table 1 also provides median income figures by race. The class may
wish to examine the constraints on non-white family expenditures in their
region. In this case the class should use the appropriate and lower median
income figure. For example, the median income of Negro families in the
North Central Region for the year 1968 is $6077 or about $1742 less than
the median for white families. This difference constitutes a major con-
straint on the expenditures of Negro families and is more than what the
average of all families spend on housing, the major expenditure, in the
North Central Region.

WHAT MAJOR ADJUSTMENTS DO NEGRO FAMILIES MAKE IN THE
PATTERN OF THEIR EXPENDITURES TO ACCOMMODATE THE LOWER
MEDIAN INCOME?

Note to
T eache r

The fact this is Step V in no way indicates that the consump-
tion patterns of non-whites are less important than those of
the majority group. The difficulty is that there is no detailed
information on non-white expenditures. Therefore, the
class will have to rely on information whir.:h it can collect
from its own non-white students or other sources.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: WANT . AE DYNAMIC CHANGING C ONT IN -
UOUSLY AND REFLECTING CHANGES IN THE
TASTE, PREFERENCES, GOALS AND
VALUES OF INDIVIDUALS AND 4..SOCIETY AS
WELL AS THE PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF
THE ECONOMY

CONCEPTS: economic goals and values,
change

SKILLS: Identifying family, local community, national goals and values;
Making inferences about family, local community, national

goals and values from consumption expenditure data;
Formulating a statement of goals for our nation's economy.

11=1.111PINNIIIMMIMMIIIMIIMI11M111-

WHAT ARE OUR ECONOMIC GOALS?

Working with data in earlier assignments on family consumption expendi- 43
tures, class family profile, the city's expenditures, and national consumption
expenditures, students are asked here to determine what these expenditures
suggest about our expectations of the nation's economy with the economic
goals and values of our people.

As an orientation to prepare students to work with the several sets of con-
sumption expenditure data, we suggest that you conduct a trial run using
the data given below on two hypothetical families--the Brown and Smith
families.

The Brown The Smith
Family Family

Categories Percentage Percentage

Food 20% 11%
Clothing 5 2
Shelter 36 25
Household Operation 5 7
Health 5 .2
Education 2 5
Recreation and Travel 9 28
Personal Care 5 4
Donations 3 4
Savings 10 6
Other 10 6
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: WANTS ARE DYNAMICCHANGING CONTIN-
UOUSLY AND REFLECTING CHANGES IN THE
TASTES, PREFERENCES, GOALS AND
VALUES OF INDIVIDUALS AIM A'SQCIETY AS
WELL AS THE PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF
THE ECONOMY

Given no additional information about these families such as number of
family members, or income, we m:ght make these inferences:

1. Housing is important to
family (41% is spent for
shelter and household
operation)

Z. Making proviiion for the
future is important to the
Brown family (10% for
saving. )

1. This family places high
value on recreation and
travel (28%).

2. It appears that nig: ,iths
deemphasize food in order
to spend more on recreation
and travel.

You may want to use these two hypothetIcal families to introduce
students to work. Have students suggest inferences for each the Brown
and Smith families.

Then have the students working individually with their own family expendi-
ture categories in percentages prepare part I.

Thio should be done as individual work without class discussion. However,
yo.0 should check student preparation to assure that valid inferences are
mas a from the data.

Z. For a change of pace, have the students number off by five to set up
small working groups. Each group will work with the class family pro-
file following the procedure used above in formulating inferences. As a
group, students should write the inferences in the space provided in the
manual. Fifteen to twenty minutes ought to be sufficient for the groups
to formulate a good set of inferences.

Then have a spokesman from one of the groups present the inferences
prepared by his group. The other groups make additions or revisions,

3. Use small groups again but renumber so the group membership is
rotated.

The same procedure can be followed for formulating inferences.

5. Having carried the students through these four sets of data in formu-
lating inferences, they should now be able to formulate a statement of
objectives (or those things) which they, as individuals and as members
of families, as citizens of the local community, and of the nation want
expect of our economy. Hence this writing assignment which may be pre-
pared as an essay or as a set of specific objectives with appropriate
explauation.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: WANTS ARE DYNAMIC --CHANGING CONT IN -
UOUSL Y AND REFLECTING CHANGES LN THE
TASTES, PREFERENCES, GOALS AND
VALUES OF INDIVIDUALS AND A SOC.IETY AS
WELL AS THE PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF
THE ECONOMY

4. Here we introduce economic goals, that is, what we as a people expect
of our economy and want it to do. The goals of the economy are ethical
value judgments. At any time there exists a substantial consensus as
to what goals are considered to be desirable. Historically, Americans
have sought to maintain as much individual freedom as is possible and
still achieve other goals. Individual initiative aild self-interest are
accepted as proper and desirable motives for economic behavior.
Individuals are largely free to make a living in the occupation of their
choice, to spend their money for the products and services they think
will give them the: greatest enjoyment, to live where they choose, and
to use their property and personal abilities to their own best advantage.
This strong preference for individual freedom is reflected in a method
of economic organization that places major reliance on individual or
consumer choices operating through a system of prices and markets as
the central coordinating device. But, Americans have also placed high
value on full employment, a rising standard of living, stable pricei,
economic growth, a wide diffusion of economic well-being, and a pro-
gram of national defense adequate to preserve out way of life.

8. Have students reexamine Table 3 - Personal Consumption Expenditures 34
for 1950, 1960, 1967 after they have examined their family and city
consumption expenditure data. What do these data suggest about our
expectations of the economy? Values? Change in values? 46

44

You may find the article "In Defense of Waste," Time Essay,
Time, November 18, 1966, pp. 56-57 useful for your own
information and to share with students. The position
developed in the essay relates to consumption expenditures
and our use of productive resources as related to goals and
values.
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COURSE I -- MAN IN SOCIETY
UNIT II -- ECONOMICS: CHOICE MAKING

WHAT DOES THE FAMILY CONSUME?

1. In the spaces provided below, and on additional sheets as needed to complete
your list, write all those things that required the expenditure of money to provide
for your family during the current year, January first through December 30.
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2. HOW DO WE CATEGORIZE OUR FAMILY'S EXPENDITURES?

L7:1
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2. HOW DO WE CATEGORIZE OUR FAMILY'S EXPENDITURES?
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WHAT DOES THE FAMILY CONSUME?

3. Now that you have sorted out your long list of family purchases for the year,
and "thrown" each one in one of the barrels, stand off and look at these
barrels. What do you see? What questions come to mind? For exaraple,
you see that the barrels are of different sizes. "How come?" Are some of
these barrels more important to the family than other barrels? How much
is spent for the things you have "thrown' in each of these barrels?

3.1 Now, you add .Our questions:

3. 2 What information do you need to answer these questions?

3. 3 Where can you get accurate information?

3.4 Your teacher will give you Chart I and explain the preparation you will
make for the next class session. The remainder of this page can be used
to make notes that will help you prepare your assignment accurately and
completely.
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TABLE 1: FAMILY INCOME DISTRIBUTION OF UNITED STATES
AND NORTH CENTRAL REGION BY TOTAL AND RACE FOR 1967

AND ESTIMATED FAIvIlLY MEDIAN INCOME FOR 1968

UNITED STATES
NonwhiteTotal money income

Total White

Number Families
thorarieis
Percent

49, 834
100. 0

Under $1, 000 2. 0

$1, 000 to $1, 999 4. 4

$2, 000 to $2, 999 5. 9

$3, 000 to $3, 999 6. 3

$4, 000 to $4, 999 6. 5

$5, 000 to $5, 999 7. 7

$6, 000 to $6, 999 8. 3
$7, 000 to $7, 999 8. 8

$8, 000 to $8, 999 8. 3

$9, 000 to $9, 999 7. 1

$10, 000 to $11, 999 11. 9

$12, 000 to $14, 999 10. 6

$15, 000 to $24, 999 9. 7

$25, 000 and over 2. 5

Median income
before taxes $8, 017

Median income
after taxes 7, 095

Estimated Median
Income for 1968

before taxes 8, 418

after taxes 7, 450

Total I White

NORTH CENTRAL

44, 814
100. 0

5, 020 4, 589

100.0 100.0
13, 084

100. 0

Nonwhite

T otal White

1, 015 983

100.0 100.0

1.7
3.8
5. 2

5. 7

6.1
7. 5

8. 3

9.1
8. 6
7. 4

12. 5

11. 2

10. 3

2. 6

$8, 318

7, 361

4. 7

9. 4
12. 8

11. 6

10.1

9.7
8. 0

6. 9

5. 8

4. 2

6. 5

5. 2

4. 2

O. 9

$5, 177

4, 582

5. 0

10. 0

1 3. 5

11. 9

10. 4

10. 1

8. 0

6. 8

5. 4

3. 9

6. 1

4. 7

3. 5

0. 6

4, 939

4, 371

1. 5

3. 9

5. 4

5. 6

5. 9

7 1

8. 5

9. 5

8. 9

8. 0

12. 8

lE 1
9. 6
2.1

1. 5

3.7
5.1
5. 3

5. 8

7. 0

8. 4

9. 6
9. 0

8. 1

13. 0

11. 5

9. 9

2.. 2

2. 7 2. 7

6. 9 7. 0

9. 7 9. 8

9. 6 9. 6

7.7 7.8
8. 1 8. 2

9. 3 9. 5

7. 8 7 9
8. 1 8. 2

6. 3 6. 1

10. 6 10. 9

5. 8 5. 6

6. 0 5. 1

1. 6 1. 4

$6, 633 6, 540

5, 870 5, 788

8, 545

7, 562

5, 436

4, 811

5, 186

4, 590

8, 835 6, 965 6, 867
7, 819 6,164 6, 077

Source: Current Population Report, Series P-60, No. 55, August 5, 1968.
The median income figures after taxes for 1967 and before and after
taxes for 1968 were estimated by SSCSC for use in the Family
Consumption Expenditures Project. It assumes the same relative
tax burden as in Table 1.
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WHAT DETERMINES FAMILY CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES?

3. 5 Turn now to Chart I, columns one and two in which you have made dollar
and percentage entries for each of the categories. At the bottom of
column 3 write $7, 342 (North Central region median income). Use
National median if you live outside the North Central Region). Proceed
now to make the revisions that you would need to make in your family's
purchases for the current year given the chosen median family income
and no more. Enter the expenditure figures in dollars ($) for each
category in column 3. Then compute the percentages for each category
and write in column 4.

Now you should be ready to work with the new data in columns 3 and 4 on
Chart I to prepare your answers to these questions:

(a) What decisions did you have to make in preparing your entries for
column 3?

(b) Of the categories changed, which ones did you reduce most in $
expenditure ?

(c) How did you arrive at these reductions?

(d) Suppose prices changed significantly. That is, assume prices of
milk, meat, clothing, transportation, recreation, etc., increased
sharply in relation to the prices of other goods and services? How
would this affect your answers to (a), (b), (c)?

(e) Suppose prices dropped sharply. What difference would this make
in your decisions on the above questions?
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WHAT DETERMINES FAMILY CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES?

(f) Of the categories changed, which were changed least in $ expenditure?.
(g) How did you arrive at these decisions?

(h) Suppose prices changed FAs.nificantly for the goods and services in the
categories in (f). What afference would this mak .... in your answer to:
(a)i (0, (g).

prices increased:

prices dropped:

(i) What will be the consequences for your family of the revisions you
have made in consumption expenditures based on the national median

income figure?

IIMMINY AEI Mow

(j) What statements can you make about what determines family consump-
tion expenditures?
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WHAT DETERMINES FAMILY CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES?

3. 6 Turn to Chart I, and examine the percentages you have computed and
entered in column 4 to answer the following questioi,s:

What categories are the largest percentage of total expenditure? List
with percentage

.4110.

Category

.111=1!IMMIIIIMIMP

What categories are the smallest percentage of total expenditure?
List with percentage

Category

a=111M1101.,

Compare these categories in column 4 with categories in column 2 that
have the highest and lowest percentage of total expenditure. What do
you find?

111111111.

What explanation can you give for the change you find in these two sets
of percentages of total family consumption expenditures?
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HOW DOES OUR CLASS PROFILE COMPARE WITH CONSUMER EXPENDITURES
FOR USA? FOR NORTH CENTRAL REGION?

4. Your teacher will give you Table 2: Consumer Expenditures and Income -
Urban United States, 1960-61- Urban North Central Region, 1960-61, which
presents data on family consumption expenditures collected by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor. You have just
completed collecting, organizing and developing two sets of data which you
have entered on Chart I and Chart II in your manual.

Now we'll lay these sets of data side by side and look for similarities and
differences. Space is provided below for you to make your. enWirriri response
ti=grthe questions. Study the sets you are asked to examine and try to
"wring" as much as you can out of these data.

4. 1 Lay your Cltart II next to the data on Table 2. Look for similarities and
differences in these two sets of data and write your findings below.

Differences:

4. 2 Lay your Chart I next to the data on Table 2. What similarities and
differences do you find?

Similarities:

Differences:

4 75
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:IOW DOES OUR CLASS PROFILE COMPARE WITH CONSUMER EXPENDITURES
FOR USA? FOR NORTH CENTRAL REGION?

4. 3 Compare the data on Table 2 for Urban North Central Region with that
of Urban United States. What do you find by way of similarities and
differences in these data?

Similarities:

Differences:

4, 4 What do you conclude about family consumption expenditures from these
four sets of data? (Be sure the data support your conclusion).

4. 5 What is the outlook for the trend of consumer expenditure in your life
time? Can you venture a prediction? Check your prediction against the
reading, "USA.. A Nation of Consumers. "
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[i HOW DOES OUR CLASS PROFILE COMPARE WITH CONSUMER EXPENDITURES
FOR USA?

USA: A NATION OF CONSUMERS

A consumer is any one who uses goods or services. In one way or another,
each one of us is a consumer. Johnny who rushes with the dime his mother gave
him to buy a candy hai at the super market is just as much a part of the consumer
category as the teen-ager who delivers newspapers to earn money for his baseball
glove or the college girl who uses her allowance to purchase her favorite hi-fi
recording ur the father who spends most of his pay check to provide the family with
food, clothing, a horne, medical care, transportation and recreation.

The consumer market is an enormous one and a truly powerful force in the
nation's economy% How large is this market? It is as large as the total popula-
tion of our country. Hour by hour, minute by minute, a clock in the lobby of the
Department of Cornmerce Building in Washington, D. C. , ticks away--not to keep
ime but to maintain a continuous tabulation of the nation's estimated population.
the census clock is really ticking out the economic future of America. On
November 20, 1967i at about 11 a.m. the United States reached a milestone
achieved by only three other nations in history--a population of 200 million
registered by the autoMati.:: population counter.

This new populau,..,. milestone is of enormous significance for the American
economy, present and fttture. Since 1920, the population has grown by almost
; 5, 000,000 persons, a truly fantastic rate of increase. Since 1950, the increase
as been almost 30, 000, 000. Now in 1967 the population has reached 200, 000, 000.
rsons.

The very sizP of our population shows clearly that the market for consumer
r400ds is a large one, indeed. Each and every person--from the infant to the
grandparenthas certain food, clothing, housing and other needs that must be
filled. Within the next two decades the consumer market is expected to show a
Yery sizeable growth. Important now, it will be an even more significant factor
in keeping our economy strong in the years ahead.
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WHAT DOES OUR CITY CONSUME? WHAT DOES OUR LOCAL SCHOOL Ditil R1C,11
CONSUME?

5. Your teacher will plan with your class to select either your city government
or local school district to compile a list of all thTiir ihings that require the
expenditure of money to operate your city or school during the current year.
You will think of many things immediately. Write them in the spaces below.
There are other expenditures that you may not know about. Consult your
parents before the next class session and add those to your list placing a
check (V ) in front of those entries that were suggested to you by your parents
or other adults. Try to include in your list most of the things that required
the expenditure of money to operate your city or school this current year.

ANW

401111111111

111=1,

.41.1110m11 .........=.......1.fti

(make additions on other page in your notebook if you need more space)
78
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:H.AT DOES OUR CITY CDNSUME? WHAT DOES OUR LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONSUME?

5.1 Turn to the entries you made on page 1 for your family's consumption
expenditures for the current year.

WHAT DIFFERENCES ARE THERE BETWEEN THOSE ITEMS AND THE
ENTRIES YOU HAVE MADE ON PAGE 12.

5. 2 WHAT REASONS CAN YOU GIVE FOR THE DIFFERENCES IN THE
ENTRIES ON YOUR TWO LISTS?

MMInlim.11111111M

5. 3 As families consume more of the gcods and services you have assigned to
the barrels (see your pages 2 and 3), how will this affect the consumption
of goods and services produced by your city? (see your pages 14 and 15).
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HOW DO WE CATEGORIZE OUR CITY'S 1...-XPENDIT UREb

5. 4 Categorize the expenditures you have identified in the lic.t fo.L )our.
city using the bb.rrels provided here. Be sure to write your ,.riteri-
in the appropriate space for each category and label each barrel.
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HOW DO WE CATEGORIZE OUR CITY'S EXPENDITURES?

5. 4 (continued)
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WHAT DETERMINES OUR CONSUMPTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION?

1. Turn to Charts A and B on the next page. After you have studied these two
charts, try to answer each of the following questions writing your answers
in the spaces provided.

1.1 How many students attended colleges in Illinois in 1963?

142 How many students in Illinois are expected to attend colleges in Illinois
in: 1970 1980

1.3 How many students were enrolled at the University of Illinois in:

1963 1965

1.4 How many students are expected to attend the University of Illinois in:

1970 1975 1980

1.5 On the basis of the data provided on Charts A and B what will happen to
college enrollments (in all institutions--private and public) in Illinois
between 1963 and 1980?

4Imillmr

2. What will happen to enrollment at the University of Illinois between 1963 and
1980?

THE UNIVERSITY AND PLANS FOR iHE FUTURE

At the December 16, 1964, meeting of the University of Illinois Board of
Trustees a special renort on "The University of Illinois and Plans for the
Future" was presented. Selected portions of this report follow.

"The opportunity to study in institutions of higher educa-
tion should be aliable to all young people who may reasonably
be expected to benPfit frop such study. "1

Po icy statement adopted by the I inois Board o Higher E ucation in october,
1962, and quoted in "A Master Plan for Higher Education in Illinois, '7 July,
1964, page 6.
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Chart A
PROJECTED ENROLLMENT DEMANDS

FOR ILLINOIS AND CHICAGO

287

407

519

195

I

576

AU. FIGURES

IN THOUSANDS

1963 1965 1970 1975 1980

ElCHICAGO AREA STUDENTS EJSTUDENTS OUTSIDE CHICAGO

100,000

80,000

09000

40,000

20,000

hart B
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS' PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF

PROJECTED ENROLLMENTS IN PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES

woo,

57.300

1963 1915 1970 1975 1980

BASIC SOURCE : REPORT 0.......titismaket) LsogingCle 83
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WHAT DETERMINES OUR CONSUMPTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION?

"Illinois must provide opportunity for higher education to all
of its youth who have the preparation, ability and serious intent to
proceed beyond high school. "1

"The University of Illinois is a great resource for Illinois and
its people and for the Nation. It is the hope of ail who are involved
in the University's work that the plans for the future will take full
advantage of its present strength and its potentialities for the
unusual opportunities that lie ahead. "2

"In September, 1963, 128 qualified applicants were denied
admission to the University of Illinois. In September, 1964, 5, 119
qualified students were denied admission at the Urbana-Champaign
Campus and the Chicago Undergraduate Division. These were
qualified students, not the many thousands more who applied but
were judged on their records as not sufficiently qualified. For
September 1965, the University of Illinois is scheduling places for
3,000 more students at Chicago Circle and for 1, 000 more at
Urbana. However, it is conservatively estimated that the University
still will be obliged to turn away 7, 500 qualified students from the
Chicago Circle and Urbana-Champaign campuses. "3

3. Now that you have read this excerpt from the report, what does the report
tell you about the objectives and aims of the University and the Board of
Highel Fducation?

...111.11111

1011m.

~IN..10,

4. On the basis of the information provided in the reading, did the University
chiev r. its gu2ls in the period 1963-65? Give reasons for your answer?

oimlimmea

.411.11.11PIMINIIII

rffaaTtraTirrections ar ire-tsity o " a statement Fr Th'i-
University Study Committee on Future Programs, January 1963.

2. "Goals and Functions of the University of Illinois, " a report submitted to the
Illincie Board cf Higher Education by David D. Henry, President of the
University, Der..ember 5, 1963.
D;...vi.! D. Heilry, President, University of Illinois. "The State of the

; Th4-65. Faculty.Itstter, No. 90, January 18, 1965.

84
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WHAT DETERMINES OUR CONSUMPTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION?

5. Looking ahead to the period of 1965-1980, what do these years hold for the
University? What evidence can you give from the data on Charts A and B to
support your position?

6. What will it take to achieve the aims and objectives of the University in the
period, 1965-80?

7. Compare and contrast your entries above with the entries you made in your
Family Expenditure Listing, page 1.

What similarities do you find?

limrs.

What differences do you find?

.m.m..111.11111

8. As your family and all other families consume more educational services
produced by the State University and Colleges, how will this affect the con-
sumption of goods and services produced in the private sector of the nation's
economy? Be prepared to discuss with examples.

1
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WHAT ARE THE ECONOMIC WANTS OF APPALACHIA ?

1. Read "Appalachia: Challenge to Poverty" and "The Appalachian Volunteers."

In your own words state the problem presented in these readings. What facts
support the problem? Statement of Problem:

The Facts:

2. What economic wants do you identify? Check your list with the reading,
"Sometimes It's Statistical, But Poverty is People" and with additional
articles your teacher suggests or that you find in current periodicals.
(Consult the Readers Guide to Current Periodical Literature. )

IMO

fAi

=Mb
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WHAT ARE THE ECONOMIC WANTS OF APPALACHIA?

3. Which ciasgories of wants loom large in these readings?

4. whz do these particular categories of economic wants loom large? Give
reasons and prepare to discuss in class.

111111111.

5. Compare these categories (No. 3 above) with the categories on your ClIss
Family Consumption Expenditure Profile. What do you find? What reasons
can you give for what you find?

eM.11

6. Compare the consumption expenditures of your city or school district with the
goods and services needed in the regional areas described in the readings.

C7
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WHAT ARE THE ECONOMIC WANTS OF APPALACHIA?

My Recommended Program of Action.

. 4

SWOP' :* ...4., 1 :' "'ail',
111114.00111 . 1 WA,

E8
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APPALACHIA: CHALLENGE TO POVERTY

Appalachiabeginning in northern
nnsylvania and running southwestardly
ng the ridges, valleys, and rivers of
Appalachian Range through 10 states

northern Alabama--has long been
cognized as a problem region in the
tion's economy. Bound together by its
gged terrain and sharing a common
source base, Appalachia has lagged be-
d the rest of the nation. Many of the

ople caught by these unfavorable econo-
c trends sank to a shocking level of
erty. Two million people left the

gion between 1950 and 1960.

Coal is the region's principal natural
source. Appalachia produces two-
rds of the Nation's coal and its pros-
rity has depended on "King Coal."
al has been a sick industry for most of the last 40 years. Coal has been sup-
nted in many energy uses by other fuels. Also, in the past ten years, mechani-

tion and automation have revolutionized coal mining. Thus the combination of
clining demand and technological change has spelled economic trouble, almost
onomic disaster, to this region.

Many of the people of Appalachia, caught by these unfavorable trends, sank
a shocking level of poverty. In every category of human welfare our fellow-
izens in Appalachia are below and some are well below desirable national
ndards. In health, in employment, in education, in the level of community

rvices, in transportation, in farm technology and in sanitation, community
er community and county after county struggle against inadequacies.

Whfle the region is classified as predominately rural by census definition,
has never been a major agricultural region. Its problems arise mainly fiorn

decline in employment in leading nonagricultural industries-;-principally coal
and its cures lie in the development of recreation and manufacturing industries,
luding industries based on the region's timber resources.

The most hopeful trend is a widespread acceptance of the idea that the
eatest resource of the area is its people and that this resource is capable of
limited development.

z
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WHAT IS THE NATURE OF ECONOMIC WANTS?

Your teacher will explain this assignment and provide you with the questions you
will need to work with several new pieces of data. Space is provided for the first
few questions. Continue on with your own paper and number the next page 30a; if
you need additional space.

1. 1

1. 2

1. 3

2. 1

2. 2

2. 3

2. 4

On

.MIMI..I1MMIP.YNIIMI.=PMMI

4111=1

ftim

SO

2
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Table 3 - PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES BY TYPE OF PRODUCT

1950

mob AND BEVERAGES 29 0%

TOBACCO PRODUCTS 2 3
CLOTHING, accessories, jewelry. 12.2

PERSONAL CARE 1 3

HOUSING 11 6

HOUSEHOLD OPERATION1 14 9

MEDICAL CARE and DEATH Z 5 0
PERSONAL BUSINESS 3....... . 4 1

TRANSPORTATION4 11 1

RECREATION5 5 8
EDUCA TION 9

RELIGIOUS and WELFARE ACTIVITIES 1 2

FOREIGN TRAVEL 6

TOTAL PERSONAL CONSUMPTION
EX P ENDIT UR ES 100 0%

(Percentage)
1960 1967

24. 2% 22. 3
2. 2 1.9

10.3 10. 3
1. 6 1.7

13.0 14.4
14.0 14.2

6. 4

6.2
12. 5

6.0
1.3
1. 4

.9

6.9
5. 4

12.9
6. 2

1.6
1.4
.8

100.0% 100. 0%

SOURCE: Historical Statistics 1950; Historical Statistics.... Continuation to
r9--6171117-rent Busi7e7g7.71717-y-176-87-..amo,..,/

Furniture, kitchen and other household appliances, china, glassware, table-
ware and utensils, cleaning and polishing supplies and paper products, tele-
phone and telegraph, electricity, gas, water, domestic service.

2. Drug preparations, ophthalmic products and orthopedic appliances, physi.zians,;
dentists, other professional services, health i:isurance.

3. Brokerage charges and investment counseling, bank service charges, trust
services, and safe-deposit box rentals, legal services, funeral and b-..trial
expenses, interest on personal debt.

4. New cars and net purchases of used cars, tires, tubes, accessories, parts;
gasoline and oil; bridge, ferry, tunnel, tolls; auto insurance; taxicab, railway,:
local bus, airline.

5. Books and maps; magazines, newspapers and sheet music; non-durable toys
and sport supplies; radio and television receivers, records and musical
instruments; radio and television repair; flower seeds, and potted plants;
theater, opera, spectator sports; clubs and fraternal organizations, par--
mutual net receipts.
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HY DO HUMAN ECOD::)MIC WANTS CHANGE OVER TIME?

)ur teacher will explain this assignment which will include the development and
e of two sets of data. Make your entries, as explained by your teacher, in the
ace indicated below.

LIST I LIST II

Your preparation on the questions and generalizations that your teacher will
explain should be entered on your own paper and inserted in your manual
following this page.

3
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WHY DO HUMAN ECONOMIC WANTS CHANGE OVER TIME?

HOW THE SETTLERS IN PLYMOUTH COLONY SATISFIED
THESE ECONOMIC WANTS

FOOD

SHELTER

TRANSPORTATION

EDUCATION

CLOTHING

IMP

RECREATION

HEALTH

£3
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WHY DO HUMAN ECONOMIC WANTS CHANGE u vER TIME?

HOW AMERICANS TODAY SATISFY THESE ECONOMIC WANTS

FOOD

SHELTER

41IMI+

TRANSPORTA TION

EDUCA TION

/

CLOTHING RECREATION

`4.61h,

HEALTH

84
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WHAT ARE OUR ECONOMIC GOALS?

1. Turn to Chart I, page 4a, in.this manual for data on your family's consump-
tion expenditures. Study the data that you entered in the first two columns on
Chart I. What inferences can you make from these data about what your
family considers to be important, Write your inferences in the spaces pro-
vided immediately below.

INFERENCES:

.=0.1=07011

2. Turn now to your class profile of family consumption expenditures that the
members of your class developed.

Working in small groups as directed by your teacher, study this class profile
and the categories you developed from it and formulate inferences from these
data. In the space below, write the inferences that you and the members of
your group develop.

INFERENCES:

3. Turn now to the set of data you prepared on Your City's Expenditures, pages
14 and 15. What inferences can you make from these data? Write the
inferences you and the members of your small working group formulate in
the space below.

INFERENCES:

1111...M.11 .11=17.111110111111.0mmire
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WHAT ARE OUR ECONOMIC GOALS?

4. What do your entries for No. I, 2, 3 suggest : ,nut the things you and your
family considers to be important?
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WHAT ARE OUR ECONOMIC GOALS?

What common objective do you find in the above listing of the more familiar
economic objectives of American people?

What conflicts in goals can you identify? Why do you think these are
examples of goal conflict?

=mns.1111...

An.am1111111.11W.O. 11POMI

11..1111114.1.==11141......

Refer to the entries you have made to Nose 1, 2, 3. What common objective

or goal can you find in your Family and City Consumption Expenditure
Profiles? What conflicts in goals do you find? Why is there conflict among

these goals?
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WHAT GENERALIZATIONS CAN WE MAKE ABOUT ECONOMIC WANTS?

Having developed and analyzed a variety of data on goods and services to
economic wants of the family, city, state,- and a large regionai-area-iiro
nation, you should be able now to formulate generalizations about human
wants. Prepare these carefully arid for each well worded generalization,
evidence from your study.

satisfy
ur
economic
give

S.
Generalization:

Ali...1.wm...
Evidence: ....11=1111/.1111111.111

Generalization:

Evidence:

Am.

Z.eneralization:

Evidence:a=liww
,...11.1M1.

Generalization:

Evidence:

Generalization:

Evidence:

plow

Generalization:

Evidence:

111=111PMNION=.1.1/111.

=11/ =nMI=INlliwIM.IIMIIMI.IPMI/O.MIIMMMIMIIPOM=1lNIIO

MINI

Generalization:

Evidence:
11111=1......

Iwo

L©O
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WHAT GOES INTO THE PRODUCTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES?
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NATURAL RESOURCES IN THE ECONOMY
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102 OVER-6.
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THE ECONOMY'S PRODUCTIVE PESOURCES

BASIC UNDERSTANDING: ALL PRODUCTION OF USEFUL 000DS AND
SERVICES TO SATISFY HUMAN WANTS
INVOLVES: (1) NATURAL RESOURCES; (2)
HUMAN RESOURCES; AND (3) CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT.

Here we are concerned with ECONOMIC RESOURCES without which human
material wants could not be satisfied.

ECONOMIC ItESOURCES as used in these instructional materials include
(1) natural resources, (2) human resources and (3) capital equipment.that
are used in the production of goods and services.

The nation's current production of automobiles to satisfy our transportation
wants will serve to illustrate the meaning of economic resources. Currently
the American automobile industry employs 890, 000 workers directly
engaged in the production of c?.rs and, in addition, supports employment in
a great many other industries, i e. , steel, transportation, retail-sales,
banking-finance, and advertising. To produce the present output of
approximately 9 million cars, the automobile industry consumes 20% of
the nation's steel, 14% of the nickel and aluminum, 13% of the copper, 30%
of the zinc, and 80% of the rubber output as well as a steadily increasing
percentage of plastic, cotton, and glass. Behind these statistics stands
a vast arra ). of resources in land, minerals, timber, sources of. energy,
factory and farm buildings, tools and machines, schools and colleges,
research laboratories, transportation and communication facilities, and
the insight, skill and knowledge of the workers who contribute directly or
indirectly to the production of 9 million automobiles.

These, then, are the productive resources of a nation and for corwenience
we classify and refer to them in these materials as:

Natural Resources: all those things in nature that owe little to man's effort, 49-
i. e. , land, forests, water, minerals, sources of energy (coal, water, 118

natural gas, petroleum). These are also classified as renewable and non-
renewable or exhaustible.

Human Resources: the physical and mental talents that go into the productioJ 119-
of goods and services. Things in nature become resources with economic 166

value when man displays the insight, knowledge, and skill to use them in
ways to create goods and services. The iron ore in the Mesabi Range did
not exist as a resource until the Iron Men of the nineteenth century mixed
their skill and knowledge with it to create uses for iron ore, thereby giving
this natural resource economic value. An essential and primary resource,
then, is man's knowledge and skill--the level of technology that he possesses
and can employ in determining the alternative uses that can be made of the
nation's natural resources. In this sense human resources represent the
catalyst hence the importance given in these materials to the nation's
population, labor force, and the composition of the labor force in terms of
a:ge, sex, education, occupational distribution, and mobility.

1C4
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: ALL PRODUCTION OF USEFUL GOODS AND
SERVICES TO SATISFY HUMAN WANTS
INVOLVES: (1) NATURAL RESOURCES; (2)
HUMAN RESOURCES; AND (31 CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT.

Management or the entrepreneur as risk taker, innovator, decision maker
and the organizer of productive resources is a special human resource in
a market economy.

Here, however, human resources include both labor and the entrepreneur
as the critical factors of production operatinlin a given environment of
technology, natural resources, capital equipment and effective demand,

167- Capital Equipment: the tools, machines, farm and factory buildings,
204 stores, warehouses, transportation, communication, and power facilities,

mines, schools and colleges are the products of a nation's human and
natural resources that provide the means by which goods and services are
produced to satisfy private and public wants. Capital, as used here, is
not restricted to mean only.new tools, machines, plants and inventory.

In producing capital equipment, man refrains from using limited natural
and human resources to produce goods and services for consumption in the
present. By going without or postponing consumption, a nation foregoes
consumption in the p.7esent to add to its stock of real wealth in the form
of capital equipment thereby increasing its capability to produce more
goods and services in the future. If a nation uses its scientists and
engineers to design missiles and space ships, it cannot use them to con-
duct research in urban planning, rapid transportation, and education.
Steel used to build automobiles cannot be used to build automated factories
and physical plants for schools and colleges.

II

A word of caution is in order. Some students may view money as capital.
Used in this sense they mean money capital. Money, a claim on the
economy for goods and services, can be "made good" in our own and
other modern developed economies by exchanging it readily for real
cakital in the form of tools, machihes, a factory building, transportation
and communication facilities. The point is that money as such is not an
economic resource. It is useful only to the extent that goods and services
have been produced and are available for which it can be exchanged.

Nations differ in the kind, quantity and quality oi their natural, human and
capital resources, but no nation possesses unlimited resources, Among
nations the United States and the Soviet Union have an abundance of natural
resources, but even these have limits. Furthermore, scarcity of any
natural resource cannot be solved in the same way that we satisfy our
desire for food, clothing, housing or transportation. Our own and all
other nations must make the best possible use of what they have in land,
water, timber, minerals, and sources of energy.

Although the number of workers depends on the size of population and
the number of persons who enter the labor force, all nations, including
India, have a limited su ..1 of human resources re ative to human wants.
One has only to t in o the critical s ortage a ski e wor ers,
managerial and professional personnel in India and in all other developing
nations that present formidable obstacles to economic development. In

105
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: ALL PRODUCTION OF USEFUL GOODS AND
SERVICES TO SATISFY HUMAN WANTS
INVOLVES: (1) NATURAL RESOURCES; (2)
HUMAN RESOURCES; AND (3) CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT.

the United States with a labor force approaching 75 million, a current
economic problem is the shortage of workers qualified to "mesh in" with
the jobs required to operate the machines that come with advancing
technology.

Another important characteristic of resources is that they can be used in
different ways. Land can be used to raise soybeans, wheat, forage crops
to feed livestock, for a factory site, a housing development or a highway.
Steel can.be used to build automobiles, missiles, household appliances, .:or
tools and automated machines. Labor can be used to build highways,
factory buildings, houses, military hardware or school buildings. Resources
used to produce consumer durables are not available to build, equip and staff
new schools and colleges.

Limited resources can be .combined in different ro ortions to roduce
goo s and services, or example, a highway can be ui t using large
numbers of workers and little capital equipment. Food can be produced
using large inputs of land and capital equipment in contrast to using small
tracts of land, little capital equipment and large inputs of human labor.

Not only can limited resources be used in different ways but human wants
can be satisfied in different ways. Hunger can be satisfied with a o
rice, a hamburger, or a t-bone steak, but substituting a bowl of rice for
a hamburger or a steak is not a perfect substitute.

Or, capital equipment is not a perfect substitute for human resources. If
it were producers would not need to make choices as to what resourcea to
use and in what proportion, and households (consumers) would not need to
make choices in making their resources (labor, land, capital) availabi to
producers. Nor, would they have any problem of choice in spending tl-
income for goods and services,

Thus, individuals and a nation can modify their choices using less of a
limited resource or product and more of the less scarce. By substituting
one resource for another or one good or service for another. a nation can.
conserve those resources, _goods and services that are in shortest supply.

To recap in abbreviated form, the instructional materials in this section
have been developed to introduce and partially teach these understandings
about the economy's productive resources.

1. Economic resources are limited relative to human wants.

2. Economic resources include a nation's natural resources, human
resources, and capital equipment.

106
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: ALL PRODUCTION OF USEFUL GOODS AND

SERVICES TO SATISFY HUMAN WANTS

INVOLVES: (1) NATURAL RE5OURCES; (2)

HUMAN RESOURCES; AND (.3) CAPITAL

EQUIPMENT.

3. Nations differ in the quantity and quality of their economic

resources but no nation possesses unlimited resources.

4. Economic resources can be used in different ways to satisfy

human wants.

5. Man is the catalyst or agent of change who determines how and

to what extent limited economic resources shall be used, renewed,

supplemented and/or substituted to produce economic gcods'and

services.

6. Capital equipment, the product of human and natural resources,

requires the sacrifice or postponrnent of consumption in the

present to increase a nation's stock of capital equipment which

in turn increases a nation's capability to produce more goods

and services in the future unless, of course, there are large

-amounts of idle capital due to a depression or other unusual

circumstances.
7. Economic resources do not combine themselves.

8. Res'ources are not perfect substitutes for one another.

9. By substituting one resource for another, a nation can conserve

those ...esources that are in shortest supply.

CONCEPTS: Resources
Economic Resources
Economic Goods/Services

SKILLS: Selecting, organizing,
c ategorizing data.

WHAT GOES INTO THE PRODUCTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES?

Several different procedures are suggested for developing this under.

standing.

Data gathered in preparing the individual family consumption expenditure

categories can be used to select a specific economic good.

A specific economic good may be selected from the data that students

gathered and categorized earlier.. Or, an appropriate film that describes

and provides information about the production of some economic good from

anyone of the categories in the family consumption expenditure categories

might be used.

1(7
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: ALL PRODUCTION OF USEFUL GOODS AND
SERVICES TO SATISFY HUMAN WANTS
INVOLVES: (1) NATURAL RESOURCES; (2)
HUMAN RESOURCES; AND (3) CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT.

Our rlurpose is to use either of the suggested sources of data to identify the
major categories of productive resources, namely, (1) natural resources,
.(2) human resources, (3) capital equipment. You might proceed as
suggested below with appropriate modification to teach this basic under-
standing.

ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE-1:

1. Have the class organize into small groups (not to exceed five students
to a group) and have each group select a different category from the
Class .Profile of eFamily Expenditures, page 8a Have each group
select one economic good included in the category selected. For
example:

Food; bread, milk, hamburger, frozen vegetable
Clothing: shoes, coat, sweater, shirt, dress
Transportation: bicycle, car
Recreation: record, tennis racket, ping pong table
Education: book, magazine

Having made their selection of an economic good have each group work
with this question: (You may wish to add economic services)
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO PRODUCE AND MAKE THIS ECONOMIC
GOOD AVAILABLE FOR CONSUMPTION BY OUR OWN AND OTHER
FAMILIES?

Each member of the group should enter in his own notebook
the entries compiled by his group.

Depending on the economic good a group selects, these might be entries
made on individual student preparation sheets:

land
wood-timber
wool
cotton
iron, copper, chrome, aluminum
land for factory, warehouse, office sites
power to drive the machines to produce a good
power to transport a good or service to our homes and

communities
persons who supplied the ideas--who envisioned the need for this

particular good
persons who designed the good
persons who brought together the materials needed to produce thefl

good; to sell and deliver the good to our families and community
workers who operated the machines to produce the good
persons who kept the records
schools, colleges where people received training needed to produce

the good
others: (add)

Cs
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: ALL PRODUCTION OF USEFUL GOODS AND
SERVICES TO SATISFY HUMAN WANTS
INVOLVES: (1) NATURAL RESOURCES; (2)
HUMAN RESOURCES; AND (3) CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT.

HOW THEN SHOULD THESE ITEMS BE GROUPED? ARRANGED?
Which items belong together ? Why?

Note: Instead of conducting this in class discussion, we are attempt-
ing to work through the entire process of developing classifica-
tions Within the working groups. Obviously, the teacher will
need to be a resource person to each of the groups.

Try to have students complete the classification by the end of the
period.

The preparation each group makes should be checked before the
next class meeting.

In the next class period, have several of the groups present their
categories explaining why they grouped the items they did. (Tbis
might be done in advance of class on a transparency or written on
the chalkboard.

Again, be alert to student awareness of different bases for grouping
items and that the label assigned is an arbitrary one. You are
looking for groupings such as these:

Group I
land
timber
iron ore
copper
chrome
natural gas,

petroleum
water power

Group II
farmers
machine operators
designers
manufacturers
salesmen
clerical workers
professional workers
policemen
firemen
teachers

barber

Group III
tools
machines
factory buildings
warehouses
retail stores
highways
school buildings

Have students suggest appropriate labels for each of the groups they
develop and examine with the class reasons why some proposed
labels are more appropriate than others. Labels are always arbi-
trarily assigned as a matter of convenience and although students may
not suggest the specific labels we assign to the categories of resources,
namely, (1) natural resources; (2) human resources; (3) capital
equipment (man-macre resources), these should be so indicated by the
teacher since they are labels that are used in economics.

A summary is in order in which students should now be able to formu-
late a series of statements or write a statement (on page 47 in their
manuals) not to exceed 100 words in which they indicate what is
important or significant about what goes into the production of the

IC9 Copyright SSCSC
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: ALL PRODUCTION OF USEFUL GOODS AND
SERVICES TO SATISFY HUMAN WANTS
INVOLVES: (1) NATURAL RESOURCES; (2)
HUMAN RESOURCES; AND (3) CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT.

vast array of goods and services that we as members of families and
citizens expect of t e economy.

Note: Although student statements will not be in these words, state-
ments taken from students papers are suggestive of whaz
students bring to this preparation.

(1) Someone was dissatisfied and wanted a different and better kind
of car. The same happens to all kinds of goods when people'are
dissatisfied with the things they have.

(2) Someone sawta need for these goods and services.

(3) People wanted these goods and services enough to spend money
for them.

(4) Someone saw an opportunity to make some money by producing
these goods or getting the training to provide a service wanted by
other people.

(5) These goods and services had to be made out of raw mate:rials.
Someone had to bring the raw materials, workers, and tools
together to make the goods. Henry Ford did this when he made
cars.

(6) Goods have to be transported from the place where they are made
to our community where we and other people can buy them.

"In every good be it a loaf of bread, a car, or a book there is a
"mix" of natural resources, human resources and machines
(capital equipment). "

(7)

ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE -2:

If a film is used, it is important to select one that _presents infor-
mation about each of the economic resources that is directly or
indirectlFused in the production of the particular economic good
selected for the purpose of teaching the major understanding in
this lesson.

For example, the film, DURUM: STANDARD OF QUALITY,
28 min. Color. Free return postage, North Dakota Wheat
Commission, Box 956, Bismarck, North Dakota, or the Greater
North Dakota Association, Box 1781, Fargo, North Dakota,
explains the successive processes involved in producing the two
billion pounds of macaroni that Americans currently consume.
The film details the role of science in the development of durum
wheat seed in the expe-Amental laboratories and test fields of a
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: ALL PRODUCTION OF USEFUL GOODS AND

SERVICES TO SATISFY HUMAN WANTS

INVOLVES: (1) NATURAL RESOURCES; (2)

HUMAN RESOURCES; AND (3) CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT.

land grant agricultural college, the planting and successive

stages of processing the wheat to make macaroni and bread

flour. Repeated instances of natural and human resources

and capital equipment and their interdependence are provided

in this film that won first place in its category at the Brussels

World Fair..

Another film that might be used is THE ROUGE, 30 min.

Color. Ford Film Library. The American. Road, Dearborn,

Michigan 48121. Free-return postage. The film shows men

and machines in the famous Rouge Plant, Dearborn, building

cars. Here, also, the focus is on productive resources.

Preceding student viewing of the film have students either individually

or in small groups work with the question: WHAT DOES.IT TAKE TO

PRODUCE AND MAKE THIS ECONOMIC GOOD, i.e., (MACARONI

or AUTOMOBILE) AVAILABLE FOR CONSUMPTION BY OUR OWN

AND OTHER FAMILIES?

This may be prepared as homework or during the first portion of

the class period prior to viewing the film. Use the film as a source

of additional information with students looking, listening and noting

as many additions as possible to their first listing.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

CONCEPTS: Natural Resources; Renewable Resources; Non-
Renewable Resources; Scarcity; Limited Substitution.

SKILLS: Economic Analysis: Defining an economic problem, getting
the facts, posing alternative solutions, weighing the conse-
quences of each alternative in terms of the goals and values
we are trying to achieve, deciding on a course of action.

ATTITUDES: Concern about being accurately informed about the state
of the nation's natural resources.
Concern about wanting to act in accordance with one's
convictions about natural resources and their proper
use.

GENERALIZATION: Natural resources are limited relative to the
demand made on them for: (1) working sp e;
materials used in the production of goods and
services; (3) energy derived from coal, petro-
leum, natural gas, water power, and uranium
to supplement man's effort.

NATURAL RESOURCES: WHAT AND HOW MUCH DO WE CONSUME?

Inthe previous lesson , students identified natural resources as one of the major
categories of resources in the production of a selected economic good and/or
service. Here students arrive at an understanding of the characteristics of
productive resources, namely, that they are not unlimited, that they differ
in quantity and quality, and that they can be used differently, that is iron
ore can be used for pots and pans, automobiles, military hardware, pipe
lines, buildings, bridges, and highways. But ever present are the con-
straints immiLed by nature, the state of technical knowledge, and the pro-
ductive capacity of a nation's people.

1. As an introduction to the magnitude of our present per capita consump-
tion of natural resources in this country, we have provided on the
student's assignment sheet an excerpt from the Report of the President' 49
Materials Policy Commission in 1952, and the nation's consumption of
natural resources in 1960 as reported by Hans H. Landsberg in Natural
Resources for U. S. Growth based on the Resources for the Tuture
study Resources in America's Future.

This short reading can be used to stimulate discussion and thinking
about possible reasons for our nation's present rate of consumption
that is currently more than one-half of the world's raw materials.

We suggest that you give students 10 minutes to read and think about
this statement and prior to opening class discussion, ask students to
write their reasons in the space provided on page 49. The discussion
is to set the stage for posing the key questions that need to be

49
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

investigated and which, in turn, will provide a basis for.understanding
the characteristics, nature, and present status of our natural resources.

50 Z. QUESTIONS: (1) WHERE DOES THE UNITED STATES STAND IN ITS
SUPPLY OF EACH OF THE MAJOR RENEWABLE
AND NON-RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES?
WHAT ARE THE FACTS?

51

52

51-52

52-54

II

(2) IN WHAT PARTS OF THE COUNTRY IS EACH.OF
THESE RENEWABLE AND NON-RENEWABLE
RESOURCES CONCENTRATED?

(3): WHAT ARE THESE RENEWABLE AND NON-
RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES USED FOR?
OR WHAT ECONOMIC GOODS AND SERVICES
WOULD WE HAVE TO GO WITHOUT IF WE DID
NOT HAVE THESE NATURAL RESOURCES?

WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

PROCEDURE: Explain to the class that we'll organize Task Forces to
investigate these questions.

Task Force--RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCESTJ. S. A

Task Force--NON-RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES--U. S. A .

Try to get balance in the membership of each of these task forces
and also a different grouping than you have had in previous small
group work. During the course of a semester it is important that
students have opportunity to work with as many different members
of the class as is possible. Numbering off by 4's starting at a
different location in the room from where you've started numbering
previously may give you needed diversity, or, in this case, you may
wish to let students volunteer.

Important
Note to

Teacher

Preliminary to any meeting of the Task Force personnel
as a group, have each member of a task force follow
this sequence:

Individual Student Preparation

Each student member of a Task Force should read and
inform-himself on all of the readings listed for his task
force's reading assignment. These are listed in the
Itudent Manual on pages ST-52 to facilitate student preparatio,
As a study aid, we are providing space in the Student
Manual for each student to enter well organized notes on
the three basic questions prior to planning with the other
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

members of his Task Force for the report they will make
to the class. Or, you may have the students set up a
Retrieval Chart on which they enter selected data about a
given resource. This is viewed as "insurance" against
sketchy, careless reading and an attitude of "let George
do it"--problems much too common in group work that
contribute to vague, inaccurate, and poorly organized
group reports. Additional sheets can be inserted.

Try to plan this individual student ?reparation so it is
completed in not more than two days using class time for
supervised work and the remainder to be done as homework.

A word of caution is in order. Avoid making these sessions
a series of lessons on conservation. Students will, most
likely, want you to go in this direction. This is not to say
that conservation is to be ignored. Rather, it will be con.:
sidered ak one aspect of the question of what .has been done
and what needs to be done in extending and renewing those
natural resources that are in declining supply. That is a
subsequent question.

Task Forces Meet to Plan and Prepare Their Presentations. 52

You may wish to assign the chairmanship and meet with the
chairmen in advance of the meeting of the three groups.
If the groups select the chairmen a meeting is still in order
so each of the chairmen is prepared to assist his group.
Give attention to the role of the chairman in facilitating
group work:

Help each Task Force to select and organize those
materials that will contribute to an accurate and inter-
esting report. Keep focus on three basic questions:

Be accurate re iortin: and interpretingThe importan-71-4-----1an accuracy cannot bover
emphasized and each Task Force needs to be mindful
that the rest of the class relies on it for information.
This is a common weakness in group reports and one that
this procedure should help students resolve.

Suggest students develop graphic aids--a retrieval chart,
data sheets, a ditto graph preparecrin advance and made
available to all of the students; a well organized outline
specifying the main parts of the report with sub-points
and pertinent data as appropriate can be worth a thousand
words. A Task Force may plan an entire bulletin board
layout explaining the data in its oral presentation. Elea
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

Note:

Fote:

students to become more efficient and accurate in
presenting findings to a group. These are basic skills
that need to be taught and developed with repeated
exyeriences in the Foundation Course. Try to avoid
strictl

Each Task Force Reports and Answers Questions.

A maximum of 20 minutes for reporting and 10 minutes
foranswering questions should be an appropriate time
for each group's report.

Class Prepares Summary Statement on the state of the
nation's natural resources as a final summary on
completion of the reports.

The reading, Natural Resources in the Economy, is
provided here for your information.

115



53 Selected films and filmstrips might be used here to supplement the Task
Force Reports. When possible coordinate the viewing with the Task Force
Reports to provide additional data for students to check conclusions based
on the data provided in their manuals, pages 66-100. Additions and
revisions should be entered in their manuals on page 53.

The films and filmstrips listed here have been previewed and those marked
with an asterisk have ben used and recommended by teachers in cooperat-

.ing public schools.

Films

*Yours Is the Lan.. 2 a min. sd. color. $7. 45. Audio Visual Service,
University of llhi' .; Champaign: University of Indiana, Bloomington.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

Emphasizes the interdependence of the four great rehewable natural
resources: soil, water, forests and grasslands, and animal life.
Examines the results of man's practice of taking too much from the
earth in too short a time and emphasizes the need for a system of
orderly management of our natural resources.

Look to the Land. 20 min.. Color. $7.45. B&W. $4.55. Audio Visual
Service, University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois, and University of
Indiana, Bloomington.

All people are dependent on the land hence they must be concerned
with its use. Film documents the misuse of our land with the
restating problems as the narrator visits a New England farm
auction, the Connecticut Valley, an Alabama cottolA farmer who has
sold his land when a dam is constructed, a Dakota farmer, a Wyoming
cattleman, and a timberland region. Illustrates the interdependence
of all the people in a river basin.

Ever man's Em ire. 20 min. Color. $4.55. Audio Visual Services,
ruversity of Illinois, Champaign.

Today 152 national forests are owned by the people of 4;he United
States. The film points out that these forests contain almost one-.
third the nation's timber. Hez_-, also, are vast storehouses of
water which supply water to many of our towns and cities; grasslands
provide range for the ranchers. Here are food and cover for wild-
life, streams for fish, and recreation areas for millions of Americans
generations to come.

*Livinglater, Part 2 Man's Problem. 19 min. Color $6.85. Audio
Visual-S-ervice, University of Illinois, Champaign.

Shows how man has short-sightedly interfered with nature's water
cycle. Shows the results of improper usage of Los Angeles and
the incredible use mar makes of water. Shows how sewage and
manufacturing plants pollute water, and describes methods of
purification.

*Twentieth Century River---? 29 min. Color $7.90. Audio Visual Service,
University of Illinois, tEaMgaign.

Documents the drafting of a river basin plan for the Potomac River
over a six year period. Shows the work of the engineers, scientists,
conservationists, and other specialists whose varied efforts are
combined in a single plan. Examines ouch problems as flood, drought,
pollution, and sedimentation and the major concepts involved in
recreation planning and parkland acquisitinn.

*It's Your Decision--Clean Water. 14 min. Color. Free. Association
Avenue, LaGrange, Illinois.

A report on the nation's water crisis pointing out three causes of the
current lack of usable water: people, prosperity and products. Using
animation, the film points out that increased utilization of renovated

1 i? -
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED ANL
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

water could provide an additional source of supply. Illustrating and
evaluating different kinds of waste treatment in use today, the film
emphasizes that the decision to have good sewerage treatment
depends on the will of the community and the determination of the
citizens to control pollution.

*The Colorado River. (Coronet). 11 min. Color. $3. 80. Audio Visual
Service, -University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois.

The film shows how the Hoover, Parker and Imperial Dams have
turned the Cobrado into one of the world's greatest sources of
electrical power, make it the site of recreational areas and reclaimed
the Imperial Valley from a barren desert.

Filmstrips

*What's Happening to Our Natural Resources. May 1963. The New York
Times. $6.00 with script. 229 West 43 Street, New York, N. Y. 10036.

*Air and Water. February 1967. A souAd filmstrip with manual. The
New York Times.

Water Conservation Today
Land Conservation Today.
Mineral Conservation Today
Urban Conservation Today 1

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
1345 Diver sey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614
$6 each with script - Records $3

57-58 6-7. These minerals might be ranked in order of percentage increase.

Students can consult the encyclopedia for information about their
location in the United States and other countries. Also see Table 1. 5
in Student Manual. What products are made from these minerals?

Notes on a few of the critical minerals are provided for your inf or -
motion.

Magnesium: Necessary in the making of steel to improve its strength
and workaidlity. The United States has no high grade deposits. The
only present commercial reserves are in Montana. Potential ore of
lower grade is scattered with ore bodies in Minnesota, Maine,
Arisona, South Dakota. Unless a way is found to utilize this potential
ore without a sharp increase in price, the United States must continue
to rely on imports. Manganese bearing nodules are on the ocean floor
at depths from 500 to 3000 feet off the southeastern coast and between
5, 000 and 14, 000 feet in the eastern half of the Pacific.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USET.) IN DIFFERENT WAYS,

Cobalt: Used in the making of magnets, missiles, jet engines, gas
turbines, motors, generators, and for cancer treatment. The United
States has small reserves. Foreign reserves are large with the Congo
a major source and also the Philippines, New Caledonia, Northern
Rhodesia, and Canada. A potential source is in ocean bottom nodules.

Nickel: The United States is almost completely dependent on foreign
supplies for nickel. Major deposits are in Canada, New Caledonia,
Cuba, the Philippines and Indonesia.

Molybdenum: The United States has been and will most likely continue
to be a net exporter. The world total is estimated to be 6 billion
pounds. The U. S. deposits are estimated to be at least 3 billion pounds
with new deposits, discovered in New Mexico as recently as 1960.

Copper: The history of copper ore deposits in the United States and
abroad, according to Besources for the Future, is one of steadily
increasing reserves. The grade of copper ore mined has.declined
steadily but the price has remained stable. For example, in 1880, the
copper ore mined contained 3% copper; in 1914 it had declined to 2%;
in the early 1950's it had dropped to 0. 8%. Or, to state it differently,
by 1945, 4 tons of copper bearing ore had to be moved for every ton
seventy years earlier. Additional costs were offset by improved
technology on processing the ore. Projected U. S. consumption of
copper in the next 40 yea.rs is estimated by Resources for the Future to
be 112 million tons. This cannot be met from our domestic reserves
estimated to be 32. 5 million tons. The U. S. must depend on outside
sources for copper ore which currently supply 30% of copper ore refined
in the United States. Demand for copper outside the U. S. is expected
to grow making necessary the working of low grade deposits.

Figure 1.1 indicates an impressive future demand for minerals. Having 57
examined the data on the nations capability to provide these minerals in
the quantity needed, we raise the question of price.

8. With certain of these minerals in short supply and potential demand
expected to increase sharply, students will probably conclude that the
price of these minerals will rise. But, need this happen? Indeed, has
it in the past? Actually, for most minerals the long-run price trend
has been stable despite increasing demand. How can this be?

9. Do students see the impact of technology and new techniques for creatin
new reserves by reducing the cost of developing less attractive deposits
For example, the Atomic Energy Commission has been investigating
the use of nuclear explosives to blast out harbors and canals, to create
underground storage cavities, and to release natural gas and oil locked
beneath the earth's surface. A team of scientists has worked out a
nuclear plan to mine billions of tons of copper-bearing ore too poor to
be mined by traditional mining methods. If Project Sloop works,
technicians using nuclear techniques may be able some day to process
tens of millions of tons of ore containing copper that is now beyond man's
grasp. [Reported in Time, November 3, 1967]
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

Other possible solutions are: (1) SUBSTITUTE MATERIALS, e.
plastics and aluminum for iron and steel; or brick, concrete,
aluminum, steel and non-wood vegetable fiber as substitutes for
forest products; (2) DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL
NEW RESERVES; (3) IMPORTS from sources outside the United States;
(4) USE OF TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION to conserve (stretch)
scarce resources, i.e., fertilizers, tractors.
However, if costs should rise significantly in relation to other costs to
obtain minerals in present short supply as well as other natural iesource
products, or if the costs of developing substitutes for them should rise_
sharply in-Me decades ahead, our nation would have to devote larger
shares of manpower and capital to the production of these scarce
minerals. Should:this happen, fewer resources in manpower and capital
woad be available for productive effort to achieve other economic goals.

BASIC 'UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED

Here we consider an important characteristic of resources. Natural
renewable and non-renewable resources should not be viewed as existing in
fixed quantities. Throughout the readings and questions in this section on
natural resources the degree of economic scarcity as it concerns our
nation's or any nation's natural resources varies in terms of the demand
for resource products and in terms of the level of technology to develop
substitute resources. In an important sense, then, economic constraint
is not something that is fixed or that should be treated as a given but rather
economic constraint should be viewed as something that can be itself
influenced or regulated by human resources. For example, in the early
.1900's the cultivable land area of the United States was fixed. Yet by
substituting the tractor for horses or machine power for animal power the
United States increased its land available for the production of food by nearly
one-third.

10. To further.develop this understanding three extended statements by
specialists are provided for student reading and critical discussion. Each
reading presents a position on the question, What Is the Outlook for Our
Nation's Renewable and Exhaustible Resources to Provide Quality of
American Life in the 21st Century?

Have students read these position statements by Joseph L. Fisher,
Eugene Holman, and Orville Freeman and prepare the questions provided
in their manuals for each of the position statements. This preparation
should be thoughtfully and accurately made. In the class discussion that
follows, make sure that students are making accurate interpretations of
the position and reasons each specialist takes on our natural resources
for a quality life in America in the 21st century. There is ample material
here for provocative class discussions which may require two class
periods.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

Having critically examined and discusoed these three readings, have 63-64
the students write an essay. 200 words--more or less, in which they
develop their own position statements on the question, Do We Have Enough
Natural Resources to Assure Quality of American Life in the Year 2000?

BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES CAN BE USED IN
DIFFERENT WAYS

11. Here we consider a second important characteristic of resources, 65
namely, natural resources can be used in direrent ways.

For example, land can be used to grow wheat, for a factory site, a
public school, state university, playground, to build a housing development
or a super-market, etc. Timber can be used for construction, recreation,
pulpwood, fuel, or tree farming, etc.

What particular use the resource will serve is again a function.of the
demand for the resource products and the state of existing technology that
makes it possible to use the resource in different ways. That is, the ways
in which a resource is used is determined by the final goods people want.
If people want furniture, the demand will be on forests. If people want
lawnmowers, automobiles, and refrigerators, the demand will be on mines.

12. Up to a point resources can be used for each other. If a country is 65
short on labor and has abundant land as we have had throughout most of our
history, land will be used freely, indeed wastefully and labor will be
rationed. The alternate use of these resources is, however, limited by the
fact that they are not perfect substitutes.

*

15. As a summary on the economy's natural resources, we have students 66
consider a fifth important question, namely, HOW DO OUR NATURAL.
RESOURCES NEED TO BE CONTROLLED TO ASSURE AN ADEQUATE
SUPPLY AND A QUALITY ENVIRONMENT IN THE 21st CENTURY?

Students should consider this question in terms of:

1. What can they do? What is the responsibility of the individual 66
citizen?

2. What can business firms do? What is the responsibility of the 67
private sector of the nation's economy?

3. What can local, state, and national governments do? What can be 67
done by the public sector of the nation's economy that cannot be
done by the private sector to assure an adequate supply of natural
resources for the future and a quality environment in the 21st
Century?
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

There is also an international dimension of this quesfion which
yOti may or may not want to consider at this time.

The readings listed in the Task Force bibliography, pp, 51-52 , provide
some information on proposals for renewing and extending our supply
of natural resources. These readings should be rechecked tor informa-
tion prior to formulating recommendations for a program of action.
Also, have students consult The Readers Guide to Current Periodical
Literature for articles in current periodicals. A few of the many
"gieWarticles teachers recommend are:

"A Call for Resources Statesmanship. "
1967.

American Forests, August

"Wake Up Foresters--You're Needed." American Forests, May 1967.

"Pollution in the East: Once Upon a River." American Forests,
July 1967.

"Pollution in the West: Industry Struggles With Pollution Problems."
American Forests, July 1967.

"Water: Worldwide Use and Misuse" with pictures. Time, October 1,
1965.

"The Crisis in Water: Its Sources, Pollution and Depletion"--special
issue with regional reports from Chicago, St. Louis, New York,
Cleveland, Seattle, Los Angeles, Phoenix, Miami, in SaturduLtaristr,
October 23, 1965.

"350, 000 Tons of Smog a Day and the Fight Against It. " U. S. News,
March 1, 1965.

Life Nature Library. The Forest; Ecology published by Time-Life.
Distributed by Silver BurdetTr7mpany, epartment T-L, Morristown,
New Jersey.

Life Science Library. Water published by Time-Life. Distributed by
Silver Burdett Company.

Livin Water
"Twentieth CenturL Itiver

You might arrange for resource persons in the community to discuss
with the class industry's role, and/or the role of governments.

Having gathered information from the several different sources
suggested, each Task Force should be prepared to:
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BASIC UNDERSTANDINO: NATURAL RESOURCES AR aMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

r;eighing
Alternatives

Making
Recommendations

4.........=tor

Taking
Action

1. propose and examine alternative courses
of a ,:tion
=1111.-. ..1161111.1.1118%

2. prepare a set of recommendations on
questions 15.1, i 6.2, 15.3 (S. M. p. 66 )

3. and present to the class. These might be
recorded for playback to the class and
shared later with other groups. Articles in
the school and community paper, letters to
the editor, bulletin board layouts, sharing
recommendations and enlisting cooperation
of the school's and local community's civic
organizations, i. e. , Rotary, Won-ien's Clubs,
Farm Bureau, Farm Adviser, Boy Scouts,
Parent-Teacher Association.

66

66-
67

67

16. SUMMARY: Natural Resources and the Economy in the Year 2000 117

Here we use for an interim summary on natural resources Figure 1.16
Increased Population: New and Bigger Demands on the Nation's 116
Resources, which graphically relates the natura resources we have
bee7717311issing to some of the final products and total national output
or Gross National Output. At the base of this chart are several of the
major natural resources which go into making final products. In
between are the human resources classified as population, labor force,
and households that combine these resources to produce the nation's
final products.

16.1 Here we are concerned with the impact of a greatly enlarged
population, estimated to be 300,000,000, on the Anrican
economy. This involves both quantity and quality changes
in American life. A population of 300 million even without any
change in corsumer or producer preferences will require
enormous increases in the natural resources used to produce
its final goods and services, i. e. , water, iron, timber, fuel
energy. Of even greater significance is that the enlarged popu-
lation will want entirely new or improved goods and services
reflecting the fact that income will also have increased along
with the population. Enar ed income will permit not only more
but different economic choices. eop es' choices as to fina
products determine tg7iesources to be used. Health, education,
and welfare demand different resources than automobiles, tele-
vision sets, and super sonic jets. Hence, the importance of
different economic choices in their impact on the nation's natural
resources.

16.2 Throughout American history income has increased at a faster 117
rate than population. This has permitted a continuous

PO4) II
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: NATURAL RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

enlargement of economic choices. What are these choices likely
to be in the year 2000 when the United States will have a popula-
tion of 300 million people? Will Americans spend theii income
in the same manner for the same goods and services as they do
today? If history is a guide, probably not. For example,
throughout those parts of the world that have enjoyed increased
income, i. e. , economic choice, the demand fok education tends
to increase faster than income. Since education is usually
a social good that is provided by the community, increased income
is accompanied by a relatively greater demand for social goods.
There is some evidence that the same may be true of
public transportation, health including pollution control.

16. 3 The particplar resources used by an economy are in large measureha and determined by the final goods and services that people demand.
16. 4 If increased income brings about a relatively greater demand.

for education, recreation, and other social goods this will be
reflected in the 'demand for other resources than those which
are used to produce food, clothing, and shelter.

II
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NATURAL RESOURCES: WHAT AND HOW MUCH DO WE CONSUME?

In 1950, we estimated that over 2 1/2 billion tons of materials were being used
up each year to keep this country going and to support its high standard of living.
Each person in the country uses up, on an average, some 36, 000 pounds a year.
He used about 14, 000 pounds of fuel for heat and energywarming houses and
offices, running automobiles and diesel trains, firing factory boilers, and per-
forming hundreds of other tasks. He uses 10, 000 pounds of building materials--
lumber, stone, sand, and gravel, plus 800 pounds of metals from 5,000 pounds
of ores. He eats nearly 1, 600 pounds of food; this together with cotton and other
fibers for clothing, pulpwood for paper and other miscellaneatp-products mounts
up to 5, 700 pounds of agricultural materials. In addition he u'ses 800 pounds of
metallics, such as lime, fertilizer and chemical raw materials. Each of us for
drinking, washing, industrial and agricultural purposes consumes 365,000 gallons
of water each year. With 6 per cent of the world's population, the United States
consumes over half of its raw materials. (William A. Stead, Natural Resources

_

for a Growing Economy)

In 1960 the United States used 80 million tons of metals (measured in their steel
equivalent), 45 quadrillion Btu of energy (the equivalent of 1 3/4 billion tons of
coal or of around 8 billion barrels of oil), 11. 5 billion cubic feet of timber, and
nearly $21 billion worth of farm products; and 85 billion gallons per day of the
fresh water withdrawn from the lakes and streams. These were the resource
requirements of a nation of 180 million. (Hans H. Landsberg, Natural Resources
for U. S. Growth)

1 Having read these statements on our per capita consumption of natural
resources for 1950, and the statement of our nation's consumption of natural
resources for 1960, why, with 6% of the world's population, does our country
consume over half the world's raw materials ? Write your reasons here and
be prepared to discuss them in class,

111=MMIMOIIMMI

111111
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i'LATURAL RESOURCES; WHAT AND HOW MUCH DO WE CONSUME?

Pe:haps you are beginning to wonder whether or not we have enough land,
timber, iron ore, petroleum, coal, water and natural gas.

(1) Where does the United States stand in its supply of each of the niajor
Renewable and Non-Renewable Natural Resources? What are the
facts?

In what parts of the U.S. A. is each of the major Renewable and Non-
Renewable Resources concentrated? What are the factF ?

( 3) What are these natural resources used for--what economic goods and
services would we have to go without if we did not have these natural
resources?
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

Your teacher will help your class organize Task Forces to determine where we,
nation, stand as concerns our renewable and exhaustible resources. Each Task
Force will be the "experts" on the specific r c.ource(s) it investigates searching
out recent accurate information on the questions, page 50.

1. To help you in your investigation, selected findings by scholars and special-
ists provided in this manual starting on page 70 are listed below. Use these
materials first. Then you may wish to search out additional recent sources
of information using the Reader's Guide to Current Periodical Literature.

TASK FORCES ON THE NATION'S RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES

LAND pp. 70-72
Table 1.1

Table 1.2

Figure 1.2
Figure 1.3

otal Land and Land Owned by the Federal Government,
By States 1964.
Utilization of Farm and Non-Farm Lana, 1880, 1950,
and 1959.
The Nation's Land Capability
Land Capability by Regions

TIMBER pp. 73-77
Figure 1.4 Forest Regions of the United States
Table 1.3 Corrunercial Forest Land

WATER pp. 77-83
Table 1.4
Figure 1.5
Figure 1.6

AIR pp. 83-86
Figure 1.7
Figure 1.8

Supply and Use of Water in the United States, 1900-1960
Major Water Problems in the United States
Usc, Demand, and Supply of Water in the United States

Areas with Air Pollution Problems in the United States
Total Refuse Production in the United States

NOISE LEVELS pp 87-90
NATURAL RESOURCES: Balancing Quantity and Quality, pp. 89-92
Filmstrip: Water and Air

TASK FORCES ON THE NATION'S NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCES
111111M10.....=.0........1

IRON, FERROALLOYS, METALS pp. 91-96
Figure 1.9 Value of Mineral Production in the United States,

1925-64
Figure 1.10 Value of Mineral Production in the United States, By

State, 1963
Table 1.5 Mineral Production and Principal Producing States,

1964
1Z7
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

COAL pp. 96-99
Figure 1.11 Percent of Coal Reserves of the World
Figure 1.12 Coal Areas in the United States

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS pp. 100-102
Figure 1.13 Fields of Oil Ir. the United States
rigure 1.14 Fields of Natural Gas in the United States
Figure 1.15 Natural Gas Pipelines, June 1965
Table 1.6 Oil Wells: Output Per Well Per Day, 1964
Iab le 1.7 Average Annual Output of Crucl.: Petroleum, 1861-1964

NATURAL RESOURCES: Balancing Quantity and Quality, pp. 103-105
Filmstrip: What's HaRpening to Our Natural Resources

Using the readings and statistical data provided on the Tables and Figures,
prepare your answers to each of the three questions (pages 50 ) before you
meet with the other members of your Task Force to plan the group's presen-
tation to the class. Having made this preparation first, you will be much
better informed and able to use this information in planning the Task Force
report.

Your teacher will discuss with you how you might organize your information
so ,,ou deal with the questions. This pzeparation should be done on your own
oaper and then inserted here in your manual.

A s you organize your findings, try to think of ways in which this information
can be used by your Task Force so the rest of the class has the benefit of
your "research." This requires ACCURACY in SELECTION AND
EXPLANATION.

TASK FORCE REPORTS: What im ortant information did each Task Force
present in this report to the class . Remember, here you are concerned with
factual information about particular resources. Try to identify the important
points of information. If the Task Force report is well organized and the
information has been accurately and clearly selected and explained, these
should rot be difficult to identify. What conclusions does the Task Force
makt ahoet the resource? Do they support their conclusions with sufficient
evidenct.'

in the space provided below, prepare for each Task Force your "checked out"
concluoions that can be made about the state of the nation's renewable and
non-reriewabi,,! resolirces. These should be revised, final entries.

TASK FORCFS ON T/ENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES

Land:

128
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

Timber:

Air:.........

,

Water:

129

I
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T IS THE STATE OF OUR T`TATURAL RESOURCES?

TASK FORCES ON NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCES

Coal:

Ferroalloys, Metals:

P &roleur and Nai aral Gas:

130
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

4. Here youi teacher will arrange for class viewing of a film and or filmstrip
that has not been used as a source of inforrrirtion by anyone of the Task Forces.
What additional information is provided? r _s it confirm or deny information
presented by the reporting Task Force? What revisions need to be made in
your entries to make more accurate and complete your entries on the resoutces
(pages 53-54). Enter additions and revisions below.

Resource:

Revisions;

..

.111

Resource:

Revisions:

'WWI*

Resource:

Revisions:

esource:

Revisions:

131
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'vHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

It is estimated that in 1980, the United States will have a population ci 245
million, a labor force of 102 million, and that the nation's economy will
produce $1060 billion in goods and services.

A s same that our nation reaches these projected estimates for its population,
labor force, and total output of goods and services in 1980.

5, I What demand will 1980 make on our Renewable Resources? What
reasoned predictions can you make? Enter your predictions below with
reasons.

5. 2 What demand will 1980 make on our Non-Renewable Resources? Enter
your predictions below with reasons.
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

6. Using the data give_ Figure 1,1-- Increase of Raw Materials Needed in the
U. S. by 1975, what minerals will be in greatest demand in 0757 Whar-
explanation can you give?

FIGURE 1.1

INCREASE OF RAW MATERIALS NEEDED
IN THE U.S. BY 1975

Raw Material
PER CENT INCREASE
NEEDED 07E71 1950

Fishery and Wildlife Products 40%
Forest Products 17
Ir on 54
Chromium 75
Cobalt 344
Manganese 50
Molybdenum 170
Nickel 100
Tungsten 150
C opper 43
Lead 53
Z inc 39
Bauxite 291
Magnesium 1,845
T in 18
Titanium and Cadmium 324
C oal 54
Petroleum and Natural Gasoline 109
Natural Gas 142

Source: Ilse:n.1 (2.the Pre s Went' s Policy Commission, 1952

133
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WHAT IS THE STATE- OF OUR NATURAL, .NESOURCES

7. What is made from these minerals that will be in high demand in 1975?
Where are these minerals located?

Minerals in high
demand in 1975

2.

3.

4.

Goods/Products Where these minerals
made from these are to be found in
minerals large supply

S. What will probably happen to the price of these minerals as we approach 1975?

'IA hat are possible solutions to this kind of situation?

134
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

10. The important questions we need to think about now and prepare to discuss
are: WHAT IS THE OUTLOOK FOR OUR NATION'S RENEWABLE AND
EXHAUSTIBLE RESOURCES TO PROVIDE QUALITY CF AMERICAN LIFE
IN THE 21st CENTURY?

The three readings by Joseph L. Fisher, Orville Freeman, and Eugene
Holman will acquaint you with what the experts think. Read these articles
thoughtfully and answer the questions which will provide a basis for your
class discussion.

10.1 Fisher, Joseph L. "Natural Resources: Balancing Quantity and
Quality, " pp. 103-115,

Will there be enough major natural resources in 2000?

What reasons doec Mr. Fisher give in support of his position?

135
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

What problems does he anticipate?

How does Mr. Fisher think these problems can be solved?

136
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

10.2 Freeman, Orville. "Looking Ahead to the Year 2000, " pp. 112-115.

Two pictures of USA in the year 2000 are presented in this reading.
One might be called a Quantity Picture, the other a Quality Picture.
List or write a series of-statements that describe eah picture o
our nation in 2000?

USA: A QUANTIT7 7ICTURE USA: A QUALITY PICTURE

,
.11111

1

Mr. Freeman takes the position that quantity alone is not enough.
How does he believe we can achieve the QUALITY picture--QUALITY
OF AMERICAN LIFE IN 2000?

137
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

10. 3 Holman, Eugene. "Our Inexhaustible Resources," pp.

What does Mr. Holman think? Will we have enough natural resources?

What reasons does Mr. HI man give in support of his position?

138
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

10. 4 What is YOUR position on this question? Do We Have Enough Natural
Resources to Assure Quality of American Life in the Year 2000?
Develop with supporting evidence in a well written essay (try not to
exceed 200 words). Or, you might prefer to prepare a tape-recorded
essay which will be pllyed back and responded to by the class.

.4m.

41111ta .11=snat

11111100111M1110110111. AM\

INIEW

11..1..

Almii =1 11
.1111111.,

1

(Continue on other side of page)
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WHAT IS THE STATE OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES?

10. 4 (continued)
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WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURAL RESOURCES?

11. How many different possible uses can you give for each of the natural
resources given below? Under each resource, write the different uses it
might fulfill.

LAND can be used for: IRON ORE can be used for:

fMEMIIESINom

WATER can be used for: TIMBER can be used for:

=MOOD

COAL can be used for: PETROLEUM can be used for:

12. What determines what particular use is made of a given natural resource?
Illustrate by using examples from your entries to question 11 for at least
3 different resources.

1'41 .
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WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURAL RESOURCES?

13. What do all natural resources appear to have in common?

14. Of what importance is this to our country? Indeed, to any nation?

15. In summarizing our study of natural resources and the nation's economy we
need to consider another very important question: HOW DO OUR NATURAL
RESOURCES NEED TO BE CONTROLLED TO ASSURE AN ADEQUATE
SUPPLY AND A QUALITY ENVIRONMENT IN THE 21st CENTURY?

15.1 What can you do? What is the res onsibility of the individual citizen?

142
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WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURAL RESOURGES?

15.2 What can business firms do? What is the responsibility of the private
sector of the nation's economy?

15.3 What can local, state, and national governments do? What can be done
through the public sector of the nation's economy that the private
sector cannot do to assure an adequate supply of natural resources
and a quality: environment in the 21st century?

Since recommendations are in order, your teacher will have you return to
your Task Force to prepare a set of recommendations cn each of the three
questions, 15.1, 15.2, 15. 3. Your Task Force might tape record its
recommendations and present its report to the class via play back. How
might you act on your recommendations?

143
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RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES
Air

FIGURE 1.8

TOTAL REFUSE PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES
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NATURAL RESOURCES IN THE ECONOMY

1 6. Study the data on Figure 1.1 6. Now let's consider what demands increased
population in the 21st century will make on the nation's natural resourceb.

16.1 Given the projected growth in population of 300, 000, 000 people in the
year 2000, what new and bigger demands will be made on the American
economy?

16.2 If income continues to increase faster than population, what effect might
this have on the economic choices people make?
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NATURAL RESOURCES IN THE ECONOMY

16 (continued)

16.3 What demands will made on our natural resources to satisfy these new
and enlarged choices ?

16.4 As population and income increases, how will the demand for food and
clothing compare with the demand for R.utomobiles, education and recrea-
tion as well as other family consumption expenditures?

151
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED DIFFERENTLY

CONCEPTS: Human resources, population, population change

SKILLS: Interpreting, analyzing population data

GENERALIZATIONS: 1. The nation's population has continued
to increase but the average age (median)
has been decreasing since 1950.

2. High birth rate, declining death rate
and large numbers of immigrants have
given our country a rapidly growing
population for many years.

Since the size of a nation's labor force is directly related to the size
of its population, the instructional materials introduce students, first, to
the quantitative aspect of the nation's resources. The questions and prob-
lems of interpretation and analysis of selected population data have as
their objective understanding of those factors that account for rapid popu-
lation growth in our economy, i. e. , (1) high birth rate; (2) immigration;
(3) declining death rate.

1. (1.1-1.10)
Here we are concerned not only with population change in absolute
numbers which can be gleaned from Table 1.8 but also witTigeilial.
rates of change throughout our entire history. These unequaTTates
ot change have had a profound impact on our society as reflectec in
changing tastes for food, clothing, shelter, recreation and our
demand for more and better education. Like economic growth, popu-
lation growth is not a smooth continuous phenomenon but tends to take
place in leaps and jumps which can be best seen by working out the
percentage e from one period to another.

For example, from 1800-1850, the absolute increase was 17.9 million
(23.2 - 5.3) and the percentage increase was 338%. The teacher is
advised to assist the student in figuring these percentages accurately.
(Divide the difference between beginning and ending numbers by the
beginning number, thusly,

5.3 )-Trir'
In more recent 50 year periods the percentage increase becomes
smaller because comparisons are being made to a larger base number.

119

120

However, students should also note that the increase in terms of
absolute numbers is treater each 50 year period.

(1.11-1.14) 120-
Here we are concerned with the average age (median) of our population. 121
While the population has grown in absolute numbers throughout our
entire history, the average age of this population began to decline in
1950 and reversed a trend that had been in evidence for more than a
century. If the fertility rate (the number of children per 1000 women)
remains at the 1965 level the median age is expected to continue dropping
to the year 2015. A decline in the birth rate could reverse this trend.

154 III
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED DIFFERENTLY

WARNING: When we speak of the average age (median of our popula-
tion declining in recent years, we should recall .a favorite
story of statisticians about the man who arowned wading
acroas a brook that had an average depth of three feet. The
unequal rates of growth in the population have been more
uneven and unequal for some regions and groups than for
others. Important differences, indeed, extremes in age
composition of the population obtain among different
regions, states, localities and even between the races.
Such differences go a long way in explaining different
economic needs within our country.

122 Students should be aware of the forces that caused the average age of
our population to climb for over a century, i. e. , increasing longevity
and decline in immigration and the birth rate as well as those factors
that caused the unprecedented decline in the average age since 1950,
the high birth rate of World War II and the slowing down of longevity
gains. Large scale immigration tended to reduce the median age of
our population because the majority of immigrants were between the
ages of 15 and 40. The materials on immigration follow. ."

123 Table 1.9 Immigration, 1820-1967.

123 2.1-2. 4 are directed to interpretation and analysis of the data on Table 1.9 and
119 comparisons with data on Table 1.8.

What do students suggest as the Lraportance of the total figure of
43, 976, 479 for the period 1820-1967?

Do they call attention to what this means by way of broadening the base
on which subsequent population growth will develop?

-1M7 Encourage students to examine the data thoughtfully, looking first
for overall trends and then looking within the data for significant
increaeases by decades.
Are they able to formulate, in their own words, accurate state-
ments about the significance of the data given in Table 1.9?

124 I 3. TABLE 1.10: BIRTHS AND DEATHS, 1900-1967

Here we introduce data on two additional factors that have been impor-
tant historically in the rapid growth of the nation's population.

125 3.1.3.6.Thoughtful examination and analysis of these data should suggest to
students that the birthrate has been irregular since 1900 but markedly
higher than the deathrate which declined steadily and tapered off with
minor change after 1950. It is the difference between these two rates
that explains much of the population growth especially since immigration
has been largely curtailed.

In
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED DIFFERENTLY

Are students aware of the trend in birtnrate since 1935?

Note: Birth and death rates are always given in terms of 1, obo persons.

Increase in life expectancy reflects a declining number of deaths
per thousand persons.

3. 6 Do students consider these among the factors they bring to their 125

explanation of the trends in death rate and life expectancy on Table 1.10?

research in medicine
new drugs
more and better equipped hospitals
more and Vetter clinics
better trained doctors and nurses
incomes make medical services available to more of our

people
reduction of infant mortality
increase in longevity of adult citizens
public health and sanitation
food inspection
labor saving equipment in home, shop, farm, and factory
nutritious food
public education with instruction in health and provision for

physical education
recreational programs for all citizens
business conditions have been good
young populationearly marriages

The increase in births over deaths since 1935 - 18.7 - 17.9
10. 9 - 9. 3=1 77

has been an important cause of.population
growth. The increase in life expectancy has
also been an associated factor.

Example: 1966 - 73. 8
1900 - 48.3

-23-5 (years increase for women)

This population growth has been caused by three factors: birthrate,
the deathrate, and immigration. Students should develop some under-
standing of the relative role and importance of each factor in the growth
of our nation's population.

Note: Students will probably restrict their thinking to the depression
as the only factor that accounts for the decline of immigration
in the 19301s. An important factor here is the quota policy that
the Congress adopted in the 1920's which provided for a maxim
of 150, 000 immigrants per year--subject to revision upwards in
crisis years.

.1516
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED DIFFERENTLY

Up to this point in our study of Human Resources and the Economy, students
have been working with data that provide a basis for identifying the major
factors that have contributed in the past to rapid but unequal rate Of growth
in the nation's population

4. Here we introduce with Table 1.11 data on the composition of the
nation's population with focus on age. In questions 4.1 through 4.5,
students consider trends as well as consequences of continued popula-
tion growth at Air_sual rates over a period of the next half centuty
(Reading, "PopTilifion: Youth's Place in an Older But Younger Country
in 1980.") and Table 1.11 with projections to the year 2015.

4.1-4.4
Questions should, be prepared individually in class or as homework and
followed with a teacher-led discussion with attention to correct reading
and interpretation of the data asked for in the questions.

Have students read, "The Country Grows Older But Younger" and
prepare their answer to questions 4.6 through 4.8.

na: Questions 4.1-4.4 involve the fact that population growth like economic
growth is not a smooth continuous process. Economists are concerned with
"overbuilding, " "lumping-bunching, " of investment and its impact on
the economy. Similarly, we may observe in Table 1.11 and the reading
the "bunching" of population--lean and fat years--which result from
uneven fertility, death, and immigration rates and which exert a power-
ful influence on the economy.

4.5 Here we are concerned with the relationshiy between population and the
functioning of the economy. If, for example, the young and old age
groups increase five times faster than the working population such as
occurred in the intercensal period, 1950-60, there will be a shift in
kind and quantity of goods and services demanded, indeed, a realloca-
tion of productive resources. The reason for this is that the young
and the old have different quantitative and qualitative needs than the
middle age group, as evidencedbie rapid increase in educational
facilities and health care facilities for the aged in recent years.

It is extremely important that students begin to realize that the current
- ttern of purchases of final goods and services and of resource pro-,
uction is in lar e measure overned b demogra hic or po ation

forces t at were operat ye as ar ack as t e ast century an over
=they have no control. Demographic forces operative today such
as unequal fertility rates, death rates, and immigration will continue
to confront future generations with economic constraints until they have
run their full course. Perhaps this is what historians mean when they
say "men make history but history makes men. "

NOW: Continuing with question 4.5, do student responses suggest that they
perceive the economic benefits as well as the economic problems that
accompany rapid population growth? Also, can students trace the
relationshi between changin demand for final rod ct 7.7erre.soUrces
regu iceireceodt them ? Listen without "telling. "
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND
CAN BE USED DIFFERENTLY

Consider with students the alternative sources of accurate information
on each kind of change associated with population growth for the state
and local community and the private business. (See What Does Our
City Consume, p. 13, Student Manual)

You may decide that this is the "teachable moment" to have the class
select an important anticipated change for the local community or state
in the 1980's and plan for further exploration of the nature and conse-
quences for the community. If the problem is one of obtaining additional
and improved educational services, the class may arrange for tlie
superintenelcn: of schools and/or a member of the board of education to
meet with the class. If population growth in the decades ahead poses a
problem of recreational areas or zoning, a member of the city planning
commission and/or city council might meet with the class or be inter-
viewed by representatives of the class. If population growth necessitate
the production and sale of entirely new goods, you may wish to have a
member of the business community discuss with the students how the
private sector of the community's economy anticipates and provides for
the new and enlarged choices of its households.

Or, students may work in small groups with each group taking a major
problem resulting from population growth as concerns the local
community, interview informed persons, organize and prepare their
findings to the class. Interviews, indeed, the final report as prepared
by the group might be tape-recorded and played back to the class and
used in subsequent years as a record against which future students can
compare community responses to the current increase in population.

4. 6, 4. 7, 4. 8
In the student reading, "The Country Grows Older But Younger, " it
was demonstrated that there are important differences in the age
corumosition of the oulation anion: d.id bet eerw the races.
aiTelecting a particu --munitypro em or stu y, s u ents s ould
be aware of peculiar or special circumstances that may be operative
in their community. For example, if the community is predominately
Negro, the median age of its population is likely to be substantially
lower than the surrounding white community and hence have substan-
tially different economic needs such as educational and child care
facilities, parks and recreational areas. Just the opposite problem
and hence economic needs exist in many California and Florida
communities that have attracted large numbers of senior citizens.

4.9 The reading, "300, 000,000 Americans Would Be Wrong" is included
here to provide another position on the projected population of 300
million in the Year 2000. Have students read the article and then con-
duct a class discussion of Mr. Lilienthal's thesis and the reasons he
gives in support of his position. Do students agree? Disagree? For
what reasons? Also, see the most recent projection on Table 1.11
for the year 2015.

SS
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOuRCES ARE LIMITED AND CAN
BE USED DIFFERENTLY

THE QUANTITY OF LABOR 'AVAILABLE TO
AN ECONOMY IS NOT FIXED. IT DEPENDS
ON THE SIZE OF POPULATION AND THE
PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION IN THE
LABOR FORCE AT A GIVEN TIME.

CONCEPTS: Labor force, composition of the labor force, change,
scarcity

SKILLS: Interpreting selected population and labor force data, making
and checking inferences, formulating generalizations, using
current data to project and check occupational trends

ATTITUDE: Concern about wanting to act in accordance with one's
convictions about the importance, use, and development
of our nation's human resources.

Having examined those factors that contribute to population growthexcess
of births over deaths, immigration, and increasing longevity, now we intro-

141 duce the concept of the labor force. Given the nation's population, what
determines the size of the labor force? To answer the question, students
will *ork with population data identifying groups not included in the labor
force. By eliminating aU those groups not included in the labor force,
students should perceive what determines who is, and who is not a member
of the labor force.

Prior to work with the materials in the Student Manual, ask students to
consider these questions:

WHO DOES THE WORK THAT IS REQUIRED TO FEED, HOUSE, CLOTHE,
AND TRANSPORT 200 MILLION AMERICANS THIS YEAR? HOW MANY
DOES IT TAKE TO PROVIDE ALL THE GOODS AND SERVICES THAT
WE'LL CONSUME THIS YEAR?

List student responses on the board. Make no corrections at this point.
You are attempting to get some indication of students' perception about
members of the nation's labor force. Take only a few minutes.

These were responses made by one class: 1. persons with ideas;
2. skilled people; 3. people who want to get ahead; 4. high school and
college graduates.

141 8. I-lave students open their manual to page 141 and study the data given
in Table 1.12--HOW IS THE NUMBER OF PERSONS AT WORK IN
1950 DETERMINED?

III

They'll probably see immediately that certain groups are excluded and
subtracted from the total population for 1950. Space is provided for
groups included; groups excluded.

e 59
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: THE QUANTITY OF LABOR AVAILABLE TO
AN ECONOMY IS NC 2 FIXED. IT DEPENDS
ON THE SIZE OF POPULATION AND THE
PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION IN THE
LABOR FORCE AT A GIVEN ;TIME.

How are these data collected? Since this is an excellent exarnple of
sampling, the teacher might take time to explain to the class how the
U. S. Bureau of Census collects labor force data. Information is
provided below.

During the calendar week of each month in which the twelfth day falls, -
Census Bureau workers interview 35,000 households in 357 sample
areas comprising 701 counties and independent cities with coverage
in each of 50 states and the District of Columbia. These sample areas
are carefully selected. Figures on the number of men in the armed
services are obtained from the Defense Department.

THE EMPLOYED: WHO IS COUNTED AS EMPLOYED? .
1. Those persons who during the survey week did any work for pay

or profit;
2. Those persons who worked one or more hours without pay on a

family farm or business;
3. Those persons who have a job but are not working during the sur-

vey week for any one of these reasons: on vacation; temporarily
ill; bad weather; industrial disputes or strikes.

THE UNEMPLOYED: WHO IS COUNTED AS UNEMPLOYED?

1. Those persons laid off temporarily but who have been told they
will be called back shortly;

2. Those persons who have accepted a new job but who have not
reported immediately for work;

3. Those persons out of a job and who state they are actively looking
for work.

WHAT GROUPS ARE EXCLUDED IN COMPUTING THE LABOR
FORCE?
1. Housewives engaged in their own housework
2. Students in school
3. Persons unable to work because of long-term illnessmental

and/or physical
4. Retired persons
5. Persons reported as too old to work
6. Persons voluntarily idle
7. Seasonal workers for whom the survey week fell in an "off"

season
8. Persons doing incidental work--less than 15 hours of unpaid

family work
9. Persons under 14 years of age

WHO IS INCLUDED IN THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE?--the sum of
all civilians classified as employed or unemployed.
WHO IS INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL LABOR FORCE ? --THE CLF
PLUS The Armed Forces.
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: THE QUANTITY OF LABOR AVAILABLE TO
AN LGONOMY IS NOT FIXED. IT DEPENDS
ON.TH1. ,317.E OF POPULATION AND THE
PERCEN7 AGE OF POPULATION IN THE
LABOR FORCE AT A GIVEN TIME.

142 9. Scrambled data for computing the labor force in 1960 is provided on
page 140 in the Student Manual.

1 11

Have students determine the correct figures of:
1. The Total Labor Force (TLF) in 1960
2. The Civilian Labor Force (CLF) in 1960
3. Employed Persons in 1960

Table 1.12 provides a form for preparing accurate computations.
Have students make their computations without calling this to their
attention in the first steps. We strongly urge that they follow the form
provided in Table 1.12, page141 , so they consciousl work thrc-i h
the process of excludin certain rou s of indivi a s rom tJta
Po u ation earning t at we arrive at L an y working with
the total population figure as a base point.

The Table may be set up on a page in the student's notebook and
inserted in the manual.

TLF--71.2 million
Answers: CLF--68.7 million

Employed-64.8 million

143 10. Now have students lay the two tables side by side to note similarities
and differences in the labor force data for 1950 and 1960.

143 I 11. Table 1.13--Labor Force of the United States, 18904980.

FIGURES FOR POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE ARE GIVEN FOR
THE YEARS, 1890-1980. EXAMINATION OF LABOR FORCE
FIGURES BY DECADES SHOW GROWTH IN POPULATION. HERE
STUDENTS DETERMINE THE LABOR FORCE AS A PERCENTAGE
OF THE POPULATION FOR THESE DECADES.

Points to be noted here include:
1. the labor force has grown steadily over this period of time

as has the population,
2. the labor force as a percentage of population ranges between

52.2% and 55.4% of the population 14 years and over for this
seventy-five year period. It is expected to rise to 58.2 by 1980.

143 12. Perhaps students will suggest that for nome reason we have been
able to produce the goods.and services with no more than 59.7% of
the population 14 years and over thus releasing approximately 40%
of the population to do other things.
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BASIC UNDERST,NDING: THE QUANTITY OF LABOR AVAILABLE TO
AN ECONOMY IS NOT FIXED. IT DEPENDS
ON THE SIZE OF POPULATION AND THE
PERCENTAGE OF POPULAtIONThl TI-1E
LABOR FORCE AT A GIVEN TIME.

You might ask what difference this makes; i. e. , increased opportunity
for education before entering the labor force; earlier retirement and
leisure.

Some student might shift the discussion to reasons, i. e., the impact
of technologir. This will be dealt with later in our consideration of
capital equipment.

Answers
Table 1.13

Labor as % of Population:
1890 - 52. 2 1960 - 55. 3
1900 - 53. 7 1965 - 55.8
1920 - 54. 4 1970 - 57. 3
1930 - 53.2 1975 - 57.5
1940 - 52.7 1980 - 58. 2
1950 - 54. 0

1 3. 1 The data cle4s-ly shows men entered earlier and left the labor force 145
later in 1900 than in 1960. Foi example, approximately 70 percent
of men, 14-20 years, were in the labor force in 1900 whereas this
figt.i.re dropped to 43 percent by 1960. More recent data indicate
that this figure is continuing to drop, Roughly the same condition
prevailed with respect to the older age group 65 and over.

The same general trend exists for women but the change is less
spectacular because of an overall increase of women in the labor
force.

13. 2 Figure 1.17 shows clearly'that a higher percentage of men for all
age brackets participated in the labor force in 1900 than in 19667
The picture is just the reverse for women. There has been an
enormous increase in the number of women in the work force at all
ages except the extremes. Like the men, they tended to enter the
labor force al.. it:a older age.

13. 3 Figure 1.17 clearly shows men tended to leave the labor force at a
much earlier age in 1960 than in 1900. In 1900, 68. 4 percent of
the men over 65 years were still in the labor force. This figure
dropped to 30. 6 percent or less than one-third by 1960. In striking
contrast, women tended to leave the labor force at a later age in
1960 than in 1900. This reflects an overall increase of the number
of women in the labor force between 1900 and 1960. It also may
reflect the fact that women have a longer life span.

13. 4 Similarities and Differences of Women in the Labor Force, 1900-
1960:
Similarities: The major similarity is that the percentage of women
in the labor.force for both 1900 and 1960 is consideraby below that
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: THE QUANTITY OF LABOR AVAILABLE TO
AN ECONOMY IS NOT FIXED. IT DEPENDS
ON THE SIZE OF POPULATION AND THE
PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION IN THE
LABOR FORCE AT A GIVEN TIME.

of men which reflects an almost universal value that men are the
financial mainstay of the family.

Reasons: The major reason is cultural. Men in American families
are

Differences: The major difference has been a substagrial inckea- --
in the number of women in the work force between 1900 and 1960. -
In 1960 Figure 1.17 clearly shows that women, unlike men, tended
to participate in two different peak age groups in 1960--ages
21-24 and 45-54 years of age.

Reasons: The differenizes are much more difficult to explain because
they are the result of both economic and cultural forces operative in
the American society ?TM 1900 to 1960. Some of the Lactors include:

CHANGE IN THE STATUS OF WOMEN which enableu women
to perform a greatly enlarged number of work tasks;

EDUCATION which enables women to qualify for a wider range
of jobs outside the home;

RAPID INCREASE IN SERVICE INDUSTRIES and educational
facilities that are particularly well suited for female workers.
The majority of employment in education is women strongly
influenced by compulsory education and the greatly expanded
educational services for all ages from the cradle to the grave
have created enlarged opportunities for women in the labor
force.

TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION that occurred between 1900
and 1960 enabled many more women to participate in the labor
force.

CHANGE IN THE TYPE OF FINAL GOODS demanded by
Americans in 1900 and 1960 encouraged greater female parti-
cipation. The movement from heavy to light final products
particularly in the field of electronics (appliances).

INCREASED ACCEPTANCE OF DIVORCE BY AMERICANS has
contributed to the large increase of women in the labor force.

146 13.5 The major similarity between the pattern of participation of men in
the labor force in 1900 and 1960 is that men account for the bulk of
the labor force, that is, they are the principal breadwinners in
American families.

III

The relatively higher rate of participation of men in the labor force
in both 1900 and 1960 was explained by cultural factors in the pre-
call-lg.-No. 13.4 above.

1.63
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: THE QUANTITY .OF LABOR AVAILABLE TO
AN ECONOMY IS NOT FIXED. IT DEPENDS
ON.THE SIZE OF POPULATION.AND THE
PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION IN THE
LABOR FORCE AT A GIVEN TIIvM.

The differences were much less spectacular for men than women as
indicated in Figure 1.17. The major difference in the case of the
men is their relatively lower rate of participation in 1960 than in
1900 .for all ages. The reasons for these changes are complex and
tend to reflect a rapid rise in the productivity of both men and women.
Reasons that should be considered include:

. . ow

7-EDUCATIONthe higher level of education required by.AMer.kan
industry to qualify for employment caused workers to enter the
labor force at a later age;

PRODUCTIVITYthe increase in productivity made possible by
this higher education and improved technology made it possible
for workers to leave the labor force at an earlier age without
loss :In production;

WOMEN IN THE LABOR FORCEthe lower rate of ix rticipation
for men not only reflects an increase in their productivity but
must be wiplained, in part, by the large increase of women in
the labor force. There has been a marked increase in the numbe
of American families where both the husband and wife are
employed. Also, many women breadwinners make it possible
for their male children to remain in school and thus enter the
labor force at a later age. So there tends to be a close connec-
tion between changes in the pattern of participation of both men
and women in the labor force. It is expected that there will be a
substantial increase of women in the labor force during the next
20 years, particularly in the age bracket 35-60.

13.6 The two major differences between men and women in the labor force
in 1960 are: (a) the bulk of tbe labor force consists of men who
account for approximately two-third the labor force; (b) the partic -
tion of women varies more than for men during the-most productive
years, 18 through 64 years.

ReAsons The relatively larger participation of men is due to cultural
Lraardiscussed above in No. 13.5. The wider variation in the
participation of women in the labor force reflects their dual role as
mothers and wives which encourages them to leave the labor force
during the child hearing years, 21-30 years of age, and return reach-
ing their highest rate of participation in the 45-54 year age bracket.
Their ability and willingness to reenter the labor force in 1960 in the
25-45 age bracket, is the result of many important changes that took
place hi 1,he American society between 1900 and 1960. The more
importai f these factors were discussed in the prPceding eection.

of C.o, 4
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: THE QUANTITY OF LABOR AVAILABLE TO
AN ECONOMY IS NOT FIXED. IT DEPENDS
ON THE SIZE OF POPULATION AND THE

(Fig. PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION IN THE
1.18) LABOR FORCE AT A GIVEN TIME.
147

148 14. Figure 1.18 portrays the participation of men and women in the labor
force not only by age as in the preceding Figure 1.17, but also by color
or race. 1 The introduction of color or race results in some irnpor- '24

=

tant difference in the levels and pattern of participation in the labor
force. The student should examine Figure 1.18 keeping in mind the
pattern of participation of men and women in the labor force that was
examined on pages (see p. 145-6) in order to focus on the major
differences in Figures 1.17 and 1.18.

148 14.1 The principal difference between white and non-white males is that
the non-white.have a lower rate of participation throughout all the
age brackets.

Reasons: Social scientists differ greatly about the reasons for this
lower rate of participation by the non-white. This reflects, in large
measure, the imperfect knowledge of the American Negro who makes
up the bulk of the non-white element of the population.

Reasons which are most often cited include: lack of job opportunity
for non-white males, rising educational requirements in the American
economy which Negroes tend to lack, and multitudinous practises of
discrimination that tend to keep non-whites from participating mean-
ingfully in the labor force.

148- 14.2 In striking contrast to the non-white male, the non-white female
149 participates at a higher level than the white female for all age

brackets except the earliest, ages 14-19.

NOTE: Figure 1.18 indicates that the white females in the youngest
age bracket, 14-1q years, participate at a considerably higher rate
than do the non-white women. However, the participation ol white
women in the labor force falls off rapidly in the child-bearing ages
of 20-30 years, whereas, the rate of participation of non-whites
continues to rise until it reaches a peak in the 40-49 year old bracket.
White women tend to reenter the labor force in the 30-39 years of
age, reaching peak participation in the age bracket 49-50 years.

The major difference, then, in the participation of white and non-
white females is that the non-whites do not leave the labor force
during the child bearing and rearing period.

Social scientists are also in disagreement as to the reasons for this
strikingly different pattern in the participation of white and non-white
females in the labor force. Still, there appears to be substantially
more agreement in the case of the non-white women than for the non-
white male.

The U. S. Bureau of the Census deriree=n-w ite as follows:
the Negroes, American Indians, and people designated as "Orientals. "

65 The overwhelming majority of non-white is Negro.
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Reasons: There is increasing evidence that the non-white female,

alig-Criliy, the Negro, experiences less difficulty in finding employ-

merit than does the non-white male. There are a number of reasons

for this but education and the heavy demand for paid domestics play

a dominant role.

As noted earlier (and developed in the sections that follow), the

growth in the American econothy has been accompanied by an even

faster demand for better educated workers. Apparently, this sloes

not. apply as much in some of the service industries such as .dOmeettic

housev;ork, restaurants and food services, nurses aidsall el which

have attracted non-white females, particularly Negroes.

:
In Figure 1.17 we observed that between 1900 and 1960 the rate of

participation of men in the labor force declined for all age groups

and the number of women in the labor force increased for nearly all

age groups. It was 'suggested that the lower level of participation

far men was made 'possible, in pert, by the increased number of

women that enter the labor force.

In Figure 1.18 we observed a similar relationship. Where the level

of participation of men is relatively low, as in the case of non-white

males, the percentage of non-white females in the labor force is

relatiVely high. Just the opposite relationship exists with the white

participants in the labor force.

It was suggested in the preceding section that the non-white female

experiences less difficulty than the male in finding employment. The

Moynihan Report1 suggests that the reasons are even more complex

and have to do with the unique structure of the contemporaiy Negro

family in America. The Report suggests that historically the Negro

mother has played an unusually important role in the operation and

maintenance of the family and historically she has been viewed as

the principal breadwinner. To the extent that this is true, cultural

factors must be considered along with economic forces in explaining

the high and increasing level of participation of non-white females

up to the middle age group, 40-49 years of age.

Recent projections indicate that there will be a slight drop in the

participation rate of non-white females during the,Child bearing

years but this will be more than offset by the higher participation

of all females in nearly all age brackets by 1980.

NOTE- The value of having students examine the labor force by color

Triatthis unique p.attern which obtains among non-white fema es is

completely concealed when all classes are lumped together as in

Fig. 1.17.
The Figure 1.18 suggests that the non-whites, especially females

°

are not similarily situated with whites in the labor force and that

specin forces are operative to explain the different results.

T-13

15. Reading "Men and Women in the Labor Force."

Tables 1.12, 13- Figures 1.17, 1.18 to prepare generalizations

anie atric v oyn an, he Mo nihasrt7Rort and The Politics o

Controversy (Cambridge:
ress,

144
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144
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOURCES ARE.LIMITED AND CAN
BE USED DIFFERENTLY.

16; Having examined the composition of the labor force in ierths Of
(a) size/trends, (b) age, (c) sex composition, (d) race, we examine
here the quality of the labor force in terms of education.

154 The reading, "Educational Trends and the Labor Force, " page 154,
and Figures 1. 19--Median Years of School Completed byMajor

156 Occupational Group, March 1962, and Figure 1. 20 "Between 1960
and 1970, 26 Million Youth Will Enter the Labor Force" provide the
data for student preparation and discussion of questions 16.1, 16. 2

i 58 and 16. 3.

160

160
189

Sa

161

162
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17. Table 1.14 presents important data on the occupational distribution of
the nation's labor force for 1920, 1940, 1960, 1964, and a projection
for 1975.

17.1, 17. 2, 17. 3
Students should view these data as more than a table of percentages.
Actually, they should be considered in terms Of what they tell us
American people wanted of the economy in the years 1920 through 1964.
For example, Americans wanted more of those goods and services that
required the services of professional and technical workers, managers,
clerical workers, sales workers, operatives and service workers.
There was declining demand for those persons classified as craftsmen,
farmers and farm laborers. Students should examine the data on
Table 1.14 and also on Figure 1.21. It is very important that they
note and understand the reasons for the increase in employment in
service industries, the leveling off of employment in manufacturing,
ana the impressive decline of workers in agriculture in the period
193045.

171 6 In thinking about the occupational data in this way, students should
begin to understand that the values of members of households influence
itnportantly occupational distribution. Households that value housing,
health, education, recreation are influencing and making demands on
the economy's labor force to provide the labor, skill, and know-how
necessary to produce the goods and services which make it possible
for households to achieve th3ir personal and public goals.

This might be a good place to refer to the Family Consumption
Expenditure Profile prepared earlier and have students consider the
relation between consumption expenditures of American households
and the occuFational distribution of the labor force.

17. 5 Not only do these data on Table 1.14 present a profile of the labor
force, classified by occupations, they also provide a basis for students
to consider trends in occupational distribution over time as well as
projected trends for 1975. Here students should work with Table 1. 14,
Figures 1.20 and 1.21 to identify the occupational classifications that
changed most and those that changed least, reasons for change in
occupational distribution 1920-64, and consequences for members of
the labor force. In examining the projection for 1975, what do
students see as the implications for themselves as young workers
entering the labor force in the next decade?' Figures 1.20 and 1.21
should be reexamined, along with the reading "Projections of
Occupational Requirements. " rAta
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND CAN
BE USED DIFFERENTLY.

17: 10 SUMMARY: WHAT ARE THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTZR1STICS OE' 165
AMERICA'S HUMAN RESOURCES?

This summary should be developed individually by students prior to
discussion. It may be prepared as an essay or you may prefer to have
sttidents prepare a series of statements in which they state what they
now consider to be the principal characteristics of America's human
resources.

This lends itself to small group pupil consultation to select seversil
essays or statements to be reported to the large group and used as a
basis for .discussion and further revision.

Here you are interested in student responses that indicate perception of
the following important understandings about human resr,urces. Students,
of course, will not and are not expected to use this terminology but
these are understandings you should be looking for.

HUMAN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND CAN BE USED DIFFERENTLY

Human resources are limited relative to the demands made on
them to produce goods and services.

Human resources can be used differently in the production of
goods and services.

The quantity of labor available to an economy is not fixed. It
depends on the size of population and the percentage of population
in the labor force at a given time. The rate of participation in
the labor force itself is a function of the peoples' ever changing
values.

The quality of a nation's human resources is determined by the
length and kind of education and vocational preparation, health,
ability, and willingness to adjust to change.

Representative statements taken from student papers follow:
1. "Human resources vary in quantity and quality. '9
2. "Human resources are limited. We do not have workers

prepared to fill all the jobs. "
3. "Human resources can be used in different ways. Women

can be educated to be housewives, work in an office or
teach school. "

4. "Human resources can be improved with education. "

5. "Human resources have ideas--they are the only resources
that do. "

6. "Human resources in our labor force, 20-64 years of age,
are supporting two pillars. One pillar is our large number
of children and young people and the other pillar is our
retired workers and old people. "
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND CAN

BE USED DIFFERENTLY.

7. "Human resources must be educated."

8. "The quality of our human resources is dependent on the

creativity of our people, their education, and health. "

9. "As our human resources develop ideas, they gain control

over their environment. "

10. "Increases in our human resources use up more of our

other resources. "
11. "The number of women in the labor force is increasing With

one-third of our labor force today made up of women. "

12. "The size of the labor force depends on the size of our

populatiqn and the number of people in those groups that

are not included by the Bureau of the Census when they

make their survey of households. "

13. "The labor force is always changing to suit the public -

workers move out of unskilled into service and skilled jobs

and go to those places where the jobs are, "

SUMMARY: Human Resources in the Economy in the

Year 2000

Here we use again for an interim summary on human resources

116 Jrigure 1. 16, Increased Population: New and Bigger Demands on the

Nation's Resources, which graphically relates the human resources

we have been discussing to the natural resources, to some of the

filial products and to total output or Gross National Product, In

between the natural resources and final goods shown on the base of

Figure 1, 16 are the human resources classified as population, labor

force, and households that combine these resources "mixing" their

skill, know-how, and ideas with the natural resources to produce

the economy's final products.

166 18.1 The interrelationship of a nation's human and natural resources is of

tróinendous importance--how human choice of goods and services

makes continuing and new demands on both the nation's natural and

human resources, and the consequencerrr the allocation and use of

the nation's human and natural resources to achieve given economic

goals of a nation's people. Are students beginning to perceive the

interrelationships set in motion by the choices a nation's people make?

166 18.2 Here we are concerned with the impact of a greatly enlarged popula-

tion in the year 2000, estimated to be 300, 000, 000, and a labor force

estimated to be 142, 000, 000 on the American economy. A population

of 300 million, even without any change in consumer or producer pre-

ferences, will not only require enormous increases in the natural

resources used to produce it's final goods and services but it will also

require substantial additions and change in the compositrZ (age, sex,

occupation, education) of the labor force to produce the final goods

and services desired by the greatly enlarged population and its

169
III
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: HUMAN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED AND CAN
BE USED DIFFERENTLY.

increased number of households, (See Figure 1.17, p.144). Also,
we are concerned with quality changes in the labor force, that is,
workers prepared educationally and skill-wise to do different thinasazicliferentl Peoples' choice of final products "pulls"
certain resources into production. Health, education, pollution
control, and welfare make different demands on the nation's labor
force than do automobiles, three dimension television, stereo equip-
ment, and the race to the.moon. 'Hence, the importance of different
economic choices of households in their impact on the nation's human
resources in the decades ahead.

18, 3 Throughout American history income has increased faster than the
rate of population/. This has permitted a continuous enlargement of
economic choices and an impressive improvement in our level of
living for more and more of our people. In 1966, hail the families in
the United States earned more than $7000. (See Table 1--
Estimated Family Median Income for 1968). Family incomes have
gone up more than 60 percent since 1947. As noted in an earlier
section of these instructional materials, food clothing and shelter
claim a smaller percentage of family income (about half in the average
urban family) making more money available for discretionary spend-
ing and making it possil)le for more people to achieve goals for quality
living impossible of achievement for many in earlier periods in our
history. For example, consider our peoples' preference for educational
services. An estimated 15 million boys and girls will surge into the
nation's secondary schools by 1980. Also, there has been an impressive
increase in the number of college graduates in the decade, 1955-65,
representing a significant investment in and improvement in the quality
of our human resources. (See Charts A-B, page 17 --Projected
Enrollment Demands for Higher Education in Illinois.) In 1965, 539, 000
bachelor's and first professional degrees were awarded, a gain of
100, 000 in just three years and of more than 250, 000 since 1955. In
1965, a little over half the high school graduates in the country went on
to college with the percentage ranging from as many as two-thirds of
the graduates in States with a well-developed system of free or inexpen-
sive higher education to as few as one-third in States with inadequate
facilities for higher education. For poor and even middle-class boys
and girls in States without ready and inexpensive opportunities for
higher education, lack of funds was a major deterrent to college
attendance. The establishment of many new colleges supported by States
and local governments and Federal facilities grants as well as new
financial aid programs for college students, is making post-high school
education much more widely available. 1

It is important that students understand and establish relationships
among these changes in the preparation of our human resources who
ultimately, in most cases, enter the labor force in response to the
preferences of households for goods and services.

e to

1-44
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POPULATION GROW:LH AND ECONOMIC CHANGE

1. People make a nation. Study the population figures for the United States given
in the table below and enter your answers to the questions asked of these data
in the space provided.

TABLE 1. 8
POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 1790-2015

Median Median
Year Total Age Year Total Age

1700 275 000 NA 1950 1141271,000 30. Z
--1."7-0"-------Tgri-3,000 .1-7---°- 1 0 684 000 4

NA 1961 183, 75 000 29, 1
NA 1942_ 116, 65 1000 28.8
NA _11.4.3_1124.417Lsos......285

1720 474, 000
1730 655, 000
1740 889,000

1750 1, 207, 000
1740 _1, 610, 000
1770 2, 205, 000
1780 2, 781, 000
1790 3, 929, 000

1800 5, 297) 000
1810 7, 224, 000
1820 9, 618, 000
1830 12, 901, 000

1850 23, 261, 000
1860 31,513) 000
1870 39, 905, 000
1880 50, 262, 000
1890 63, 056, 000

1900 76, 094, 000
1910 92, 407, 000
1920 106, 466, 000
1930 123, 188, 000

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

18.9
19. 4
0. 2
20. 9
22,0

22. 9
24, 1
251,3
26. 4

1965 194,583,000 27.9
Projected (2) ,

1975 223,785, 000. 26.9 .

1980 243,291,000 _26.8
1985 264,607J 000 26,8
1990 _286). 50.1..000 26. 8
1995 , 309, 830, 000 26.4
2000. _ 335, 977,000 26.3
200 365,254, 000 26. 4
2010 396' 012,000 26,6

.2,01j.420a22A00 _26.7
(1) White Population
(2) Years 1970-2015 based on Series

B population projections. The high
projection (A) for the year 2015 is
482, 074, 000 and a median age of
24.8; the low (D) is 324,387,000
and a median age of 32. 1 yrs.
Assumptions as to future fertility
rates account for different popula.
tion and median age estimates.

Source: conomic Almanac. 14ational Inciustrialronference Bar:a=
1967-6& kuture years compilcd from Current Population
Reports, Series P-25, No. 381 and 388. NA ay. Mot Ava11a131e.
Com iled b SSCSC
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POPULATION GROWTH AND ECONOMIC CHANUE

1.1 How many years did it take the English Colonies in North America to get
a population of one million people liv.ng at the same time?

1.2 What happened to the population of the United States after 1776?

1. 3 What happened to the population of the United States in:

the first half of the nineteenth century (1800-1850)?

the second nalf of the nineteenth century (1850-1900)?

the first half of the twentieth century (1900-1950) ?

1. 4 In what decades (1790-1965) did the population increase the most?

1. 5 In what decades (1790-1965) did the population make the least growth?

1. 6 How many times had the U. S. population in 1965 increased over that of
1850?

1. 7 How long did it take for the United States to get a population of a hundred
million people living at the same time?

1. 8 How long did it take to get a population of two hundred million living at the
same time?

1. 9 Will it take more or less time to get the third hundred million people?

1.10 During the early national period in our nation's development (1790-1830),
the average age of our population was young. What was it in 1800?

1.11 What happened to the average age of our population during the next 166
years (1800-1966)?

# IVO>it III
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POPULATION GROWTH AND ECONOMIC CHANGE

1.12 What has happened to the average age of our population in the
years 1950-1965?

1.13 What is expected to happen to the average age of our population between
now and the Year 2015?

1.14 What importance, if any, do shifts in the average age of the population
have for our nation?

1.1 5 Table 1. 8 indicates that the median age might increase or decrease by
the year 2015. What could bring this about?

173
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POPULATION GROWTH AND ECONOMIC CHANGE

TABLE 1.9
IMMIGRATION: 1820-1967

erio. m7as Period Immigrant s
1820-30 151,824 1931-40 529,431
1831-40 599,125 1941-50 1,035,039
1841-50 1,713,251 1951-60 2,515,479
1851-60 2,598,214 1961 271,000
1861-70 2,314,824 1962 284,000
1871-80 2,812,191 1963 306,260
1881-90 5,246,613 1964 292,248
1891-1900 3,687,564 1965 296,697
1901-10 8.795,386 1966 323,040
1911-20 5,735,811 1967 361,272
1921-30 4,107,209

Total 1820-1967 43,976,479

Source: Statistical Abstract of U. S. 1968.
-

2.1 In what decades did the largest number of immigrants come to the
United States ?

2.2 In what decade( s) did the smallest number of immigrants come to the
United States?

2.3 Compare your answer to 2.1 with your answer to 1.4

2.4 Compare your answer to 2.2 with your answer to 1.5

2. 5 What was the importance for the nation of this immigration?
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POPULATION GROWTH AND ECONOMIC CHANGE

Z. 6 Why was the flow of immigrants to the United States drastically curtailed
after 1920?

3. The data supplied in Table 1.10 deals with the number of births and deaths
for the period 1900-1967. When reference is made to this kind of data the
number of births and deaths is in terms of so many births or deaths per
thousand people in the nation's population.

TABLE 1.10

BIRTHS AND DEATHS: 1900-1967

Year

Births
(Per Thousand

population)

Deaths
Per Thousand

population)

Life Expectancy
(at birth, in years)
Male Female

1900 32.8 17.2 46.3 48.3
1905 15.9 47.3 50.2
1910 30.1 14.7 48.4 51.8
1915 29.5 13.2 52.5 56.8
1920 27.7 13.0 53.6 54.6
1925 25.1 11.7 57.6 60.6
1930 21.3 11.3 58.1 61.6
1935 18.7 10.9 59.9 63.9
1940 19.4 10.8 60.8 65.2
1945 20.4 10.6 63.6 67.9
1950 24.1 9.6 65.6 71.1
1955 25.6 9.3 66.6 72.7
1956 25.2 9.4 (6.7 73.0
1957 25.3 9.6 66.3 72.5
1958 24.6 9.5 66. 4 72.7
1959 24.3 9.4 66.5 73.0
1960 23.7 9.5 66.6 73.1
1961 23.3 9.3 ONIMMIM

1962 22.4 9.5
1963 21.7 9.6 66.6 73.4
1964 21.0 9.4 66.9 73.7
1965 19.5 9.4 66.8 73.7
1966 18.6 9.5 66.7 73.8
1967 17.9 9.3 INOMMIIm* 111.1MPIIMIP

Source: Twentieth Century Fund 1964 and Data for 1963-67 From
Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 388.

fa.75

.1111111114,
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POPULATION GROWTH AND ECONOMIC CHANGE

USING THE DATA GIVEN IN TABLE 1.10

3.1 Compare the nation's birthrate in 1967 with 1900; with 1935. What do
these data tell you?

3. 2 Compare the nation's death rate in 1967 with 1900.

3. 3 What do these data on Table 1.10 tell you about the nation's birth and
death rate for the period, 1900-1967?

3. 4 How many years could a male child born in 1900 expect to live ?

How many years could a male child born in 1966 expect to live ?
Locate the year nearest your year of birth and determine how long you
can expect to live.

3.5 Compare the life expectancy of a female child born in 1900 and 1966 with
that of a male child.

3.6 What reasons can you give for the trends in death rate and life expectancy,
1900-1966, on Table 1.10?

3.7 Specialists in the United States Bureau of Census have some important
things to say about our nation's population growth in the reading, "Our
Growing Population, " pages 126-127. What, according to these experts,
were the principal factors that account for the rapid growth of population
in our country?
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OUR GROWING POPULATION1

The 1960 census takers counted over 170 million peoplesome 28 million more
thau were counted by census takers 10 years before. The increase is the greatest
by far in any 100 year census period in our history and represents more people
than were counted in any census before 1860.

Provision for a regular census, to be taken every 10 years, was made Lf our
unding Fathers in the United States Constitution, as approved by the States in

1*88. The first census was taken in 1790 and succeeding ones in the years ending
Vi "0. " The census taken in 1960, therefore, was the 18th decennial census of
popula tion.

Census figures show that our population has increased during every 10-year
)eriod from 1790 to 1960.

The percent, or rate, of increase was very high during the early years of our
vernment when the population was small. Each census from 1800 to 1860 showed

.ctins of more than 32 per cent. Thereafter our population continued to grow but at
0. slower pace. This is quite apparent when we compare the very early period,

790-1800, with the 19 50's. The Census of 1800 showed an increase of somewhat
_Ater 1 million people cr some 35 per cent over 1790. The 1960 Census, on the
other hand, with its 28 million gain over 1950, represented an 18-1/2 per cent
:ncrease. The rise, however, is the greatest rate increase sint,e the 21 per cent
..Agistered in the 1910 Census.

The total numbers, as well, the increases have been striking. With only a few
..;..eptions the increase in population shown in each census report from 1800 on has
;3een greater than the preceding one. And the exception, it should be noted, occurred
'luring periods of great stress in our country's history. The 1870 and 1920 Censuses
..:overed periods when the Nation was at war. The 1940 Census encompassed most
re the period that has been called the great depression. Oddly, the 1950 Census,
iviiich covered the years of the Second World War, showed a great increase in
)uoulationit showed, in fact, the second greatest increase in numbers in our
1 i story.

Basically how quickly or how slowly the population grows depends on the
.lember of births and deaths taking place. Unfortunately, records for the country

a whole on this subject do not extend very far back. Population experts have
.Istimated, however, that during the early years of the last century, before such
agures were collected, there were 55 births and 25 deaths each year for every
1, 000 persons in the population. This unusually high difference of 30 had dropped
to 1 5 by 1900 and to a low of 7 during the years of widespread unemployment and
eepression in the 19 30's. Since 1940 the trend has been upward, and in 1960 the
::rldition to the population once again stood at 15 (24 births and 9 deaths per 1, 000
)opulation). Main factors in this trend were the birth of 41 million babies and 1 6
-eitlion deaths during the 1950's.

ur Growing Population' TWashiiiiiri157-c-7,--e-.
Commerce, Bureau of the Census Graphic Pamphlets GP 60-1,

:1'77
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Until the last 40 years population increases were due both to the excess of
births over deaths and to the large number of immigrants. The number of people
admitted to the United States from other countries during the late 1800's and early
1900's was high both in actual numbers and in proportion to the population (see
Table 1.9.

During the 1881-90 period over 5 million people flocked to our shores. This
number represents a large part of the increase of nearly 13 million reported in
the 1890 Census. From 1901 through 1910 almost 9 million immigrants were
admitted. This is the highest total in our history. The immigration figure for the
10 years that followed was 3 million less but was large enough to be second highest.

Not all the immigrants remained here. Many returned to their homeland;
some left for other countries; a small number were deported. By far the greatest
number, however, did remain, and they and their offspring now cpristitute a sub-.
stantial part of the population.

Until the 1920's immigration was almost unrestricted. In 1921 Congress
passed a law limiting the number of immigrants from countries outside the Western
Hemisphere. Since that year immigration has become a much less important
element in our population growth.

The expansion of national territory has also had a significant part in our popu-
lation growth. The opportunities for bettering one's life and for living independently
offered by plentiful land easy to obtain encouraged many people to move westward,
to marry young, and to raise families. The same opportunities brought many
people here from foreign countries.

178
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4.

PROJECTED

Year

TABLE 1.11
AGE STRUCTURE OF REPORTED AND

POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 1900-2015

Total Percent of Total
-735Population Under 187-)4 Years Median Age

in millions) 18 yrs. Years and Over of Population

1900 76 1 39 7 56 1 4 2 22 9
1910 92.4 37 3 59_2 4. 5 24. 1
1920 106.5 36. 8 58. 4 4. 8 25.3
1930 123 2 34 6 59. 7 5. 7 26. 4
1940 132. 6 30.0 62. 9 7. 1 29. 0
1950 15 .3 30. 6 61.0 8 4 30.2
1955 165.9 33.6 57. 7 8.8 30. 2
1960 180. 7 35 7 55 0 9. 2 29 4
1965 194 6 36 2 54 5 9 3 27 9
1970 207 3 35 2 55 3 9 4 27 2
1980 243 3 35 0 55 6 9 5 26 8
1990 286 5 36. 8 53. 8 9.4 26. 8
2000 336 0 36 0 55 6 8 4 26.3
2010 3'7 2 36 1 56 3 7 6 26 6
2015 431, 5 36. 2 55. 8 8.0 26. 7

Source: Compiled from United States Census of Population and Current
Population Reports, Series P-25, No, 381, December 18, 1967.
Future Years are Based on B Series Projections or Constant
Rate of Fertility.

1. 1 Study the data on Table 1.11. What has been happening to the American
population under 18 years of age since 1900?

4. 2 What has been happening to the American population 65 years and over since
1900?

-:-. 3 What has been happening to the American population 18 through 64 years and
over since 190)?

4. 4 What have been the major forces responsible for the unequal rates of change
among the above three age groups in our population?

179
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4. 5 Why are we concerned with these unequal rates of change in the
American popLlation?

4. 6 What changes are expected to take place in the three major age groups
during the next half century?

4.7 The reading, "The Country Grows Older But Younger" pp. 135-37, pre-
sents very important additional information about the age composition
of our nation's population today. After you have comp.:.eted the reading,
prepare the following questions:

What are the important differences in age composition of our nation's
population as concern:

States:

Smaller Political Subdivisions (County, City, Village)

Race

iSO
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4.8 What is the economic significance of these differences to the individuals
or groups involved or concerned?

4.9 Do your answers to 4. 7 and 4. 8 apply to your local community and/or
state? ,Explain.

Si 4' ...A.
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U. S. POPULATION: OLDER BUT YOUNGER
Youth's Place in an Older But Younger Country in 1980

4. BENEFITS:

PROBLEMS:

5 BENEFITS:

=rmr.=IMMPwe,MM.NmyIMVIsm

PROBLEMS:

........

011011.511111111-11...

11r/....w....

Reexamine the entries you have made on the chart above. Place a check (V)
in front of those entries that will affect your state; place a (+) in front of
those entries that will affect your community, including the business
community.

How would you check the accuracy of your entries ?

For the State For Your Community and Business

Your teache-r will help you develop a plan to investigate one or several of the
problems population growth will pose for your community.

Prepare a well written report on the pages provided here of the problem
selected for investigation, sources of information, findings, conclusions. If
you interview local citizens you and your group may wish to tape record these
interviews and incorporate them in the final report you make to your class.
Are there other persons and groups who would benefit from your findings?
How might you act on your findings?

4.1 82
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Youth's Place in an Older But Younger Community 1980

Sources of Information:

..1.7-.=1

Fincings:

C onciusions:
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THE COUNTRY GROWS OLDER BUT YOUNGER

In 1960 the United States Bureau of the Census reported that while the popula-
tion continued to grow reaching 180 million, its average age (median) actually
declined for the first time in the recorded history of the United States. As the
country grew older its people had become younger--its average age fell to 27. 8 by
1966.

No less important, the rate of increase in the number of persons in both the
youngest and oldest age groups of the population between 1950 and 1960 was five
times that of the groups of intermediate ages. The number of persons underrg
years old increased 37 percent and the number 65 and over increased by 3,5 percent,
whereas the increase in the age group 18 to 64 years was only 7 percent. While
the intercensal period 1960-70 has only passed the midway point the same trend
seems to be still operative.

The increased number of births during and after World War II was responsible
for the rapid growth of the younger group. Factors influencing the increase in the
number of elderly persons were the upward trend in the number of births in the
late nineteenth century, declining mortality, and immigration during the early
decades of the twentieth century. While longevity continues to rise, although at a
decreasing rate, it is not a sufficiently strong force to offset the effect of the
increased number of births on the average age of the population.

The social and economic impact of these uneven rates of change in our popu-
lation has been direct and substantial. Both the younger and older age groups have
above average service requirements because of their comparatively low participa-
tion rate in the labor force. The social uprearing costs such as food, clothing
and shelter of the young and the retirement costs of the old must generally be met
from the current output of the middle group--18 through 64 years of age who are
the productive element of the population. Recent estimates indicate that roughly
$30,000 of resources are required to rear and educate a single child including
college to the age of 18 in the United States.

Since such expenses are met from the current output of the middle group,
the economic burden remains whether the young and the aged are financed privately
or publicly.. The burden stems not from the manner in which the needs of the
young and old groups are financed but from the unequal rate of change in our popula-
tion in recent years where resource users increase five times faster than resource
suppliers.

In addition to these greatly enlarged quantitative demands made on the
nation's producing labor force, important qualitative changes have also taken place
in the economy as a consequence of the unequal rate of change in the age groups
that comprise the population. The economic needs of the young and old differ
significantly from those of the middle or directly productive groups. Education
costs loom large for the young while medical outlays take on increased importance
for the nation's senior citizens. In contrast the working age group, 18 to 64 years
old, tend to spend relatively more of their income on new and improved housing,
automobiles, television, and automatic washers and dryers. Then there is the
matter of taste. Various age groups not only want entirely different goods but they
want even "more of the same" goods such as food, clothing, shelter, automobiles
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in different sizes, models, colors, and locations. Thus in trying to understand the
nation's resource needs for distinct age groups at a particular time we must con-
stantly keep in mind that the population does not grow smoothly and continuously but
in spurts and jumps. The large increase in births in the late 19th century, the
"baby boom, " will just now be reflecting itself in a rapid increase in the popula-
tion 65 years and over. Similarily, the large influx of immigration during the
early decade of the 20th century, before the "open door" was closed, particularly
of young and productive workers will in the 1960's and 70's add greatly to the
older age group with its above average service requirements of health care, low
cost housing, and recreation. While consumers of all age groups continue to make
choices among the millions of goods that are produced in different sizes, models;
and locations, in an important sense today's trend toward broad categories of gc.:ods
such as education and health care may have been largely determined by unequal
birth and immigration rates extending back in the past century rather than by
individual choices in today's markets.

Although the population of the United States has been characterized by unequal
rates of growth, it has been more unequal for some regions and groups of our
country than of others. The percentage of the population under 18 years of age,
which was 36 percent for the nation as a whole in 19604 ranges from 29 percent in
the District of Columbia to 43 percent in New Mexico.

In five other states--Idaho, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Utah--
over 40 percent of the states' population was under 18 years of age. Differences in
the at:!e composition of the population are even more extreme among the older age
groups among the states. Alaska, with only 2 percent of the state's population
65 years old and over, had the smallest proportion of elderly people, whereas the
largest proportion was found in Iowa with 12 percent.

Even greater differences in median age are to be observed when the population
is viewed from the standpoint of race or even smaller political divisions than states.
For example, the median age of Negroes in 1964 was 21. 7 years, well below the
29. 5 median age of whites. Almost 55 percent of all Negroes me re beneath that
age level compared with 45 percent of all whites. While the median age of whites
was virtually unchanged from its 1950 level (30.7 years), the Negro median age
in that year was 2622 years. The Negro population, therefore, has become con-
siderably younger.

Although the age composition of the population has tended to be fairly consistent
throughout the United States, the above discussion suggests there are notable and
important exceptions which must be taken into consideration in anticipating and
supplying the needs of the American people in the decades ahead.

There is little or nothing that Americans can do about the uneven population
growth of the past except to understand its economic and social impact on the pre-
sent and future. For better or worse, the large families of the late 19th century
and the influx of young immigrants in the early decades of the 20th century account

1. Supplementary Tteports 1960 Census of-Population
2. Supplementary Reports 1960 Census of Population and National Conference

Board, Inc. , February 15, 1966.

.....=1/./.
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for the fact that the older age groups, 65 years and over, increased five times
faster than the working age population during the intercensal period, 1950-60. A
"baby boom" sooner or later becomes a wave of middle aged workers and ultimately
senior citizens.

Because of the short time span, most people have no difficulty in relating a
"baby boom" to the almost immediate need for new and greatly enlarged school
facilities. The reports of school boards are filled with pleas for new educational
facilities to meet the consequerN's of recent baby booms. Less apparent is that
the same force which brought forth new schools and playgrounds over time will
create a greatly increased demand fr,r new and improved housing, automobiles,
television and ultimately for health care facilities for the aged.

The economic cost of a "baby boom" does not end with the building of schools
in the short run. It ends with the provision of grave sites some fifty to seventy
years later.

All choices have a cost but in the case of population these costs often cannot
be measured until the person or the group has run its full course.

16
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THE POPULATION IS NOT THE LABOR FORCE

TABLE 1.12

(In Millions)

TOTAL POPULATION - (1950
Less: Those under 14 years of age . . 39. 8

Those in institutions .... . 1. 6
Noninstitutional population, 14 years and over

Less: Housewives 33 1

In school 6 2
Unable to work and others . . . 6. 9

TOTAL LABOR FORCE . .

Less: Armed Forces 1 6
CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE

Less: Unemployed Persons 3 4
EQUALS: Employed Persons

152 3

41. 4
T172-9

46. 2
74 7

1. 6
77-1-

3. 4517
*Annual figures are averages of monthly figures
Source: STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF 1.HE UNITED STATES, 1964,

U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

INCLUDED EXCLUDED

Your teacher will explain the procedure used in gathering data to determine
who is included in the labor force. Check your entries above and write addi-
tions in the space provided here and on the following page.

189
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WHO IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE LABOR FORCE?

Immimil

WHO IS INCLUDED IN THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE?

WHO COMPRISES THE TOTAL LABOR FORCE?

9. Using the data given below for 1960, determine how many persons were in:

TOTAL LABOR FORCE (TLF)
CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE (CLF)
EMPLOYED
SHOW ALL Ulir-OCZOMT5TAWUTI N A-PAGE TO BE ADDED TO YOUR
MANUAL

DATA FOR 1960. (In Millions)

3. 9Unemployed persons
Armed Forces Z. 5
Housewives 34. 6
Children under 14 years of age 55. 3

Total Population 180. 7
Institutionalized persons 1. 9

Others (unable to work) 9. 5
Persons over 14 in school 8. 2

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1964.
4
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10. COMPARE AND CONTRAST THE DATA ON POPULATION AND EMPLOY-
MENT STATISTICS FOR 1950 with those for 1960 immediately above.
Formulate well worded statements about what caused the increase in the
nation's labor force in each 1950, 1960 and 1965.

TABLE 1.13
REPORTED AND PROJECTED

LABOR FORCE OF THE UNITED STATES
1890-1980

(Thousands of Persons 14 and 16 Years Old and Over)*

Labor Force as
YEAR LABOR FORCE POPULATION % of Population

:90 2 :3 4 79 7
1900 27,640 51,441 ( )

--1920 ----4t7336 74 14 ( )
9 0 47,404 89,100

1940 53,297 101,103 -÷-3------1950 60,617 112,354
9.0 .9 2 25,70

1965 77 178 13ff, 261 )

1970 85,999 150 075 1.---1--...
1975 93,646 162,836 ( i
1980 101 408 1744234 (-----1----
Source: The Economic Almanac. National Industrial Conference Board,

196-7-68. Years 1970-1980 from Current Population Reports,
P-25 Series, Nos. 381 and 388. Based on Series B Population
Projections or Constant Rate of Fertility.

*NOTE: Effective in Jan. 1967, the lower limit for official statistics on
the labor force was raised from 14 to 16 years of age.

11. Given the data on Table 1.13 above, compute the nation's labor force as a per-
centage of population for each of the years given on Table 1.13 and enter your
percentages (carried to one decimal point) in the space provided on the table.

12. What do your answers tell you about the labor force in the period, 1890-1980,
in relation to population? Write below.

111111111111
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MEN AND WOMEN IN THE LABCR FORCE

FIGURE 1.17
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1 3. Study the data on Figure 1.17, Percenta e of U. S. Po ulation in the Labor
LorsessiL.i.n ti_is_yearsiz_g -1 9 0.

Figure 1.17 shows the pattern of participation of men and women in the labor
force changed dramatically between 1900 and 1960, a period of over half a
century. Both men and women tended to enter the labor force at a different
age to participate at a different rate and to leave the labor force at a much
earlier age.

13. 1 Did men and women tend to enter the labor force at an earlier or late
age in 1960 than in 1900?

....1...,...........11.

.....-01111

13. 2 Did the middle age group, 18-64 years, participate in the labor force
at the same level in 1960 as it had earlier in 1900?

.1==1111111...11111111....M.

13. 3 Did men and women tend to leave the labor force at an earlier or later
age in 1960 than in 1900?

111111.. IMIllmlaNMMIMPO.mmINO.1111.=

1 3. 4 What are the principal similarities and differences in the pattern of
participation of women in the labor force between 1900 and 1960? How
do you account for these similarities and differences?
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13. 5 What are the )rincipal similarities and differences in the pattern of
participation of men in the labor force between 1900 and 1960? How
do you account for these similarities and differences?

el .1.....1.1111.

13. 6 Figure 1.17 indicates that there were important differences in the
pattern of participation of men and women in the labor force, particu-
larly with respect to age in both 1900 and 1960. How do you account
for the diffeiences ? What role, if any, did culture play? 1

ey=10.1 aIrvmramsmmmmle.NNwwMnmImRm.

111=1,11= .
..mwroVO..

11111111rM. .. moweam11M
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FIGURE 1.18

PERCENTAGE OF U.S. POPULATION
IN LABOR FORCE BY AGE
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14. Having examined Figure 1.18 and compared it with Figure 1.17, the following
questions concerning Figure 1.18 should be answered.

14.1 What are the principal differences in the pattern of participation of
white and non-white males in the labor force in 1960? How do you
account for the differences?

..

111.1r =wr

14.2 What are the differences in the pattern of participation of white and
non-white women in the labor force in 1960? How do you account for
these differences?

11

=11 ,1111011.114.

.11111.110

41.

1..1=0
..M1111111111,

asomwm.
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14.2 (continued)

What is the relationship, if any, between the levels and pattern of
participation of both white and non-white men and women in the labor
force in 1960? How do you account for any difference?

-

7111.

'113 5
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MEN AND WOMEN IN THE LABOR FORCE

The growth in the country's labor force over the past two decades--though nut
so rapid, in relative terms, as the increase in populationhas nevertheless been
very substantial. From 56 million in 1940, the number of workers grew to 73
million in 1960. This gain of 17 million workers was the largest ever yet experienced
in this country in any 20-year period, though it will be far surpassed in the next 20
years.

A variety of developments have entered into the growth of the labor force. The
greatly increased labor force participation of women, especially of those between 45
and 65 years of age, has been the most striking recent development in this field.
Although they currently constitute only one-third of the country's workers, women
have accounted for about three-fifths of the entire labor force increase over the
1947-62 perio3.

While women were drawn into employment in large numbers during World
War U, their attachment to the labor force was thought to be temporary due to the
war. Since 1947 the more lasting chantes in their employment patterns have
become evident.

Between 1947 and 1962 the numbe r of women workers rose by 7. 6 million, as
compared to the 5. 5 million rise in men workers. The number of women workers
45 and over more than doubled. During this period the proportion of all women in
the labor force rose from 30 to 37 percent while the corresponding "labor force
participation rates" for men declined from 84 to 79 percent.

The steady movement of women from the home to outside employment has been
brought about partly by the movement of population to urban areas, where women
can take advantage of the employment opportunities in clerical, sales, manufacturing
and service occupations. At the same time, care of the home has become a less
time-consuming activity as a result of new laborsaving equipment, packaged foods,
and the availability of kindred services of many kinds. In addition, the rising levels
of education have helped to qualify more women for work outside the home, and they
have also motivated many to work in order to use their training or pay for a better
education for their children. Economic pressures and changes in traditional
attitudes toward the employment of women, especiall; married women, have also
contributed to the movement of women into paid jobs.

The extent of women's work, of course, continues to be related to their family
responsibilities. For women, labor force participation reaches a peak in the late
teens and early twenties, as they leave school, and then dropk, in the middle twenties
as marriage and motherhood bring withdrawals from the work force, After they
reach 35 or thereabouts and their children reach school age, the proportion
employed outside the home rises. It reaches a new peak at ages 45 to 54 and then
tends to drop off, since many women stop working at a younger age than is customary
for men.

1. Man ower Re sort of the President and a ge sort on Ma,npower Reauirements,
Resources ashington: U. S. Govt. PrintiniMice),

9 3.

C6#
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The recent rise in women's employment has occurred almost entirely among
married women. From 1947 to 1962 the number of married women in the labor
force rose from 7.5 to 14. 8 million, accounting for 56 percent of the total labor
force growth. There was relatively little change in the number of unmarried
women workers (single, divorced, and widowed) during this period.

Less dramatic than the increase in women workers but significant also are
the changes in the labor force activity of men. Though the total number of men
workers has continued to rise because of population growth, the v7,? of labor force
participation has declined both among boys and among men past 60.

The proportion of workers among boys 14 to 19 years of age dropped from 54
to 44 percent between 1947 and 190.. One factor underlying this decrease has been
the movement of population to cities, where work opportunities for outh are limited
in comparison with the extensive unpaid family labor, in which they are engaged
on farms. Important, also, has been the extension of education brought about in
part by rising educational requirements for employment.

The labor force participation rate of young men aged 20 to 24 also declined
slightly during the latter part of the period though it rose in the early postwar
years. In the next older age groups, 25 to 54 years, nearly all men continue to
work or look for work, as they have traditionally done. Among men 55 to 64 the
proportion of workers has always been somewhat smaller than among the younger
age groups, reflecting a greater incidence of disabling illness and some retire-
ments, but the proportion showed no tendency to change in this age group until
fairly recently and it is still constant for men under 60. For those aged 60 to 6zi,
however, the labor force participation rate has been edging downward. During
the past year this trend may have been influenced by the Social Security Act
amendment permiiting men to retire at age 62 with reduced benefits.

The decline in labor force activity has been much more marked in the case
of men past 65. In this age group the labor force participation rate fell from 48
percent in 1947 to 30 percent in 1962. A factor in this decrease--as in the declin-
ing labor force participation of youth and the contrary trend for womenhas been
the movement of people from farms, where older men tend to wt.rk as long as they
can, to cities, where their employment opportunities are likely to be more isimited.
The earlier retirements made possible by the social security laws and the expan-
sion of private pension plans have also had a marked effect on the proportion of
workers among men past 65--much more so than in the 10- to 64-year-old group.
The increased employment of women in their 40's and 50's--which adds to family
savings and increases family retirement income through the separate retirement
benefits for which the wives qualify on the basis of their own employmentmay
also have helped speed thAr husband's retirement.
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15. Now you should be ready to prepare a set of generalizations about the composi-
tion of the nation's labor force. In making your preparation reexamine
Tables 1.12 and 1.13, Figures 1.17 and 1.18, and the reading "Men and Women
in the Labor Force" on pp. 150-151.

In a series of well worded statements. write your gen.eralizations under the
appropriate headings that lollow. Should you need additional space, use your
own paper and insert in the manual.

MY GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT THE COMPOSITION OF THE AMERICAN
(U.S.A. ) LABOR FORCE--

SIZE/TRENDS:
-.11VINE11M1

AGE:

1111111Y

./1=
....1111

qw10..MI
SEX COMPOSITION:

118/..10

.M.
aIIMMIIIIMIM.IIIN.IPa.wo.e.NMIOP/a-/IPoMaBaMiMaI..iI=Il

mm.I. =1.1 OMNI

111...1111-

4.111M1111111..se
/.. daMM=IY10101M411110.1=0

.111...M..11

OIMIIMS

111111.=111.1.
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RACE:
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EDUCATION: KEY TO LATE ENTRY AND EARLY EXIT FROM THE
LABOR FORCE

EDUCATIONAL TRENDS AND THE LABOR FORCE1

The U. S. Department of Labor reports that a substantial rise in the educa-
tional attainment of American workers has been achieved in recent decades, as
younger people with a higher average level of education than their fathers--and
even than their older brothersmove into the labor force and older workers leave
it.

The relative numbers of workers who are college graduates have risen
especially fast in the past 10 years--from 7. 9 percent in 1952 to 11 percent in 1962,
for those 18 years old and over. The increase in the proportion that have had at
least a high school education is also noteworthy; this proportion rose from 42.8 to
53. 8 percent over the past decade, a gain of more than 25 percent. At the lower
end of the educational ladder, the proportion of workers with less than 5 years of
school fell from 7.3 from 4. 6 percent. But this 4. 6 percent of the labor force
represents 3. 1 million men and women workers, all of whom had less than the
minimuin schooling needed for "functional literacy" in the present-day economic
and technological world.

An interesting development in the iiast decade is that men have been rapidly
overtaking women workers in years of school completed. In 1952 the median years
of school completed was 10. 4 for men workers and 12.0 for women--a difference
of 1. 6 years. By 1962 this difference had practically disappeared, with the median
for men at 12. 0 years and that for women at 12. 2 years. The most striking educa-
tional gain recorded for men, as compared to women workers, was in the propor-
tioz completing 4 or more years of college.

The differences between white and nonwhite workers in educational attainment
have also been reduced in recent years. In the past decade, the proportion of non-
white workers with at least a high school education.nearly doubled, rising from 17
to 32 percent. The corresponding increase for white workers was much less rapid--
from 46 to 57 percent. At the same time, the proportion of nonwhite workers who
had completed 8 years of school or less fell from 64 to 45 percent.

These trencis are expected to continue over the next 10 years. Nevertheless,
the number of young people out of school and in the labor force is likely to. mount
because the total number of young men and women in this age group will be so much
larger than it was in the prior decade. Altogether, there may be about 4 million
16- to 19-year-olds out of school and working or seeking wo.rk in 1975, compar ed
with 3.2 million in 1964.

Though the proportion of young people graduating from high school will
probably continue to rise substantially, the increase in the youth population will
increase the total number of school dropouts. An estimate by the Bureau of the
Census indicates that in 1975 the number of people aged 25 to 29 who have not
completed high school will reach 4.8 million, as compared with only 3.3 million
in 1965.

Adapted from anpower eport o the Pi77i. 1-1da eport on Manpower
Requirements, Resources, Utilization, and Training (Washington: U. S. Govt.
Printing odic, 19-63, 1965, 1966).

.0111.
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Educational Trends and the Labor Force

Close to a third of all young people drop out of school before graduating from
high school, despite the slow steady progress made in recent years in reducing the
drop out rate. This means that the number of young people leaving sc.lool before
high school graduation is now averaging around a million a year. Yet 'le unemplc)r-

.) rnent rate for young workers who failed to finish high se:hool is about two-thirds
higher than for those with high school diplomas. Furthermore young drop outs who
do not find jobs are likely to be employed in occupations with th lowest wage rates.
Among the boys who dropped out in 1963 and found jobs by Oct r of that year,
nearly half (45%) were employed as laborers or as service workers mainly in low
level jobs compared with only about one-fourth of the boys who had completed high
school.

. . . Nonwhite workers have a heavy educational handicap. About two-fifths
of L.nem had no more than an eighth grade education in 1964, almost twice the
corresponding proportion for white workers.

More than 100, 000 able high school graduates, who could benefit greatly from
higher education, failed to go to college last fall. Some lacked motivation to con-
tinue their education (including some girls who left school to marry), but many
others were prevented from going to college by financial factors. In addition,
approximately 40 percent of all students who enter college leave before graduation.
On this basis, the number withdrawing last year probably was as high as 400, 000.
Although the majority of these withdrawals were due to academic and motivational
factors, a large number of successful students were forced to leave college for
financial reasons.

. . Because of the demands of modern technology, education is becoming as
never before, an essential intermediary between man and his work. In addition,
the rapid shifts in the nature of jobs and the occupational patterns of employment
brought about by tecnnological progress call for training programs closely linked
with and responsive to current and prospective occupational changes. They also
mean that workers at many levels of skill--including the most highly trained pro-
fessional personnel--need flexibility in adjusting to occupational change and con-
tinuing opportunities for education and training through their working liie.

In view of the mounting rn ,nber of young workers and the rise in average
levels of education, uneducated youth will be competing for jobs in future years
with rrore and better educated young men and women. The handicap imposed by a
poor iducation today is but a pale indication of what it will be in the future.

201
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FIGURE 1. ig

MEDIAN YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY
MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUP, MARCH 1962

Median years
of schooling

17

Professional,
< technical, &

16
kindred workers

15

14

13 Managers, officials, & proprietors,
excl uding farm

< Clerical and kindred workers
12

Sales workers

< Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers
11

< Service workers, excluding private household

10 < Operatives and kindred workers

9 < Laborers, excluding farm and mine
< Farmers and farm managers
< Private household workers
< Farm laborers and foremen

SourceS U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

t?"C?
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FIGURE 1.20

BETWEEN 1960 AND 1970 26 MILLION YOUTH
WILL ENTER THE LABOR FORCE

502 million will
not complete
high school

6.6 million will
have some college

uc on or less
. filoo

11.7 million will
complete high
school

SCHOOL GRADES OF YOUTHS LEAVING BEFORE

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION

2C3
SSCSC '65
April 1965
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EDUCATION: KEY TO LATE ENTRY AM., EARLY EXIT FROM THE
LA BOR FORCE

16. Read "Educational Trends and the Lab..)r Force" and prepare the following for
class discussion.
Why is there increasing national concern about:

16.1 High School dropouts: ..41

iMM.MW Wa 41/Ma .0* 'MN& .1 MOMMOM 1.. 11 ,PW.D 111 aM sgew

16. 2 Academically able high school graduates who do not enter college:

-0/011 oll ..mos ONO

16. 3 Support this statement with evidence from the reading "Educational
Trends and the Labor Force" p. 154 and Figure 1.19 and Figure 1.20.

Education is the key to late entry, hishiartetion, and early exit
in the labor force.
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JOB CHOICE AND THE LABOR FORCE

TABLE 1.14

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE LABOR FORCE
1920, 1940, 1960, 1964,

1920

1975

1940 1960 1964 1975

Professional & Technical Workers 5. 4 7. 5 11. 2 12. 2 14. 9

Managers, Officials & Proprietors 6. 6 7. 3 10. 6 10. 6 10. 4
Clerical Workers 8.0 9.6 14.7 15.2 16.5
Sales Workers 4.9 6. 7 6. 6 6. 3 6.5
Craftsmen, Foremen & Kindred 13. 0 12. 0 12. 8 12. 8 12. 8

Operatives & Kindred 15.6 18.4 18.0 18.4 16.7
Laborers Excluding Farm & Mine 11. 6 9. 4 5. 5 5. 2 4. 2

Service 7.8 11.7 12.5 13.2 14. 1

Farmers & Farm Managers 15. 3 10. 4 4. 2

Farm Laborers & Foremen 11. 7 7. 0 3. 9 6. 3 39

17. The data on Table 1.14 tells us a great deal about the kind of work Americans
demanded of the labor force over a period of forty-four years.

17. 1 What kind of work did we Americans expect and get from our labor force in
1960?

01.0.010.1.1.111.

17. 2 Which of the occupational groups in Table 1.14 had the largest percentage
inc raase in the forty-four year period, 1920-1964?

RC6

1111.111.10=1.11.011MII.11111.0
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17. 3 Which of the occupational grcr. in Table1.14 had the largest percentage
decline in the forty-four yea od, 1920-1964?

.1.10.11

IN.NOMm

IMNI101

17. 4 How do the data on Table 1.14 and Figure1.21 help to explain the occupational
changes you identify in 17. 2 and 17. 3?

4.1111111 ..11.1,

wallm...

17. 5 How have these occupational changes affected the members of the labor force,
particularly with respect to the length of time and conditions under which
they worked? Before answering this question. read 'Projections of Occupational
Requirements" which supplements Table 1.14, 162-163.

aelmlimmimmirommoadm...Mm
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17.6 Have there been any other results of the occupational changes, 1920-1964, for
our economy?

PROJECTIONS OF OCCUPATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 1

The Department of Labor's new projections confirm previous indications that
professional, technical, and kindred workers, who have been by far the fastest
growing occupational group since World War II, will hold this preeminent position
over the next decade. However, the rate of employment growth in this broad
occupational group is expected to be so:newhat slower than in the recent past.

By 1975, employment of professiorial and technical workers may increase by
well over two-fifths. Personnel needs a expected to rise substantially in
practically every professional field. T17 growth in scientific and technical employ-
ment, which has been a feature of postv occupational trends, will continue to be
rapid, although in this occupational grol as in the professions generally, some
slowing of the pace of increase is anticii .ted--owing in part to the leveling off in
defense expenditures. However, increasing demands are anticipated for personnel
with basic engineering or scientific training to work in such fields as teaching,
administration, and management. In addition, a new emphasis on the social sciences
and related professions is (anticipated) by the programs already initiated or
recommended by the President as part of the national effort toward the Great Society.
And an increasingly sharp demand for personnel in the health professions and in many
areas of teaching is also anticipated.

Employment expansion for managers, officials, and proprietors is expected
to proceed at about the average rate for all occupations and thus be much slower
than for professional and technical workers--though the anticipated gains would be
more rapid than those achieved by the manager-proprietor group in recent years.
The demand for salaried managers and other officials in business organizations and
government is likely to continue increasing fairly rapidly. Although the number of
proprietors declined considerably during the postwar period, this trend is expected
to level off in coming years and the number of proprietors may remain roughly at
1964 levels. Altogether, an increase in employment of slightly more than one-
fourth is projected for the manager-proprietor group over the 1964-75 period.

17 Ivlaiipower Report of the President and A Report of Manpowe r Requirements,
Resources, Utilization, and Training. United States Department of Labor,
March 1965.

206
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Projections of Occupational Requirements

Clerical and sales workers-- the largest group of white collar workers--are also
expected to have a rate of employment increase close to or greater than that pro-
jected for the work force generally. In both of these fields, technological develop-
ments (in case of clerical workers, electronic computers and other new office
equipment; in the case of sales workers, chiefly service and allied techniques) will
probably have a considerable effect in restricting the growth of manpower require-
ments.

The number of clerical workers needed should grow about one-third between
1964-75, a rate of increase greater than that for employment as a whole, but
roughly the same rate as during post World War II period. Sales workers, on the
other hand, will increase much more slowly than any other white-collar occupational
group. Nevertheless, by 1975, the number of sales workers needed may be nearly
one-fourth higher than in 1964--which would be a more rapid rise than has taken
place in sales employment in recent years.

For service workers as a group, employment gains are likely to accelerate
over the next decade. This growth may be facilitated by the new Federal programs
to train workers in these occupations. The employment increase projected for this
broad group (which includes such diverse occupations as private household worker,
policeman, hospital attendant, and beautician) is about two-fifthsapproaching
that projected for professional and technical workers.

In manual nonfarm occupations, recent strong increases in employment have
raised the hope that we may be seeing a reversal of one of the dominant postwar
occupational trends, namely, the declin!--ig proportion of employmert in blue-collar
jobs, particularly at the semi-skilled and unskilled level. A careful examination
of the employment trends in different industries suggests, however, that this is
probably not the case.

22eratives and kindred workers who are not only the largest blue -collar
group but the largest occupational group in the labor force--will have a below
average increase in employment between 1964-75. . . And employment of unskilled
workers is not expected to show any significant change over the 11 year period.
Employment opportunities in both these occupational groups will be greatly affected
by automation and other new technological developments.

On the other hand, some acceleration in demand for skilled workers is anti-
cipated, as a result of growing needs for mechanics and repairmen, building trades
craftsmen, and foremen. The overall growth in this group between 1964 and 1975
is projected at one-fourth, roughly the same rate as that projected for employment
generally.

In view of the continued declines in agricultural employment, decreasing
requirements for farmers and farm workers are of course indicated. By 1975,
employment in this broad occupational group may be nearly one-fourth below the
1964 employment figure.
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17. 7 Having read "Projections of Occupational Requirements" select out thoseoccupations that are projected as being the fastest growing in 1975.Opposite each occupation enter the approximate years of beyond high schoolrequired as preparation for employment. See Figure 1.19 for approximateyears.

OCCUPATION EDUCATION

AOla..111111111

17.8 What do your entries tell you about the kind of work Americans will expect oftheir labor force in 1975?

weima...ammall
1...11=11,

......als..

0111
17.9 What are the implications of these occupational projections for you and yourage group?

.011...........110 N/N//la .//
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THE NATION'S HUMAN RESOURCES

17.10 SUMMARY

WHAT ARE THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AMERICA'S HUMAN
RESOURCES? DEVELOP YOUR ANSWER IN A WELL WORDED ESSAY NOT
TO EXCEED 1 50-200 WORDS.

1111111....11.
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HUMAN RESOURCES IN THE ECONOMY

18. Here we return to Figure 1.16, page 116, which graphically relates the nation's
human resources classified as population, labor force, and households to some
of the natural resources and final products and total national output or Gross
National Product.

18.1 Study the data on Figure 1.16 and think about the inter relationship of
the nation's human resources, the natural resources, final products,
and total national output. What demands will be made on our natural
resources and labor force to satisfy these new and enlarged choices?

11....11. MMIPMIrall-Y .11 oolowa.o. woe

. aml..1111
=11MIIMIMIFWM =0111

,00. IMP111 111

rallraraoraralrall

18.2 Human resources are grouped as population, labor force, and house-
holds to facilitate our understandinr of the economy. As the labor
force undergoes cbange, what effect, if any, will this have on households?

11 MII1 ./
.ora 1 raMMYra.

y !no raraoralaMoolob ramMl

MIIIMMOOM..1raralo/ 4.011.ral Mrallmill.M.

1111.. .11 111111411101111i01=1, WWowigW,.///=a/M41.6

18. 3 If income continues to increase faster than population, what effect might
this have on the economic choice people make? For examp.:e, how will
the demand for food and clothing compare with the demand for auto-
mobiles, education, and recreation as well as other goods and services
purchased by the nation's households?
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: CAPITAL EQUIPMENT IS LIMITED AND CAN
BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

CONCEPTS: Capital equipment, productivity, change, limited !substitution
capital formation, constraint

SXILLS: Formulating and testing hypotheses
Interpreting and analyzing data

ATTITUDES: Understanding and appreciating the benefits and costs
of capital resources in the achievement of human
wants

GENERALIZATIONS: 1. Capital equipment is derived from natural and
human resoutces

2. Capital equipment includes those products of
labor and natural resources used in the produc-
tion of goods and services
The quantity and quality of capital equipment
influences the productivity of labor

4. Capital equipment requires the postponment
of consumption in the present to increase out-
put in the future unless there are idle resources
such as during a depression.

5. Capital is not a perfect substitute for the other
factors of production

3.

In rria&king prepcsaation for working with the Loncepts and understandings
about dapital equipment as a productive resource reread pages T-2-3
in the Teacher's Manual Section on The Economy's Productive
Resources--(Capital Equipment).
Examples of capital equipment are provided in the listing on page 165
of the Student Manual. To develop a working definition of the meaning
of capital equipment, the student is asked to study the items in the list
and identify common elements. We are looking for these kinds of
statements:

All of these things are man-made.

All of these things are man-made and result from. "znixing" ideas
and labor with natural resources.

All of these things are used to produce economic goods and services
and not for consumption themselves. They are goods to make other
goods, ror example, scientists using the researrl facilities at a
state agriculture college shown in the film, Iourum Standard of
Qualit develop a new variety of wheat used-inimaldng of macaroni
and ead flour.

Or, the steel mills, barges, research laboratories, and assembly
line shown in The Rouge are used to manufacture automobiles.

214

167

Iv
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: CAPITAL EQUIPMENT IS LIMITED AND CAN
BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

Or, elementary schools, high schools, colleges and vocational
technical schools produce educational services and contribute
importantly to upgrading the skills of our human resources who in
turn design and produce more and better machines, and tools.

An of these things wear out and in time have to be replaced.

Slides Nos, 800-807 annotated here illustrate recent additions to the
nation'S stock of capital equipment in the steel and petroleum industries.
These can be projected after students have made their entries Oh

I 67 question No. 1 (page 161) Twhich time information about each slide
Is shared and discussed with the class.

800 - Feeding a new steel furnace. Molten iron is being pured into
one of the three furnaces in the New Basic Oxygen Process shop
of the t.t. S. Steel which began initial operations in the Chicago
area in 1965. (Courtesy U. S. Steel)

801 - Construction in the Chicago area of the huge 84 inch hot itrip
mill for production of the lalgest weld free coils available any-
4/11ere.(U. S. Steel)

802 Here is the heartbeat of American industry--a large steel plant.
It is at Gary, Indiana, on Lake Michigan. The long boat is an
ore vessel. It has just brought a load of iron ore from Minnesota
down the Great Lakes. The five large machines behind the ore
vessel look something like giant grasshoppers or praying mantes.
They are unloading the iron ore. They dip down into the boat and
With a large "clam" bucket for a mouth they take a big bite of
ores They lift their "heads" and back up a short distance and
drop the ore into a pile. The machines keep bobbing up and down
until they unload the ore vessel.

The iron ore is to be made into iron in the blast furnaces. You
can see the tops of six blast furnaces in a row at the back of the
picture.

Behind the blast furnaces, the steel mill qtretches far out in
other buildings. There the iron which has been made in the blast
furnaces is changed into steel and the steel is shaped into various
products

At the very front of the picture are railroad tracks. Railroads
are important to steel mills. They bring coal and other supplies
and take away the steel products to manufacturers. There are
also many miles of railroads inside of a steel mill to transport
iron and steel between various buildings.

This plant is the Gary Steel Works of United States Steel
Corporation. It is one of the largest steel plants in America
and can produce more than seven-million tons of steel a year.
This is nearly one third as much steel as all the steel mills in

ter geeelinited Kingdom or West Germany can make annually.

Iv 115
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803 - Nighttime on Nevill Island. Maleic anyhydride plant of USS
chemicals, a division of U. S. Steel. Product is a raw material
for chemicals, paints and plastics. (U. S. Steel)

804 - Oleum refinery near San Francisco, supplies northern California
and the Pacific northwest (Courtesy Union Oil Co. of California).

805 - The world's first Unicracker is in Union Oil Company largest
refinery at Los Angeles. It produces 124 barrels of gasoline
from each 100 barrels of feed stock. (Union Oil Co. )

806 - Torrey Canyon, one of Union Oil's recently enlarged supertanker
unloading 870,000 barrels of Middle East crude oil at Los Angeles
Harbor. (Union Oil Co. )

804 - Union Oil Center, Los Angeles. (Union Oil Co. )

2. Here students revise their initial statements and make additions giving 167
supporting evidence from the slides, films, filmstrips, and readings
used previously in the unit. Encourage students to cite examples in the
local community.

3. Because of the operation of economic laws, the-1-e are limited possi- 167
bilities for substituting labor and land without experiencing sharply
rising costs. Therefore the question of whether a country has too
much or too little capital cannot he answered without considering the
availability of land and labor with which capital is combined.

4. The identification of common elements among the items listed in No. 1 168
provides a basis for labeling these things as CAPITAL EQUIPMENT,
and writing an explanation of what this means.

Try to time your period so, if possible, students write their explana-
tion for No. 4 in class.

Their statements should help you to determine whether or not they
need additional clarification.

NOTE: Do their statements indicate that they are beginning to under-
stand that those man-made aids used to produce goods and services
and to get those goods and services to the consumer (used here to
include households, other businesses, local, state and federal govern-
ments) are, in fact, capital equipment?

Have students look for illustrations and pictures of capital equipment
in current newspapers and magazines. Have the class classify them
by industry, i. e. , manufacturing, mining, agriculture, banking and
finance, transportation, communication, retail sales, etc.

A second basis for classification is to classify on basis of control/
ownership, that is, capital eqOpment owned by individuals (private

Iv
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BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

sector of the economy) and capital equipment in the public sector
(local, state, federal governments).

Private Sector Public Sector

factory buildings fire trucks
tools and machines in the factories public elementary and
tractors, combines, plows secondary sr:hools
oil drilling rigs state universities
oil refineries state colleges
banks state and federal capital
private schoLls and colleges buildings

post office

Student committees might arrange bulletin board displays to illustrate
these classifications.

168 5. Here we raise the question of 1.rhE we and the people of the other
nations want capital equipment-7--
Students have suggested these:
If capital equicrnent, Then--

man can produce more goods and services for each hour he
works

man can enjoy more leisure
man can produce more when at work and have time left over

to do other things
man can produce more with less drudgery
man can create more and different jobs
rilan can increase his output of more goods and services in

the future
man can increase or raise his standard of living
man can create new and different uses for natural and human

resources and for capital equipment

Another important Consideration is the enlargement of economic
choices which transcend leisure.

Space is provided for students to write their hypotheses. It is assumed
that when this is checked out in class discussion, students will write
their revisions and additional hypotheses in the space provided on
page 168.

More revisions and additional hypotheses may follow No. 5 after
their.selected pieces of data are analyzed and used to check the
hypotheses suggested in answer to No. 4.

217
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6. Five pieces of data are introduced here, Figures 1. 22, 1;23, 1.24,
1.25 and 1.26, to provide, selected data against which studettS are to
check their hypotheses in No. 5, and to add additional ones..

In using economic data of this kind, it is important that students learn
to read inteuret and formulate valid conclusions from the data.
Some will leap beyond the dats---7 .-75=-"-------Tsmay use on y parts ortre data
provided. Your awareness of student problems in using economic data
followed by appropriate questions and explanation can help students
develop bask skills. Note if students read the title of a set of data or
do they ignore the title and literally "grab" at isolated pieces of
unrelated data?

Do they "get their bearings" by determining what the vertical and hori-
zontal axis represent? Do they look for the period of time covered in

Reading and accurately interpreting these kind of data provide oppor-
tunity to develop and improve skills in analyzing economic data.

ANALYZING DATA

6.1 Figure No. 1.22 CAPITAL INVESTED PER PRODUCTION WORKER
IN MANUFACTURING

1. Range: $152, 600 in Petroleum to $5,900 per production worker in
the apparel industry.

2. Average per production worker in all manufacturing-423, 100.

An increase in the stock of capital makes it possible to increase output
per man hour without increasing the work load. Economists call this
productivity. For capitalto bring about greater productivity, there must
be an increase in the amount.of capital per worker or an improvement
in the quality of capital.
For workers this means higher wages, a shorter day, improved work-
ing conditions, and ultimately a rising level of living. The worker
has benefit of an enlargement of choices for more and different pro-
ducts produced by the economy.

Larger income for households means a greater demand for "more of
the same" or existing goods and services and in addition new and
different products that households are now able to buy with higher
incomes. More household spending units tend to move into the discre-
tionary spending group.

For the economy this means both a quantitative and qualitative change
in the nation's stock of capital equipment, rising income, rising
expenditure for consumer goods and services and a larger Gross
National Product as well as an increase in the GNP per worker.

6. 2 Figure 1.23Assets Per Farm Worker

According to these data, assets per farm worker increased from
$3, 314 per farm worker in 1940 to $27, 005 in 1964 or an eight fold
increase. 218

174-
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BASIC UNDERSTANDING: CAPITAL EQUIPMENT IS LIMITED AND CAN
BE USED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

Assets in capital equipment increased from $38 billion in'1940 to $176
billion ir 1964 or about a 4 2/3 fold increase.

The rapid rise in capital assets per farm worker is in large measure
the result of people leaving agriculture and thereby equipping better
those who remained.

The consequences of this impressive increase in capital equipment per
farm worker is evident in: a quantitative and qualitative change iii the
nation4s stock of capital equipment in agriculture, enormous increases
in productivity with the use of hybrid seed, chemical fertilizer, and: -
mechanization. The output per man hour has doubled since 1950. Also,
the movement of workers out of agriculture (See Figure 1.71--
trnploynlent Trends)--20 percent of the nation's labor fori2, a. 1940
wag employed in agriculture, an estimated 7 to 8 percent h 1960 and
moving toward 5 percent presently.

6.3 Capital like education is a key factor in explaining that labor is able
to enter the labor force later, produce more, and leave earlier, without
any loss in production.

Capital shortens the work week as Well as the number of years that
workers are employed.
Aii increase in capital makes it possible to increase output per man
hoUr without increasing the work load.
To achieve rising productivity there usually must be an increase in
capital per worker or new improved capital.

176 6.4 Figure 1.24--Growth in Output Per Worker

Figure 1.24 shows that in the eighty years, 1880-1960, there was a
five fold increase in productivity, that is, each worker in 1960 turned
out each hour he was at work five times the goods and services a
worker produced in 1880.

Figure 1,24 also shows that it is estimated each worker in the
Year 2000 will produce approximately two and one-quarter times the
goods and services a worker produced in 1960.

This increase in output per worker will be due to a number of factors
including rising capital investment in new and improved capital equip-
menttools, machines, structures; a more highly skilled labor force
Willing and able to use the new capital; increased specialization;
bu.sinessmen with the knowledge and willingness to organize productive
resources efficiently for production; effective and expanding demand;
and a favorable political and social climate.

For the economy this level of output will mean rising productivity at the
same time there is an impressive growth in the nation's population; a
larger Gross National Prdduct and GNP per worker; a shorter work
week, later entry of workers into the labor force and earlier exit with-
out loss in production. Qualitative changes in workers will be reflected
in the kinds of goods ancr serNM.ceEithey as members of households will
want as a result of greatly enlarged incomes.

s.-02Iv
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6.5 Figure 1.25--The Average Work Week

Reduction in the length of the work week from 70 hours in 1850 to 60
hours in 1900; 50 hours in 1920; 40 hours in 1950; to 38 in 1960.

In spite of impressive growth in the nation's population in this period,
the eccnomy not only increased the output of goods and services to feed,
clothe and house more and more people, but this was done with sub-
stantial reductions in the work week.

177

171

Factors that account for this include: an increase in the natioil's stock 172
of improved capital per worker with re sulting increased produc tivity.

6. 6 Figure 1.26--Pa:y for One Factory Hour of Work Buys 1178

Again, an increase in the capital available to workers with rising
productivity,
Expanding markets,
Rising level of living for more people.

NOTE: Per worker GNP is not the same as per person GNP. This
should reenforce the fact that the labor force is not the
population--an understanding developed in the preceding section
on human resources.

7. You might suggest that some students develop a visual aid--using this
as a means of presenting what they now perceive to be the benefits of
a large stock of capital equipment with reasons why the American people
value a large and improving stock of capital equipment.

FILM
RECOMMENDED

PRODUCTIVITY: KEY TO PLFINITY
22 min. B&W $4.55. Audio Visual Service,
University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois, or
University of Indiana, Bloomington, Indiana.

The film may be used prior to or immediately following the summary
statement (No. 7). If the film is used, the following questions should
be used for analysis of the additional data presented in the film:

Inferencing
Evidencing
Generalizing

The film presents the following data on sources of
energy and output per manhour in fifty year inter-
vals. Prior to student viewing of the film, have
students study these data and interpret what they
mean. Also, what inference.? can they make about
life in our country in this per a rf time? Then,
use the film to check out the a: .t ,cy of their
inferences and interpretation of the tiata.

220

172

173
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1850 1900 1950

Animal Powel 50% 30%+ . 2%
Muscle Power 20% 15% 2%

Machine Power 30% 50%+ 94%

After checking the initial interpretation of the data, and the accuracy
of inferences, have students reexamine their summary statement in
No. 7 and write a second version incorporating the new insights and
understandings developed from the analysis made of the data presented
in the film, Productivity: Key to Plenty.

NOTE Rising Productivity

Although more and better capital equipment has been a very important
factor in rising productivity, students should begin to identify in their
analysis of the data and in the use of capital equipment, i.e. , greater
specialization and division of labor, research, improved education
and health of workers, willingness of workers to luarn to use the new
tools, machines, and processes, improved means of transportation,
individuals willing to assume the risk of investing savings, talent, and
time to produce the new capital equipment, and/or to organize produc-
tive resources to produce a new good.

OPTIONAL BUT RECOMMENDED FOR STUDENT READING

Roger Burlingame's Machines That Built America (New York: New
*American Library of World Literature--A Signet Key Paperback,
501 Madison Avenue, 1955) provides excellent materials on inventors
whose inventions contributed so importantly to America's growth as
an industrial nation. As a minimum all students should read Chapter 4,
"Machines to Make Machines" (Eli Whitney); Chapter 6, "Wheat, "
(Cyrus McCormick); Chapter 12, "Finished Map," (Henry Ford).

FEacWat Built America can be ordered from Illini Union
Bookstore, 715 Wright ti-SeeT, Champaign, Illinois, 60j1 per copy,

CAPITAL ACCUMULATION: A NEVER ENDING JOB

179 Here we raise the very important question of how we acquired our
huge stock of capital.

Certainly, an important understanding for students to develop in their
study of capital's role in the economy is that we have been adding to
and improving our stock of capital since the earliest settlements in
colonial Virginla and New England. A society can add to its stock of
capital only if it produces more than it consumes, that is, if it saves.

IV
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The rate of saving from income differs from one society to another and
within a society it varies from time to time and group to group. In
some countries most of the national income has to be used to feed, cloth
and house the people. Another way of saying this is that in these
societies consumption is high and saving low. In more productive
societies there is less need to consume all that is produced so saving
increases. In a nation like the United States there is much less need
to consume all that is produced so somewhat larger amounts of
national income can be set aside for investment which in turn increases
the wealth of the nation.

179

8. In recent years there has been a dramatic trend away from investment 180
in structures meaning commercial and factory buildings which account
for a si/.. ller part of capital investment. Much earlier a similar devel-
opment began to take place in agriculture where less, not more, land

8.1 was required to produce a given output. As a result productive
resources were released from agriculture and moved into the chemical
fertilizer industry, research, development, and agricultural education,

8.2 insecticides, etc. This technical revolution in agriculture reversed
the relative positions of land, structures, and equipment between 1930-
65.

8.3 An equally significant shift has occurred in the manufacturing industries.
This trend is exerting an influence on the kinds and quantities of
resources demanded. Businesses such as the building trade industry
are likely to be hurt by this development whereas producers of computer
communication and other equipment which permit us to get greater use
out of buildings are likely to benefit.

9. Three readings on capital formation are provided here for student rea
to consider how an industrialized society acquires capital--in this case
the steel industry and Henry Ford "plowing back" earnings in the early
development of the Ford Motor Company. The third deals with capital
formation in a fishing village. It might be West Africa or any other
subsistence economy.

Capital formation depends on individuals somewhere in the economy who
ate willing and able to forego consumption in the present ant: make
their savings available to another individual (business firms) who in
turn use these savings to improve and increase the economy's stock of
capital equipment. Capital formation, then, involves postponment of
consumption of some consumer goods in the present unless resources
ate idle because of a depression or recession. Thus the real cost of
capital formation is the sacrifice in the present or the postponment of
the enjoyment that one might otherwise have had. But the sacrifice is
a temporary one. Indeed, the economic cost of anything is what one
has to give up to obtain it which also includes leisure.

Given the new capital good, the economy is now able to produce more
consumer non-durable and durable goods and services than it could if
consumers had not been willing to forego consumption and make their

22g-
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savings available for the production of the new improved .Capital. And,
the increase in output is not for one year but for year after year until
the capital good wears out and has to be replaced. With the resulting
increased income, people can have bath more consumption goods and
capital. goods.

Certainly, capital formation is a far more complex process than this
brief statement suggests. However, the concept is introduced in the
materials at this point since it is so important to any consideration of
capital equipment as an economic resource in our own and in all'other
economies. The ever present econoinic problem of CONSTRAINT
should be obvious and here students add another dimension to their
understanding of the universality of constraint in economics. Subse-
quent Work with the materials in CoUrses II and III will develop this
concept further.

9. 1 sale 01 stocks (preferred and common) carry ownership rights (return:
dividend),

sale of bonds (loan) do not carry ownership rights (return: interest),
profits,
borrowing from banks.

Henry Ford: profits plowed back for further capital formation

gartr All successful businessmen at some time use profits-earnings
as a source of capital funds to accumulate more capital equip-
knent. Large corporations retain a portion of their earnings
fo* this purpose instead of paying all in dividends to stock-
holders. As the assets or capital equipment of a firm increase,
stockholders' shares increase in value.

9. 3 The secpnd group of fishermen accumulated a sur lus of fish and then
invested it in a capital good (the net) with which t ey were able to
increase their productivity.

Alsoi this illustration points up another very important principle,
namelyi the direct method of producing a product is usually the least
efficient. The least efficient way to catch a fish is to dive in after itl

So man, including the fishermen in the story, soon learned that the
direct method of production can be improved upon by using time-
consuming indirect methods--in this case using time which was avail-
able only after a surplus of fish had been caught to provide for the
family's food during those days that it took to innovate and create a
capital good (the net).

10. Ideas and insights to look for in student responses to these questions:

10. 1 A nation's human resources create capital goods by "mixing" their
ideas and labor *ith the nation's natural resources to create/produce
capital goods, I. e. , tools, machines, factory buildings, locomotives,
etcb
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Our accumulation of capital equipment represents the ideas Of our labor
force, managerial personnel, natural resources, invested sayings,
and technology.

The nation's stock of capital equipment at any given time depends on the
accumulation of capital goods in the past (replacement with new and
improved capital goods goes on continuously), invention, and technology.

Are students able to identify the necessary conditions in this simple
illustration of a fishing village and apply them to the creation of capital
goods. in the economy today?

10.2 To increase its stock of capital equipment, a nation's people must be 186
willing to save--to be willing to defer, postpone present consumption
for future consumption.

10.3 Our nation improves the quality of its capital equipment by: 186

investing in research and education;
finding better ways of getting the most out of the nation's resources;

our willingness to hold down current consumption to achieve greater
productive capacity in the future;

by improving the quality (education, skill, health) of our nation's
human resources so they can use the new capital equipment and pro-
cesses with maximum efficiency which in turn contributes to rising
productivity, increased income, increased saving, increased
investment--capital formation;
our willingness to continue to make capital available and use it
productively;
our willingness to properly reward the owners and users of capital
equipment so they are motivated to use it productively and efficiently.
When workers use a given amount of capital more efficiently this
has the same effect as if the stock of capital were increased.

11. Here we introduce data using selected slides showing the construction 186
of a power project in a labor intensive economy in contrast to the capital
intensive American economy.

Project the slides without telling students the country or information
about each of the scenes shown on tile slides. Let them look and make
their inferences writing these on page 186-7 in their manual. On
completion of their inferences, share with them the information about
each of the slides and proceed with 11.1 and 11.2 187

PROJECT
SLIDES

Slide No. 674: Men and women workers at Sharavathi
Hydroelectric Project in Mysore State climb bamboo
scaffolding carrying heavy loads on their heads.
Sharavathi is the largest of 28 power projects being
constructed in India with assistance from the United
States--completion of this project will mean an increase
of about 15% to the present installed capacity of power
production in India.

224
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Slide NI. 676: A view of the mammoth Nagarjunasagar
dam under construction in Andhra Pradash.

Slide No. 677: Most of the work on big projects is still
done by hand labor in India. This slide shows laborers
carrying heavy stones chained to bamboos at the site of
the Sharavathi Dam in Mysore State. Sharavathi Dam
ia one of the many U. S. assisted irrigation and hydro-
electric projects in India.

Slide No. 678: Much of the work on huge multipurpose
projects now under construction in India is still done by
hand labor. This slide shows a close-up of an Indian
laborer carrying a tray full of concrete.

Inferences made by students:

- most of the people farm
- many people don't have enough food, shelter, clothing
- the country is trying to industrialize
- there is low productivity in agriculture with few if any surpluses
- people are poor

thefe are many illiterate people
- there is a simple technologypeople work with simple tools such

as walking plows, hand tools
- there is a small stock of capital equipment
- muscle and animal power are tke main sources of power
- low standard of living
- many human resources (people) and the country depends on them

4nstAid of on machines to get work done
- low productivity per worker, low income, little saving, low invest-

ment in capital equipment
- little change
- things are done according to custom and tradition

187 11.1 Dame can be built in different ways--with large amounts of capital
equipment, with large amounts of hand labor, or with some combina-
tion of capital equipment and human resources. What combination is
used will depend on the quantity and quality of available resources.

In this case, India has many human resources relative to capital
equipment so it uses those resources that it has the most ofhuman
laborthereby providing employment and saving its hard currency
(rupees) to buy those machines ot which it has greatest need in develop-
ing a modern industrialized nation. By using human labor it conserves
those resources that are in shortest supply, that is, capital equipment.

187 11.2 - unemployment
- problems of housing, feeding, and mounting criticism of govern-

ment: possibly food riots and demonstrations

Iv
or" .. ..
Arhe
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training programs to prepare workers to operate and service the new 187
machines
organize resources to provide and maintain a steady flow of oil,
lubricants, power to operate the new machines
build and maintain transportation and communication facilities to
assure a steady flow of raw materials and equipment

These are some of the consequences, or the price a people must be
prepared to pay. In this case the social costs are high as they always
are when the goal is rapid economic development. Note the many
different kinds of constraint that would follow any massive introduction
and use of capital equipment to build the dam. Complex social,
economic, and political relationships, rooted in the culture, would be
altered and adjustments would have to be worked out. Another way of
saying this is that resources are not perfect substitutes for one
another. Here, capital is not a perfect substitute for men and women
dragging stones and carrying trays of mortar up bamboo ramps as
shown in the visual data. The real cost of economic development is
constant, never-ending social change.

12. Automation: A Blessing or a Threat. 188

Here we consider technological change in our own country. Two views
are presented in the short readings, "Automation: Threat and
Promise" and "Who's Afraid of Automation. "

For your information and preparation, we are including here a provo-
cative discussion of automation by a well known economist, Gardner
Ackley, currently on leave from the Department of Economics, Univer-
sity of Michigan, to serve on the President's Council of Economic
Advisers. Although the article was written in 1964 when six years of
continuing unemployment posed distressing problems and raised many
questions about technological unemployment, we include it here believ-
ing you will find it most instructive and useful to prepare to discuss
the problems and benefits of automation. Students with the aid of
readings, and class discussion of the questions raised, should begin to
develop some historical perspective on technological change, how it is
related to the goals and values of a society, what it requires of a
nation's productive resources, and the consequences for the individual
and the economy

2241:.
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OPTIONAL:

The film, American Business System: The Nation's Resources might
be used for class viewing at this point. It has been preparec 11-1Y noted
economic educators and the understandings developed in these instruc-
tional materials are illustrated, in part, in the film. The inter-
relations of the economy's natural and human resources (labor and
managerial personnel) and man-made resources are shown.

IV
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American Business System: The Nation's Resources. 30 min.
B&W $3765. Visual Aids Service, University of Illinois,
Champaign, Illinois.

The film presents the nation's wealth in terms of its productive
resources. The nation's natural resources (soil, forests, water-
ways, minerals), the nation's human resources (size in terms of
the Total Labor Force and Civilian Labor Force, mobility,
education, earning capacity, and productivity), and our stock of
capital equipment in machines, tools, factories, sources of energy,
transportation and communication are reviewed.

In making your preparation, should you use the film, it is suggested
that you reread Basic Understandings, pages xi-xiii, Choice Making
and Economic Systems pages v-viii.

2. In lieu of class discussion following the film viewing, students meeting
in small groups might prepare a summary statement about the nature
and importance of a nation's resources.

This should be thoughtfully prepared hence theAmportance of having
students share information and ideas before-any writing is done. This
may take half a period of discussion with the writing done individually
as a homework assignment. These, then, become the basis for pre-
paring the final group report.

3. Why not have students think about and reflect on the resources of their
state? Local community? Their school? What relationships do they
perceive as existing among the resources of the school, local community,
state, and the nation's economy?

THE PARTS ARE NOT THE WHOLE: THE BUILDING OF AN ECONOMIC
SYSTEM

It is the purpose of this final summary section to pose several depth
questions which should enable the student to tie together the basic concepts
and understandings that have been examined separately under natural, human,
and capital resources in these materials. And, even more irnportant,to per-
ceive the interrelationships among the parts which when combined are the
economic system. This represents the beginning of understanding
ECONOMICS FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF A SYSTEM, wherein each com-
ponent is interrelated with each other. Underlying all of these concepts
and interrelationships is the rationale that economic development is
essentially a qualitative not a quantitative process. People and nations
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don't sacrifice and struggle merely for more of the :Jame gu, Out for new
and improved choices as to economic go...is and goals. The reason for this
is that there are grave limitations as to the amount of satisfaction people
can derive from single goods which they have used in the past. Thus the
more dynamic and productive a society is the greater will be the emphasis
placed on variety and quality.

The whole purpose or rationale of economic development whether
viewed from the 'standpoint of the individual or the nation is to enlarge
economic choice. The new and enlarged choices will depend, in large
measure., on the values operative in the individual and society. About all
we can be certain about is that these values will change in response to the
changing structure and needs of society.

Few people understand the complexity of a modern economic system.
For example, the Soviet Economy is now producing in excess of twenty
million different goods and services each of which must be related to all
other goods, such as the quantity of steel must be consistent with the
amount-of coal and other raw materials used in its production whether it is
supplied by a private enterprise system or central planning. The same is
true not only of final goods but of human and natural resources. It is
estimated that in the case of the Soviet Union the economic interrelation-
ships among industrial goods now exceed the figure four quadrillion.

In view of such complexity which escalates when we begin to introduce
the non-economic aspects or features of a system, we are forced to single
out very basic concepts and forces operative in the economic system
rather than to attempt to understand it as an economic or cultural whole.

The concepts that have been introduced and examined in these materials
should provide a foundation for understanding the economic side of our
lives as an integral whole and not as separate and seemingly unrelated
human activities--in other words, from the standpoint of a SYSTEM.

The materials have emphasized economic activity, whether in the
African fishing village or in industrialized Detroit, as having certain things
in common despite the enormous difference in value systems. First and
foremost is ECONOMIC CONSTRAINT. Hard choices are necessary in
Detroit as well as in Africa

Important, too, is the high degree of interdependence among the human
and other resources used in the production of both fish and cars. It's
fish that determine the nets and the boats and the location of the population
along the river banks. Similarly, it's the cars that have helped shape
urbanized and industrialized America with its factories, technology, high-
ways, filling stations, drive-in restaurants and movies, air pollution, and
sprawling suburbia. If the car has done anything it has enlarged choices
particularly with respect to where one can work.

Implicit, then, in the choice is the means, used to materialize or
supply that choice. The more sophisticated the want the greater will be
the complexity and number of interrelationships among the means employed
to satisfy that want.

Iv
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When we study other cultural areas including Western Europe, Sub-
Saharan Africa, the Soviet Union, India and Japan in Courses II and III,
students should be better able to understand the economic side of life in
these different cultural areas in time and place.

The immediate economic constraints such as the kind and quality of
land and other natural resources, the skills and technology of the people,
their cultural values as to what is worth and not worth doing will help us
understand why most of the economic activity is directed toward the supply-
ing of fish instead of cars.

Whether the economy is complex involving the provisioning of millions
of products, or simple as in the case of the fishing village, the basic
interrelationships and constraints are present.

Figure 1.16, page 116, is a pyramid chart that helps to explain the
basic interrelationships which make up our economic system and which may
provide insights as to how the American economic system changes over
time. In subsequent materials cm other cultural areas students might try
to visualize a pyramid which would more actually depict the structure and
operation of the economy of a particular culture. At the base, the major
natural resources may be very different from those in our own American
economy. Similarly, differences may obtain among the human resources,
the final products people demand, and in the size of the Gross National
Product produced.

At the base are shown some of the basic resources from which producer
and consumer goods are made. Directly above on the pyramid are the human
resources classified as population, labor force, and households. The prin-
cipal function of the human resources, as has been emphasized in the previous
section of these materials, is to combine these natural resources to make
the final products demanded by the society. Here we are concerned with the
roles of workers, entrepreneurs, financiers, and even families. Two of
the final products which account for a large part of our total economic
activity are shown directly above the human resources. When we combine
the millions of final goods in different shapes, styles, sizes, models, colors,
and location we have a total value of the economic activity of the society.
Economists call this the Gross National Product which is the money value
of all the final goods and services produced in a given year. It has been
estimated that the GNP per worker will reach the value of $15, 500 by the
Year 2000. On the basis of the readings and the data provided in these
instructional materials, the student should try to visualize the composition
of this pyramid, that is, the natural resources, human resources, and
final products that will comprise this total GNP of $15, 500 per worker_ in
the Year 2000.

Since this is a finalizing summary for the study of the unit, Economics:
Choice Making., it is recommended that students make very thouFirri
paration of the questions that are provided and that time be provided for dis-
cussion of each of the ten questions. This should properly take several
days with preparation of two or three questions assigned for each day's
preparation. There is much to be gained from having students prepare their
written answer individually in class prior to class discussion of same. A

230
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full page is provided for each question, so students have ample space to
develop extended answers with evidence and appropriate examples to support
their position. Understandings students should begin to bring to these
summary questions are suggested here. In the discussion, you will have
opportunity to help students sharpen and deepen their understanding of the
interrelationships involved.

Question 13._1: This question should enable the teacher to test the student's
understanding of economic change. What is involved in arriving at an
output of $15, 500 of final products by the Year 2000? What happens to
the worker (the human resources); to the instruments of production
(capital); to the natural resources re quired to produce this greatly
enlarged output? In understanding these changes, we can answer the
question whether people will want merely more of the same goods that
are produced today or will they want new goods and services as well
as goals?

The: cost that the society must pay to produce this enlarged output is
to make fundamental changes in both its human resources and the use
of its natural resources. People will need to be prepared to do
different things and do them differently. An enlarged output entails a
more productive people. This means a better educated and motivated
labor force using new and improved technology (capital goods) which
in turn will make different demands upon the nation's non-human
resources. Nor is this the end of the story. A better educated and
motivated people using more sophisticated capital will not be satisfied,
nor should they be, with the production of more of the same goods.

Question 13. 2: Here we are concerned with what s ecific changes will take
place as a consequence of a better educated peop e using more sophisti-
cated and complex means of production that are likely to take place.
For example, education itself. The derrand for educational facilities
is likely to increase at a faster rate than income during this period to
the Year 2000. In contrast, the relative demand for food, basic
wearing apparel, perhaps even housing may increase less rapidly than
income during the period to the Year 2000. The result will be basic
structural changes not may in the kind of things households will
demand but also in the resources and the means of production used to
satisfy them.

Questions 13. 3 & 13. 4: Greatly enlarged income in the Year 2000 implies
a more productive work force. Capital is a principal factor in deter-
mining the productivity of the labor force. We can expect that not only
will more capital be used but the kind and quality of the capital itself
will undergo constant change throughout this period to the Year 2000.
The particular changes will be largely determined by the goods and
services people want. It's in the choice of final product that the means
(capital) is determined.

2.31
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Questions 13. 5 & 13. 6 & 13.7: The important point here is that we will not
be using more of the same kind of labor but that the labor force will
undergo a qualitative change in the process of arriving at this greatly
enlarged income in Year 2000. And, in turn, these changes in the
workers and their families will be reflected in the kinds of goods and
services they will want as a result of this greatly enlarged income.
Also, the qualitative change in the labor force making it more produc-
tive will permit a later entry and earlier exit from the labor force as
well as a shorter work week wii:hout a loss in production.

Question .13. 8: Here we attempt to test the students' understanding of the
re ationship between the labor force and the household in determining
what goods and services will be provided in the future. As the worker
is better educated and paid this will be reflected in fundamental
material and service wants in his own household.

Question 13.9: Concerns the economic impact of unequal rates of population
change. For example, if fertility rates are high at the presentthere
id a baby boom--this will be reflected in the Year 2000 not for, child
needs but for Americans forty years of age--for cars, three dimension
television, new and improved housing, recreational facilities. Unlike
other econorn"c phenomena, we must be prepared to consider a lag (a
delayed impact) up to seventy years when dealing with population.

Question 13. 10 a, ba_c: Stresses the close relationship between natural
resources and-final products. While it is true that in our choice of
final products the means is largely determined, it is also true that the
availability or scarcity of natural resources help determine what final
products people will demand. It is no accident that fish loom large
in the life of the African fishing village and that cars are considered
essential by Americans. It's the difference between wishing and
wanting. In economics, a peoples' choice is obviously constrained
by the availability of the materials to satisfy that choice. A change in
resource availabilities may reflect itself in a shift to different wants
which in turn will make different demands on the natural and human
resources of the society.

Filmstrip: The Next Twenty Years, The New York Times, May 1966,
might be used7cireTstM.--i ave completed their development and
class discussion of the preceding ten questions. Scientists,
Demographers and Economists present a preview of life in 1980.

Two things are characteristic of our
age. . . . The conscious appreciation
of natural beauty, and the rapidity
with which natural beauty is being
destroyed. --G. M. Trevelyan, 1959.

A1.01.1111111111111111111.

The most valuable thing we can transmit to
I the next generation is technological knowhow.

Rai R
5, 1411",
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WHAT IS CAPITAL EQUIPMENT?

locomotives stores banks
oil derricks tractors elementary schools
dynamos combines bulldozers
state capitol buildings docks shovels
warehouses colleges city hall
air terminals highways cranes
telephone exchange power plant fire trucks
truck terminals factories high schools
office buildings power lines steel mills
research laboratories hospitals plows
post offices pipe lines
freight cars tools
oil tankers barges

1. All oi the things listed in the three columns above are similar having certain
things in common. Study the entries and state what these things have in
common.

Statement 1. 1

tw.

Statement 1. 2

=o11.1NM.....

1
Statement 1. 3

=1111

2. Your teacher help you check your statements. Write your revised state-
ments below.

3. What is the relationship between capital goods and the other factors of produc .
tion, that is, land and labor?
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4. Now you should be able to explain what we mean by capital equipment. Write
your explanation here.

5 Turn to the lists of capital equipment in No. 1. Have you wondered why we
Americans, and many other people, want capital equipment? Think about this
question and then write your "hunches" as tentative hypothesesIf, capital
equipment, Then

Hypothesis 1:

Hypothe s is 2:

Hypothesis 3:

Enter here revisions you wish to make following class discussion of hypotheses
suggested by your classmates.
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6. Now you'll check your hypotheses using several different sets of data on the
American economy in Figures

In the space provided for questions on each set of data, write your statements
that accurately interpret the data.

6. 1 Figure 1. 22 --CAPITAL INVESTED PER EMPLOYEE IN MANUFACTURING
What, according to these data, is the range of capital invested per employee
in all manufacturing enterprises, that is, what industry has the largest amount
of capital invested per employee? What manufacturing enterprise has the
lowest capital invested per employee?

What is the average capital invested per employee in all manufacturing enter-
prises shown on Figure 1.22?

What is the importance of this capital invested per employee for:
The workers in manufacturing:

The communities in which they live:

The economy:
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6. 2 Figure 1. 23--ASSETS PER FARM WORKER.

What, according to these data, happened to assets per farm worker in the
United States in the period, 1940-64?

What happened to the nation's stock of capital equipment used in agriculture in
the period, 1940-64?

What is the importance of this capital investment in equipment for:

farmers:

employment in agriculture:

41/.1

the economy:

=11

1
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6. 3 Given the data on Figures 1.22 and 1.23 and your interpretation of these
data, what generalizations can you make about capital equipment in manufac-
turing and agriculture in the American economy? Try to formulate accurate,
clearly worded statements.

6. 4 Figure 1. 24 --GROWTH IN OUTPUT PER WORKER

What do these data tell you about the output per worker for 1960 as compared
with 1880?

What do these data tell you about the projected output per worker for the
Year 2000 as compared with 1960?

What is the significance of the projected output for the Year 2000 for:

Members of the labor force:

The economy:

6. 5 Figure 1. Z5 --THE AVERAGE WORK WEEK

What happened to the work week in the period, 1850-1960?

How long did it take to get a 60 hour work week? ; A 50 hour work
week? ; A 40 hour work week?

236
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What was happening to the nation's population during the period, 18504960?
(See Table 1. 8, page 1191

How do you explain the reduction in the work week when actually much more
was demanded of the economy to feed, house, and clothe the nation's growing
population?

What is the importance of these reductions in the work week for:

Members of the labor force:

The nation:

6. 6 Figure 1. 26 --PAY FOR ONE FACTORY HOUR OF WORK BUYS

How do you account for the increased amounts of food that a factory worker
was able to buy for each hour of work in 1931, 1941, and 1961?

What is the importance for:
Workers:

The Economy:

r37
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7. Reexamine the entries you have made to questions in which you have been
analyzing important data about the American economy. If you have any
unanswered questions, be sure to check them out and correct the statements,
you have written for all the questions on the data. Now you should be ready to
discuss this statement with many important reasons. Try to limit your essay
to 200 words.

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WANT MORE AND BETTER CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
BECAUSE--

238
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FIGURE 1. 22
CAPITAL INVESTED PER PROauCTION WORKER IN MANUFACTURING

Thousands of Dollars
1964
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ASSETS PER FARM WORKER

YEAR

940

1945

950

954

959

960

961

962

963

964

U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1964

TOTAL

$ 3, 413
6, 625

9, 448

13, 162

20, 168

21, 079

22, 043

23, 478

25, 239

27, 005

Production Assets Used in Agriculture
1940-1964 Current Price

Tr41.1

Farm Real Machinery and
Year Estate Livestock Other Motor

Vehicles
Other Total

Billion Billion
Dollars Dollars

940 28. 1 5. 1

945 45. 6 9. 0

950 64. 6 2. 4

954 82. 9 I. 5

959 10. 3 7. 3

960 16. 0 5. 2

961 17. 5 5. 5

962 23. 5 6. 4

963 28. 8 7. 2

964 36. 4 5. 7

U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1964.
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FIGURE 1. 26

PAY FOR ONE FACTORY HOUR OF WORK BUYS

FOOD

Round Steak
Round Steak
Round Steak

Bacon
Bacon

Bacon

Milk
MHk
Milk

Oranges
Oranges
Oranges

YEAR

1961

1941

1931

or

1961

1941

1931

or

i961

1941

1931

or

1961

1941

1931

U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1962.

4 3

AMOUNT

2.2 pounds
1. 9 pounds
1.4 pounds

3.3 pounds
2.1 pounds
1. 4 pounds

17.8 pints
10.6 pints
8.0 pints

3 dozen
1.3 dozen
1.5 dozen

Tr 41.3

Tr. 41, 2
SSCSC I(or
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CAPITAL ACCUMULATION: A NEVER ENDING JOB

We have seen in the preceding section that capital is not money but things--
dissimilar things--such as tractors, combines, 1.ocomotives, factory buildings,
power plants, hospitals, school buildings, research laboratories, tools and
machines and all the other capital equipment used to produce goods and services.
Perhaps the simplest way to define what we mean by capital is goods to make other
goods. Although capital is not money, money is a convenient way of adding up the
worth of the hundreds of thousands of qualitatively different things which we call
capital. An estimate given in 1964 for our nation's stock of non-farm capital equip-
ment was $725 billion.

How do you think we got this stock of capital? Much of it was saved in the past
in order to provide those of us living today greatly enlarged choices and goals. But
this is only part of the story. Much of our capital must come from current produc-
tion. In the reading, "A Company Generates Its Capital Funds, " the Ford Motor
Company "plowed back" parts of its earnings or profits as capital. In the African
fishing village part of the catch was sold to provide new nets and fishing equipment.

We should try to view capital not as a stock or a "fixed tool box" which will
forever supply a population with its economic needs. Instead, capital must be
viewed as a flow--an expanding tool chest that must keep abreast of a growing popu-
lation and rapidly expanding expectations. We have learned that people with rising
incomes want new or improved goods and services, not merely more of the same.

The mathematics of this is simple. There are more people living today in the
world than have lived and died since the beginning of time. In the United States
since 1776, one hundred and seventy-six million people have lived and died. Yet,
today, there are over two hundred million people living in our country. Another
way of saying this is that there are twenty-four million more people living today
than have ever lived in the entire history of our country.

Suppose that every single one of the 176 million Americans who have lived and
died during the past 191 years did his part of postponing consumption (saving) so
that our capital stock could be enlarged. Would this be adequate for a population of
200 million people living at the same time in 1967? The answer is NO! Not only
will the population continue to grow by the secondone child every eight and a half
seconds--but the expectations of Americans for improved goods and services will
grow even faster. To achieve these wants, Americans have no choice but to continue
to enlarge and improve their stock of capital. Capital while dependent, in part, on
the sacrifices of the past must also flow from current sacrifices and output. It is,
indeed, a never ending job.

In the preceding sections on consumer goods, population, and the labor force,
we observed that not only did growth take place in the quantity of consumer goods
and in the number of people and laborers, but important sualitative changes took
place, also. The economists often refer to these as the changing composition of the
population, the labor force, and consumption goods. The same is true of capital
goods. Capital growth means more than merely increasing the number of tractors,
locomotives, and factories. It involves important changes in the kind and the
quantities of capital equip-nent.

g44:
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CAPITAL ACCUMULA _LION: A NEVER ENDING JOB

TABLE 1.15
STRUCTURES AND DURABLE EQUIPMENT

(Billions of Dollars)

Year Structures Durable Equipment Total

1960 18. 1 30. 3 48. 4

1961 18. 4 38. 6 47. 0

1962 19. 2 32. 5 51. 7

1963 19. 7 34. 6 54, 3

1964 21. 1 39. 4 60. 5

1965 24. 3 45. 5 69. 8

Source: Economic Report of the President, January 1966.

8.1 Examine the data on Table 1.15 --Structure and Capital Equipment. What do
these data tell you about what has been happening in recent years to the compo-
sition of investment in structures and capital equipment? What reasons can
you give ?

8. 2 Which industries do you think will be most affected by this trend in the composi-
tion of investment?

4 5
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CAPITAL ACCUMULATION: A NEVER ENDING JOB

8.3 What impact will this chang:.! in the composition of investment have on the
pattern of employment? That is, what skills and occupations are likely to be
helped or hurt?

9. Turn now to the three readings that follow: "Capital Equipment in the Steel
Industry," "A Company Generates Its Capital Fund:3" and "Where the Fishing
Village Gets Its Capital Funds, " for information on how a highly industrialized
society and a fishing village get and increase their stock of capital equipment.

1..11.1.1.

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY

An important development in the manufacture of steel in recent years has been
the oxygen steelmaking processes, which produce heats of steel faster than the open
hearth method. Late in 1965, a new three furnace Basic Oxygen Process shop
started operation in the Chicago area. This unit can produce substantially more
tonnage than the 17 open hearth furnaces that it replaces. Approximately 8 million
tons of steel were made by such furnaces in 1963, compared with a little less than
5.6 million tons the previous year.

All of this requires massive equipment and tremendous sums of money. Capital
equipment in the steel, petroleum, aluminum, chemical, automotive, farm machin-
ery, and power industries requires large investment in plants, tools, and machines.

The investment per worker in manufacturing industries in the United States
today is approximately $20, 000. Since this is the average per worker investment in
all manufacturing enterprises, there are some such as the petroleum, chemical and
aircraft where the investment per worker is much larger.

Let's take a look at the steel industry, a heavy industry that has played and
continues to play an important part in the nation's economic growth and one on which
many other industries including the automobile, construction and appliance industries
depend. The United States has the largest steel industry in the world, producing
about 30 percent of all the steel made in the world.

Big equipment and investment are required in the production of steel. Eighty-
four companies are producers of both steel ingots and finished steel. The remaining
companies are producers of pig iron or carry out only the different steel finishing
ope rat ions.

246
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Capital Equipment in the Steel Industry

Over a million men and women own shares of stock in the nation's steel

industry. Altogether nearly 12.5 million Americans are investors in America's

corporate enterprises that make steel, Another 100 million are indirect investors

as owners of insurance policies, savings bank accounts, shares in mutual funds,

or by participating in pension plans, since part of these funds are invested in stock

in the steel companies. We call this invested money "capital." When a steel
company spends the money for a new mill or laboratory it is translating the money

into capital equipment or fixed capital assets. These assets are owivld by the stock-

holders who expect a return on their invested money.In the decade beginning in 1950, steel making companies expanded their
capacity nearly 50%--to nearly 150 million tons annually. During the same period

the steel industry's total assets rose from $7.0 billion to $15.7 billion.In the early years of our nation's ind-Astrial development, factories were often

built and equipped by one or two individuals. In time, machines became larger,

more complicated, and costly. Money (capital) to build the new mills and factory

buildings and to buy the new tools and machines (capital equipment) had to be sought

from many sources. One of the important sources is the savings of the individual

investor. The corporation gains permanent use of the capital funds it secures by

offering stock for sale. But every stockholder has a right to sell his share to

another person. Owning a share of stock is like owning your bicycle or transistor,

Its yours until you sell or dispose of it. But unlike your bicycle, stock in a corpora-

tion makes its owner an interested part-owner of the company. It may yield in the

form of dividends and an increase in value with the years. By buying stock with

some of their savings, millions of Americans have become part owners and partici-

pating investors in the production of tools, machines and other capital equipment

to increase our capacity to produce more steel.
Another source of capital is profit, a part of which may be retained and rein-

vested in the company. In the steel industry, about 50 percent of the profit earned

since 1950 has been paid out as dividends to the stockholders of the different
companies in the steel industry leaving the other 50 percent available for moderniz-

ing and adding to the industry's stock of capital equipment.A third source of new capital funds is borrowing by issuing bonds. A

corporate bond is a written promise to repay a specified sum of money at a fixed

date in the future. Interest is paid at a fixed rate on specified dates usually every

six months.

Money outlays required for new capital equipment grow larger year by year

to keep pace with technological development. In 1950-59, the steel industry
required $4.3 billion of new capital funds, including long term borrowing. Part

of this had to be used to replace worn out furnaces, mills and other capital equip-

ment used in the making of steel. The remainder was used to finance new improved
steel-making capital equipment.

All businesses produce goods and services for which there is demand in our

own and in other countries. To meet the demand of consumers for more and better
goods and services requires a continuing flow of large sums of investment capital.

The steel industry is one of many American industries where money is at work in

the form of capital equipment.

24".
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'Company Generates Its Capital Funds

WHERE THE FISHING VILLAGE GETS ITS CAPITAL

In contrast to economic activity in a highly industrial society, here we have a
scription of the economic life of a fishing village. In common with the industrial-
ozi society described in the readings on the steel and automobile industries, we find
ital, motivation, and education playing important roles in the economic life of
fishing village. The men in this particular village are fishermen who stand in
water day after day catching fish with their hands. By working 14 hours each

y they and the other men of the village are able to catch just enough fish to feed
'rnselves and their families. In time they become more skilled and now catch
. same amount of fish in 12 hours a day. Some of the fishermen now work 12
urs and rest the other two hours. The others continue to work 14 hours and catch
ore fish than they need to feed themselves and their families. They take their
ily surplus catch of fish and put these aside. Now they can stop fishing for several
ys and spend their time making nets. Using the net he has produced, each of the
herrnen finds to his surprise that he catches all the fish he and his family needs
6 hours. How might these fishermen use the extra hours? What difference would
make for them? For their village?

(continued)
'-

Can you list the different ways in which the steel companies get and increase
their stock of capital equipment?

248
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9.2 How did Henry Ford get and increase his stock of capital equipment to build
Model T cars?

9.3 Contrast and compare the role of capital in the steel and automobile indust:!ies
with the fishing village. That is, (a) sources of capital, (b) amount and kir.d
of capital, and (c) the impact of capital in enlarging economic choices for the
firms and for the village or for industry and for the fishing village.

249
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10. What can you say now in answer to these questions?

lf 1 How does the nation get cb.pital equipment to produce goods and services?

10.2 How does our country increase its stock of capital equipment?

10. 3 How does our country improve the quality of its stock of capital
equipment?

11. Your teacher will show you several slides. Look at these scenes carefully
and make as many inferences as you can about the country where this structure
(a dam) is being built. Write your inferences below.

1'50 (continue on next page)
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11..1 Why is this structure being built in this way?

11. 2 Now, suppose electrically operated cranes and other power driven con-
struction tools and machines were used to build the dam. What would
happen? Why?
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12. Two views on automation are presented in "Automation: Threat and Promise"
and "Who's Afraid of Automation." Read the statements and then prepare
your answers to these questions for class discussion.

12.1 What do the authors consider to be the:

Bright Side of Automation Dark Side of Automation

12. 2 According to the authors, in what industries are workers being displaced
by automated machines? What specific jobs are involved?

Industries Jobs
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12. 3 What relation do you see between automation and the occupational distri.
bution projections for the labor force in 1975 as shown on Table 1. 14,
page 160 ?

M omorm.....m."..

_

12. 4 What are the implications of these trends for you and all other teenagers
in the U. S. A. today? Note here the points that you will develop in class
discussion.
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_go

12. 5 What does this cartoon mean to you?
Submit in writing, here, your program
of action or recommendations for
solving the modern problem that is
represented in the cartoon?

t54
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THE PARTS ARE NOT THE WHOLE: THE BUILDING OF AN ECONOMIC SYSTEM

Economists estimate that each American worker will be producing $15, 500 of
final products in the Year 2000.

,3.1 What will this $15, 500 of goods consist of--more of the same goods produced in
1960 or will there be important changes in the kinds and quantities of goods and
services produced and supplied to the American peoples?
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13.2 If your answer to question one is the latter, what important changes do you
anticipate will take place in the kind and quantity of goods supplied and the
natural resources used to produce them?
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13. 3 What role will capital play in the production of this vastly enlarged GNP in the
Year 2000?

g57
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13. 4 Will the enlarged GNP result from the use of more of the same capital, that is,
increased amounts of capital or will new and improved capital be forth coming?
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13. 5 What role will human resources play in the production of this vastly enlarged
GNP in the Year 2000?

059

1
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THE PARTS ARE NOT THE WHOLE: THE BUILDING OF AN ECONOMIC SYSTEM

113. 6 Will this enlarged GNP result from the use of more of the same kind of labor,
that is, a larger labor force or will the labor force be better educated,
motivated, and equipped with new and improved capital?

r Go
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THE PARTS ARE NOT THE WHOLE: THE BUILDING OF AN ECONOMIC SYSTEM

13.7 In the production of this greatly enlarged GNP in the Year 2000, will the
American worker put in the same number of hours per week, enter the labor
force at the same age, and leave the labor force at the same age and under
the same conditions as in 1960?

£61.
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13.8 What role will be played by households in the determination of the composition
of the Gross National Product in the Year 2000?

f62
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13. 9 What effect will present population trends have on the economy in the Year 2000?

g63
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THE PARTS ARE NOT THE WHOLE: THE BUILDING OF AN ECONOMIC SYSTEM

13.10 Suppose in the Year 2000 some of the basic natural resources at the base of
the triangle have become scarce or because of discovery relatively more
abundant. What impact might this have on:

(a) the human resources

(b) the final products

(c) the Gross National Product per worker possible in the future


